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Unsanitary

Ways

Of Rural School
Pass

Unmourned

Nostalgia Doesn’t

Keep

Sanitarians From Job

Of Ending Contagion

Weatherman’sPrediction
0{ Snow Realized Today

Mrs. Jack Bontekoe

Increase

The weatherman’s predicted
snow began falling about 2 p.m.
today, causing to disappear any
allusions of mild weather. The
temperatureplunged to 28 at 11
a m. this morning from a high of
48 yesterday — this also according to the weatherman's predic-

Mrs. Jack Bontekoe, of 917
South Shore drive, the former

Misses Approval

Reka Mass, died at noon today in
Holland hospital, 15 or 20 minutes after she has been admitted.
She had been in ill health. The
body was taken to the NibbelinkNotier funeral home.

By Scant 38 Votes
Small Turnout Noted

tion.

The

snow will ho short-lived,
says the weatherman, and ram
will fall in its stead tonight and

tomorrow. Temperatures

Council

Dies in City Hospital

Hospital Addition

New Construction|
Work Will Start Soon
For

ModernizationProgram

Hoffman Tangles

will

Lacking but 38 votes of

Contracts for

Three Contracts Let

As Citizens Defeat

There are many things about slowly rise.
the Little Red Schoolhouse, whose
We're not complaining, hut Junpassing we may regret but they ior seems lo l>e worried. He says
are not its health and sanitation that new Christmas sled isn’t gofactors LaPue Miller, environ- ing to work on bare sidewalks,
and you can't ice skate on pudmental engineerof the Michigan dles!
Department of Health, said today
in reviewing the modernization
of Michigan'srural schools dur-

Approves

the

necessary two-thirds majority, the

WithSadowskion

Work on the addition to Hol«
land hospital will begin soon, following action by Common Council

special school election to raise the
lux rate five mills tor five years
Wednesday night in awarding
lost here Tuesday.
contracts for general construcThe first Issue to raise the tax
tion. plumbing and «lectrical
work.
rate for five years polled 1,262 affirmative votes and 687 negative
recommendationof tht
Allegan Legislator
votes, lacking two per cent of the
Ways and Means committee,
necessary two-thirds majority.
Council approved a contract for
ing the past generation.
Defends House Action
general construction to Elzinga
The second Issue to est ablush a
He cilcd the dipper and open
sinking fund, requiring a simple
To Cite Hollywoodians and Volkors of Holland for $102,pail of drinking water, the promajority, passed. 1,025 to 619, hut
800. a contract for electrical work
hibitively cold water in the greythus issue is dependent upon pasWashington,D. C., Dec. 4 to Newkirk ElectricCo. of Muskeing wash basin, the toothlesscomb
sage o! the first projHisal to be (Special)
Two Michigan con- gon for $13,093, and a contract
and roller towel which every one
effective.
gressmen had a two minute squab- for plumbing,heating and ventiusid, the smell of lunch boxes in
In all, 1,958 voters appeared at ble on the floor of the House of lating to William Modders of
the cloak room, and warm milk In
the six polling places. Vole was Representatives recently.The sub- Holland for $63,700.
brought in an open pail Irom a
divided as follows: First, 187; sec- ject was un-Americanismand the
Aid. Bernard De Free, chairman
nearby farm.
Persons living In the north- ond, 355: third. 282: fourth, 354; laws of Michigan.
of the Ways and Means commitThere were the pot-belliedstove
During the debate on the 10 tee, pointed out that all contract*
around which all eight grades of western part of Allegan county fifth. 368; sixth, 412. A total of
1.649 property holders voted on Hollywood personalities who re- are "firm" contracts, a departure
sniffling children huddled and who haven't had a chest X-ray aldried their clothes on a mid-win- ready this year can get one when the second proposition.There fused to answer questions put to from the usual cost-plus arrangewere nine blanks on the first pro- them by the Un-American Activi- ment.
ter morning— which soared one
I the X-ray bus of the Michigan position and five on the second.
Hospital Director William W.
ties committee, Rep. George Saside of the room while the other
Tuesday's vote was considered dowski rose to oppose the resolu- Colton said work will begin a«
was frost-bitten;the high small Department of Health is in the
windows covered with potted vicinity, Dr. Arthur G. Baker, di- small, representing roughly 35 per tion citing them for contempt of soon as possible. He said contractors are prepared to erect shed*
plants or silhouettes,and the nail- rector of Ihe Allegan County cent of the estimated 7,200 re- Congress.
gistered voters. In the fall of
"More important than the laws on the property next week and exed-in rattling sashes which let Health Dept, advised today.
snow ehb through on blizzard The mobile X-ray unit started 1946, registered voters totaled 8.- and the Congress, is the com- cavation may begin in the next
in Douglas Thursday,it will he at 646. but a biennial "weeding out" mandment: Thou shall not bear week or two.
days.
Porta! Clerkt Stanley Oudemolen (left) and
Christmasrush starts.For that reason, persons
Council also approved De Pree’i
reduced the number to 7.142 last false witness against thy neighWilliam De Mott stack up some of the parcels In
lie spoke of the smoking wall tlie Village hall in Saugaluck.
are urged to mail their Christmas gifts and greetrecommendation to set aside $30,an ordinary mail run at the Holland post office
lamps, the shining pictures of Monday il will be parked outside spring, according to the city bor’," Sadowski said.
ings early, so that the Christmas season may bo
and wonder where they'llfind room when the
He said Michigan had a secret 000 from the general fund to be
spread over a longer period.
"George and Martha” on either the Maplewood Reformed church, clerk's office.About 60 have registered since that time. Total-vote ballot which forbid the question- added to sums already allocated
side of the blackboard,the pun- at the corner of 34th St. and Colgent smell of chalk dust as it umbia Aw. where X-rays will be cast in the Nov. 4, 1946, election ing of any citizen on how he voted for the hospital fund. Early thia
in a primary and a general elec- year, on the basis of a $120,000
came up from the erasers;the taken from 1 lo 9 p.m. On Dec. was 5.779.
estimate for the addition,the city
Both propositionswore defeated tion.
dark, rough oily floors (With pro- 9 and 10 it will be at the Hamilset aside $60,000 and the Board
in the fourth ward and the first
ton
Farm
Bureau
Co-op.
Free
X"It
is
treading
on
states’
rights
per impetus you could slide the
proposal lacked a two-thirds ma- when you try to make a citizen of Public Works agreed to lend a
full length of the aisle); and rays are available lo everyone 14
jority in the fifth ward. Both pro- say something his state protects similar amount. Since then, coita
the moldering dirt-filled attic years or older. Hours are TuesTells
and estimates have increased confrom which Santa Claus and an day: 8:30 to 12 and 1 to 4:30 p.m. positions carried in all other him from saying," Sadowski arsiderably.
wards,
some
with
very
narrow
gued.
and
Wednesday,
1
to
6
and
7
to
9
occasional wasp came.
margins.
Plans call for a three-floorwing
Never before has the mail- among sorrie 30,000 patrons. Clerks
Quick on his feet, Rep. Clare
There were dark-finished dou- p.m.
Telephone
calls by the hundreds Hoffman called Sadowski's reas- north of the present hospital,inOn
Friday
morning
It
is
plansorting
the
mail
have
about
one
early-for-Christmas
appeal been
ble desks on which generations
creasing the hospital capacity by
ned to X-ray all the students of poured into The Sentinel office oning "nonsense."
issued so fervently as this year. second to decide which carrier had carved their initials, and a
perhaps 25 beds. The addition will
the Saugatuek High school as well Tuesday night, keeping all lines
"It
is
not
an
issue
of
politics
should
have
a
letter,
since
they
dunce stool stood in a dark drafty
Mre. Emilie Jacobson, journalist Parcel post mailings at the Holas Junior High school students 14 busy for about two hours. A few whether or not one is a traitor," be part of an extensive addition
average 50 letters per minute dur- corner.
and lecturer,spoke at an assem- land post office have increased
expectedto be built in sections.
persons were non-committal on Hoffman charged.
ing the Christmasrush.
Outside there was the plank- years and older. Commentingon
bly of Hope college students this almost 100 per cent in recent
the
outcome,
most
others
expressPlana for the addition were prethe
X-ray
survey,
Dr.
Baker
Besides,
the
Allegan
Republican
Regular carriersknow where covered well with its hand pump
recalled, it was not so long ago pared by Lewis Sarvis, Battla
morning in Hope Memorial chap- months, and normal businessis their patrons live, hut alter Dec. where children drank out of their pointed out that the chest X-ray ing genuine regret.
Comment ranged from "That’s there was a law requiring one to Creek architect.
is the only way we have to learn
•1. A Mtive of England, she spoke almost as great as Christmas 15 the mail is delivered by extra hands, cleaned shoes encrusted
• Vote on both issues was unaniif we have a healthy chest. The too had" to "Well, we'll have to state whether he is Democrat or
help.
business
of
previous
years.
CrowdW'ith mud from the horse-trodden
on "England As I Left It— Amermous.
Eight aldermen were prework
harder
next
time"
and
"If Republican.
purpose
of
the
survey
Is
to
find
ed conditions in a building designcountry road, caught captive
ica As I Found It."
persons who are in the early we'd only had seven or eight more
All of the Michigan delegation, sent. John F. Donnelly, chairman
ed 32 years ago have added to
frogs, or spurted water through
Her.ibarp wit and humorous difficulty in handling the mail.
stages of pulmonary disease. No ‘yes' votes in each ward!
except Rep. Jesse Wolcott who of the hospital board, expressed
their tej^Ji at pig-laded girlf»
Tuesday’s vote was smaller than was absent and Sadowski, went the board’s appreciation for counanecdotes pleased the audience as
Such is the statement of
There were nearby outhouses attempt is ‘made to make a fiml
the first vote on the propositions along with Hoffman in voting lor cil's oo-operatiort.
she told them of the shabby, bat- Postmaster Harry Kramer in rewhere flies hummed, and back of diagnosis but in each case persons
April 21 when 2.376 persons cast the resolution346-17.
In other business,John H. Van
which many a lunch was exchang- in need of further study are retered England she left after her viewing prospects for the coming
Dyke was sworn in by City Attorvotes
in City Hall. Criticism on
ferred
to
their
family
physician.
holiday
season.
home in London was bombed and
ed, against the teacher'sruling.
ney Peter S. Boter as alderman
crowding and delays at that time
of her impressions of America Labor is another problem, he
'These things are as nostalgic Tiie X-ray is taken very quickly
of the fifth ward. He was elected
and
it Is not necessary to remove resulted in a decision to stage the
added.
Hope
college
students
who
upon arrival. Among the things in
as picking flowers in a woodlot or
second election at six polling
at last meeting to succeed Ed
America which especially im- usually augment the regular earwading in a brook, but they are any of the clothing.
Prins who had moved from tht
places and extend voting periods
More
than
5,500
pere^ns
have
pressed her. she said, were the lier lorce will he in classes until
not things we want for our chilward. He was assigned Prion’
already been X-rayed in the pre- two hours. Both propositions lost
dren,” Miller said.
abundance of everything here, the the Saturday before Christmas. In
committee appointments.
sent survey which began in Plain- in the previous election. The vote
young people who have the great- the past it has been necessary to
For
decades,
public
health
perZeeland, Deo. 4— The grade
at that time was: Proposition 1,
Council approved a recommenest gifts in the world, the coedu- give every carrier an extra man school building, which was con- sonnel worried about these and well on Oct. 21. The bus unit has
already been in Martin. Ot.sego, 1.193 yes and 1.155 no; proposidation from the Ways and Means
cational school system, American about Dec. 15.
many
other
health
hazards
in
demned a few weeks ago by orThe Department of the Army
tion 2, 943 yes and 1,001 no.
committee appropriating$2,000
food and American slang.
The postmaster made another der of the slate lire marshal, was schools. Sanitarians of the stale Allegan. Pullman and Glenn and
The
campaign
for the special has announced plans for the train- toward the deficit of the CentenJijus just completed its work in
Despite the fact that things are extremely practical suggestion in being re-inspectedtoday by safely and local health departments for
election was promoted by the Citi- ing of reservists, both officer and nial Commission. De Free, citing
worse in England now than dur- advising the public to buy stamps engineersto determinewhether years have given valuable a.d in Fennville. After leaving Hamilton
enlisted.Under these plans, trainthe
bus
unit
will
go
to Hopkins on zens’ school eommitlee, working
figures of the financialreport for
ing the war. the English spirit for greeting cards within the next half of the buildingcould he made providing proper sanitation,health
ing will take place at several
the period the commission was in
cannot be dampened, she said and day or so. to avoid long lines safe, accordingto Corp. William and safely measures in rural Dw. 11. 12 and 15. Wayland, Dec. primarily through ITA's and par- camps in the United Stales.
ents of pupils.
operation,said total bills amountthe people will never admit that later In rush periods.
Gibbs of the Michigan State police
The schools offered will cover
C. J. Ix- Kosler, president of
ed to $17,391.03of which $16,990.emergency has arrived. The fuel
As for greeting cards, that's fire inspection bureau.
Ihe Board of Education, express- instruction from the elementary 85 had been paid, leaving a deficit
shortage is most serious, she said, another bag of tricks.
to
schools
wishing
to
modernize
Gibbs said the report Is expected regret that the issues failed to and indoctrinationschools, thru of $2,915.52.
and as for goods, when they apMany a Holland residentbright- ed to be completedby the first of for elimination of health hazards.
carry, but advanced no comment the spe^alist schools to Ihe adbid for replacing window
pear, they are labeled "For ex- en.*; up Eskimo igloos and African
The general use of rural electrifinext week.
on possible action in the luture. vanoe£ training offered at the shades in the library was referred
port only.”
huts with his beautiful greetings
cation
is
reducing
the
once
HerThe inspection was being made
He said the election might lx* dis- command and general staff col- to the Buildings and Ground*
England and America have without having such wide-spread by the same firm of safety engin- culean task of school improvement
cussed at the next meeting of lege at Ft. Leavenworth, Kans. committee with power to act. Apmuch in common, she said, the good will in mind, according to eers whose report a few weeks ago to a comparativelyeasy job.
Length of tours of duly will cover
the lx>ard Dec. 8.
proval was given a recommendamost important thing being the Superintendent of Mails Sipp led to action on condemnation by
Had
the issue passed, the addi- periods of from two weeks up to tion to purchase a new sump
English tongue. England and Am- Houtman. He explained that carethe state fire marshal. The Board Tuttle Will Is Valid
Grand Haven, D^c. 4 (.Special) tional five mills would have rais- three months. The Army further pump for Fire Engine house Nos
erica together can Ik* the strong- lessly addressed greetings are not
of Education was ordered to va—
Arthur Eding, 31, of 28 West ed approximately$70, (XK) a year announces that tours of from 12 2 at a cost of $65.
est factor in war or peace in the given directory service, but are
cate the building within 30 days. In Directed Verdict
1st St„ Holland, w;ts bound over or $350, (MX) in five years. This lo 30 days will be offered with
A petition from Jay A. Peerworld today, she said, and with turned over to missionaryworkThe section of the school which
upon
examinationin Justice!.slnkinK would lie available the 9th and 4th Infantry divisions holt and the Society for Christian
the help of her strong friend, ers who call for them, or the
Grand
Haven,
Dec.
4
(Special)
the board seeks to repair and use
at Ft. Dix, N.J.. and’ Ft. Ord,
America. England will rise again gicet mgs are sold as scrap paper. is a four-room section which was — After the testimony of four wit- George V. Iloffer’s Court Monday f°r any offers of state or federal Calif.,and the 3rd Armored at Education requesting vacating of
afternoon
on
a
charge
of
drunk ! government in matching funds lor
a T-shaped alley between 29th
to its position among the world
Houtman suggests that persons added to a six-room structure nesses Tuesday in a case involving driving, second offense, and fur- 1 school construction,
Ft. Knox. Ky. Specially qualified
and 30th Sts. leading to River
powers.
.sending greetingslocally should about 10 years after the original the will of the late Hattie Tuttle,
nished $1,000 bond for his
proposed $1,200,000 huild- reserve officersmay also apply Ave. was referred to the Street
check addresses in the telephone school was built in 1879. The new- of 337 West 16th St., Holland,
ance in Circuit Court which has ‘nK program, as recommendedby for trainingof from 30 to 90 days committee.
Car Hit by Train, Motorist directory which lists current ad- er part of the school fronts on who died Feb. 14. 1947. a motion tentatively been set for DecernCitizens'school committee with higher headquarters.
A license was granted to Nell
for a directed verdict finding the
dresses for about 7,000 local res- Main St.
Many other types of training and Al Kalkman for constructing
her
.and the Board of Education, was
will
valid,
was
granted
by
the
Fined for Reckless Driving idents.
Fifteen years ago, the school
Court records show Kding has lo include n new elementary are offered such as details at and repairing sidewalks. A bid of
Better yet. he says, is to affix building was condemned by the jury.
been
convictedof drunk driving I school replacing Lincoln and Froe- ROTC installations,ROTC Sum- Herman Mooi for some property
Grand Haven, Dec. 4 (Special) a 3 -cent stamp with return ad- state fire marshal, but after conThe case was an appeal from an
schools, additions lo Longfel- mer camps, and regular Army between Fifth and Sixth Sts. near
— Daniel Horoszka, 24, route 1, dress to guarantee return of an siderable negotiations the board order made in ihe Ottawa County on four previous occasions, on !
units and installations.In short,
May
2.
1937
in
Zeeland.
Feb.
2, |low and Van Raalte schools, and
Central Ave. was referred to the
Grand Haven, pleaded guilty to a undeliverable card.
of Educationwas permitted to re- Probate Court June 3, 1947, made 1942 in Holland. March 28, 1942: an addition to Junior and Senior the Army is now offering tours
Ways and Means Committee for
reckless driving charge before
"Please do not address mail so model the structure. The Board by contestants claiming the Proof
active
duty
of
practically
any
in the Ottawa Circuit Court and 1 hiRh schools.
review and recommendation.
Justice George Hoffer Wednes- indefinitelyas Montello park’ or
bale
Judge
improperly
allowed
the
also is considering use of Army
type or duration the year round.
July 9. 1947 in the Holland Muni- 1 Vote by wards follows;
City Clerk Clarence Grevenday, following an accident in 'Central park' since four different barracks.
will, ami the matter will be referReserve officers and enlisted goed presented Building Inspector
cipal Court. The offense
I’ropoMltionI Proposition 11
w’hich his '39 car was demolished
red back to the Probate Court for
carriers deliver in the Montello
Ves
No
Yes No men, former service personnel, as George Zuverink's November rewhich he is now charged occurred Ward
by a Pere Marquette train near area and two rural routes cover
further proceedings.
129
56
92
47 well as newcomers may obtain port listing 42 building permit*
on
Nov.
22, 1947 in Grand Haven. L
the Harlem pickle station about parts of Central park," Houtman
The will, dated April 13. 1915,
247
107
177
96 full intormation by contacting the issued, 100 tire inspections made
Several
witnesses
were
called
|^*
5:30 a.m. that day.
drawn up by Isaac Kouw and witsaid.
188
93
131
82 Senior Instructor. Organized Re- and 27 warnings issued. City Infor both prosecution and defense,j 3*
Horoszka, who was sentenced to
nessed by Kouw and Willis Kraai,
South Shore drive and Beech18]
171
154
167 serve Corps, at 463 Federal Build- spector Ben Wiersema's Novempay $25 fine and $5.35 costs, told
named Mrs. Mabel Kraai, a including the arresting officer 'j*
wood road are not rural routes,
236
198
132
120 ing, Detroit 26, or sub-offices in bor report revealed 15 cases of
Charles
E. Rumsey, Chief of Po-I*?*
officershe turned onto the Hardaughter of the deceased, as the
but come under city delivery.
Kalamazoo,Grand Rapids. Lan- contagious disease,three measles,
291
118
273
107
lice
Lawrence
DeWitt,
and
Allred
lem road by mistake while returnmain beneficiary. A son, Martin
Route 1 starts west of Central
sing, Marquette,or Saginaw,
Rithamci, of route 2, Holland, who
ing to Grand Haven. He became
one mumps, nine chicken pox, two
DeWeert, was given $500 and a
park and route 4 starts west of
Totals
1,262 687 1,025 619
was
with
Eding
ai
the
time
of
his
whooping cough.
confused on the pickle station Pine Creek bay.
A Santa Claus workshop is be- step-son Everett C. Tuttle, $300,
arrest, for the prosecutionand
property and the car wheels
Claims and accounts totaled
Mrs.
George
Race
Dies
ing
sot
up
by
the
Veterans
of
Forwith the balance of the estate beThere are 19 city routes and
straddled the rails.
two of Eding’s brothers-in-law, Cars Damaged Here
$13,893.40. Other claims were
eign
Wars
Walters
Post
ing
boqueathed^to
Mrs.
Kraai,
acsix rural routes out of the HolIn Saugatuek Township
William and Richard Ten Brink
Officers said Horoszka traveled
hospital board, $6,388.31; library
land post office, dividing mail 2144. in the basement of the VFVV cording to the terms of Mrs. TutFennville, Dec. 4 (Special)
south down the tracks for 562
and
a
friend,
LeRoy
Munn,
the
In
Accidents
board, $580.37; Park and Cemebuilding. The Vets have adopted tle’s will.
feet and then backed up 448 feet
Mns. George A. Race, 50, life-time tery, $3,040.62; Board of Publio
latter
three
being
in
a
gas
station
the theme, "It is more blessed to
Kouw, Kraai, Dr. William Kools
Cars driven by Vern Bowen, 23, resident of Mack’s Landing, died Works, $10,957.85.The city treaswhere the car ran amok with
give, than to receive."
and Janet Sundin, were the four owned by the former, when Eding
Mr*. Mary Walker of
switches. In an attempt to clear
drove up to get gas on the day of of 156 Central Ave., and Roger at her home in Saugatuek town- urer reported BPW collectionsof
Through community contribu- witnesses called.
Maat, 20, of 176 West 19th St., ship Tuesday noon after a linger- $37,231.03,and regular collection*
the car, Horoszka broke a jack Ganges Township Dies
the alleged offense.
tions of repairable toys, the orand tire blew out.
Eding is married and has four were damaged in an accident at ing illness. She was the former of $8,047.63.
ganization hopes to furnish gifts
Plant Diseases Leaflets
12:05 a.m. today on Eighth St. be- Sybelle Gibson, daughter of the
Fennville, Dec. 4 (Special)
children.
He then went to a neighborto
Mayor Ben Steffen* presided.
for all children whose Christmas
call railway officialsin Grand Mrs. Mary Walker, 83, died early might otherwise be an empty
tween Columbia and Lincoln Aves. late Capt. and Mrs. Alexander Aid. De Free gave the invocation
Haven to stop trains, and arrang- Tuesday morning at. the home of one. Names of recipients will be Available for Farmers
Both were driving east on Eighth Gibson. She was born Aug. 17,
Put Oat Two Fires
St.
ed' with another farmer for a her son and daughter, Mr. and obtainedfrom the social welfare
1897 and was married in 1919.
Farmer§ in Ottawa county will
Firemen extinguished a fire In
tractor to pull the car out. He Mrs. Lawrence Walker of Ganges records.
Bowen
told police he was lookSurvivingare the husband; a Yule Lighting Festival
have an opportunity to receive a tar kettle at IXL Machine Co.,
was returningto the car when township, where she had lived the
ing
at
his
rear-view
mirror
and
daughter,
Mrs. John Klungle; and Planned in City Again
Citizens who are not able to periodicleaflets on plant dis52 West Fourth, about 12:30 p.m.
the Crash occurred, throwing the past 23 years.
take their, contributions to the eases, accordingto an announce- today. The blaze was put out by when he glanced ahead, it was too a son, George Ernest Race.
car 150 feet.
late to avoid hitting the Maat car
She was born May 5, 1864 at VFVV club rooms should contact ment Jay county agriculturalagent
The funeral will be Friday at
Citizens of Holland toddy were
The wreckage was removed to Burnips, Allegan county. She was the club rooms or one of the fol- L. R. Arnold The series is called foam treatment. Damage was con- which had slowed to park. Witp.m. in the Congregational invited to paticipate in the outfined
to
the
kettle
which
is
on
a
nesses were Gordon Dams and church at Douglas, the Rev. Al- door Christmaslighting festival
Grand Haven on orders of state married in 1885 to Edward Walk- lowing committee members:1Wil- "Plant Disease Notes" and is put
wheeled truck. Firemen also, put Herbert Maatman, route 2.
police.
er, who died at the same home in
bert Dawe officiating.Burial will for homes, which is being sponliam Ver Hey, Jim Gray, Donald out by the botany and plant pathout a minor fire in a basement on
1932.
In another accident at 6 a.m. be in Fennville cemetery. The sored by the Holland Junior
Japinga. Herman De Vries, Hu- ology department at Michigan 15th St. between Van Raalte and
today, a car driven by Edward body is at the Dykstra Funeral Chamber of Commerce in co-operMrs? Walker is survived by 11 bert Knapp. *
State college.
Municipal Court News
Washington Aves. Wednesday. The Smith. Jr., 20, of 439 East Eighth chapel
children, Frank of Unsing; Joation with the board of public
Ver Hey. in charge of the plan, The leaflets, which W’ill be fire started when a broom was
Henry Workman, 64, of 4 West seph, Benton Harbor;' Edward of
St., hit another car being towed
works, accordingto Nelson Boareported
that
local
firemen,
who
issued
each
month,
will
stress
Eighth St., and James Johnson, Missouri;Tony, Plainwell;Wilplaced against a smoke pipe.
on Eighth St. near FairbanksAve. SHANTY BURNS
man of the BPW. The festival
similar time'y information on the control
32, toute 6, paid fine and costs liam, Uwton; Mrs. Daisy Treece, previously sponsored
Smjth told officershe w-as trying
Some of. the city employe* lo*t dropped during the war year*.
project,
are
not
doing
so
this of plant diseases and also acquaint
of $15 each in Municipal Court Hamilton; Ross, Watervliet; Mre.
GETS OIL PERMIT
to recover a cigarette which had their coats today when the ^shanPrizes of exceptional value
Wednesday on drunk ' charge. Neva Louies and Lawrence, Fenn- year. This is the first year the readers with the research work, . Included in the oil and gas per- dropped to the floor when the acty” dn which they keep their to be, awarded? A sample of
plan
has
been
adopted
by
the
extension
activities
and
teaching
Workman was arrested Nov. 23 ville; Harold, Grand Junction;
mits released by the state conser- cident occurred. Driver of th*
equipment caught fire at 2:15 pjn. prizes to be given will be on
and Johnson Nov. 29. Others pay-i Mre. Pansy Debeiold, South Hav- Vets, he said. Work has been pro- program of the department.
vation departmentis the Ford' other car was not identified to- Firemen extinguished the blaze In
play in a local store window
gressing
for
the
last
two
months.
Farmers
wishing
to
receive
the
ing fines Wednesday were Edward en, also 42 grandchildren, 37 great
Oil Co. of 581 State St., Holland. day.
short order. The “shanty" was
As of previous!
Paints, brushes and tools have leaflets should write Dr. John R. Name of the well is Claude ParkJr.,. 21, Zeeland, speeding,
grandchildren;one sister, Mrs.
Smith cut l)is left hand in pull- parked on Central Ave. near 8th will be based upon
been
supplied
and
machines
for
Vaughn,
Department
of
Botany
$10, and Lucille Smith, route 3, Cora Sage, Pontiac. Wis., and on*
er No. 1; Monterey township in ing out a damaged fender. The in- Street, where then were Improvcity ethd effe
repair work will bo moved in and Plant Pathology, Michigan
Allegan county NE NE SE; Ford jury required five stitches,police
Ent
brother, Adam Slagle of Bumips. Jioon, Ver Hey said. *
ing the alley by the fint National
State college,East Lansing.
Henry, contractor.
said.
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Scouts and leaders of Troop
An all-sacred home talent pro- Thanksgivingaendcea were held Mrs. Qrace Marfia entertained
gram, representing the local ChrisSix, First Reformed church, enin the local church on Thursday. at dinner on Thanksgivingall of
tian Reformed churches, will be
tertained
their
dads
at
a
fatherSuggestions on how to improve
The service flag was taken down her children and their families,
held in Central Avenue Christian
the occasion also being a farewell
son party Monday night in the
one's memory were given members
Reformed church Thursday at as all the boys have returned. for her son-in-law and daughter, \ Fir&t^eformed church In Zteof the Woman's Literary dub
troop's log cabin at Port Sheldon.
7:45 p.m. The Monic^ school so- The Vriesland church members Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Carlson of
land was filled to- capacity Tues.
Tuesday afternoon by Prof. HarThe cabin was decoratedfor the
ciety is sponsoring the event
expressed thanks that the boys Grand Rapids, who left Saturday day night for a successful per.
old Haverkampof the Hope colThe
program
includes
organ
occasion by the senior scouts unto make their home In Sioux Falls, formance of 'The Messiah" by
lege department of psychology.
prelude by Mabel Bos, "March came home with no one injured S.D. Others present were Mr. and
der the leadership of Roger NortGeorge Frederick Handel, which
Using the topic, “Do You ReRomaine," Gounod; devotionsby or killed in service.
Mrs. Ben Marfia and three chil- was under the direction this year
member?" the speaker said that
buis.
the Rev. M. Vander Zwaag; selecThe Rev. John Pott of the dren and Mr. and Mre. Joe Marfia of Prof. Robert Cavanaugh of
memory is a natural event, subFollowing a pot luck supper a
tions by the Christian High school Vriesland Reformed church officof Fennville; Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hope college.The Zeeland Civic
jtet to natural laws, and to
scout program was presented with
choir, Marvin Baas, director,“ReSteunkel and son of Allengan; Mr. chorus sponsored the event.
iated
at
the
funeral
services
of
memory “we owe the smoothness
Assistant Scoutmaster Ray Mooi
joice and Sing," Bach and "Enand Mrs. Richard James of Casco;
An innovation was the apwith which our lives operate."
acting as master of ceremonies.'
treat Me Not to Leave Thee," Mrs. Jennie Van Zoeren of CoopMr. and Mrs. Tony Marfia of pearance of the Hope colAfter explaining the various
Group singirigwas led by Bill
Vanden Berg.
ersville, formerlyof Vriesland on
Kalamazoo and Frances and Sam lege orchestra which is untheories that have been advanced
Vander Yacht, who also sang a
Also violin solo by Mrs. Gerald Monday, Nov. 24.
at home.
der the direction of Morette Ridregarding the process of memory,
solo.
Van Wyk, accompanied by Lee De
Jerry Dunning, son of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Strickfa- er of the Hope faculty. Mrs. W.
Prof. Haverkampsaid that memEagle Scout Don Northuis told
Free, ‘The Holy City," Henley; Mrs. Harry Dunning was taken
den have purchased the furnished Curtis Snow, also of the Hope
ory is a form of behavior. It is
of experiencesat the Philmont
Treble Clef choir, accompanied by to Zeeland hospital where he rehome of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Hull faculty,played the organ and
not mystical, or related to abilscout ranch last summer. Roger
Evelyn Den Uyl, 'The Lost ceived medical treatment. He re- on First St.
piano accompaniments.
ity, and the average person “can
Northuis told about his experiencChord," Sullivan; high school turned home on Wednesdaymuch
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Miltur of
Of special interest was the aplearn to remember."
es at the World Scout Jamboree
brass sextet, “Joy to the World,"
improved but still very weak.
Gary, ind. spent Sunday with the pearance as soprano soloist of
He suggested that to learn
last summer in France. He told
Barnhauss; contralto solo by Mr. and Mrs. J. G. J. Van Zoerlatter's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Miss Dorothy Van Voorst of ZeeMiss Marian Van Zyl
there should be high interest in
of the great friendship that existBetty Martinus, "Beside Still Waland who gave an unusually fine
the subject, a concentrationon
ed between all the scouts from the
The Rev. and Mrs. Bart R. Van ters," Hamblan; FourteenthStreet en were Thanksgiving guests of Claude Hutchinson.
details, and one should be alert.
many nations represented at the Zyl of Hollandale,Minn., an- church choir, Marvin Baas, direc- Mr. and Mrs. John J. Van Zoeren Mrs. Harry Kelly returned to performance. Miss Ruth Ann Popof Holland.They also spent Fri- her home in Bellville, 111. Saturday pen of Holland, who has sung the
The developmentof a broad backjamboree.
nounce the betrothal of their tor, Gertrude Beckman, accom- day and Saturday there.
evening after attending funeral alto solos in previous years, was
ground and frequent repetition
Keith Pas and Bob Boss played
daughter. Marian, to Robert E. panist, "Panis Angelicus," Franck
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wabeke services of her brother, Roy again well received.
helps. It also helps to recall the
a cornet duet and Bob Boss also
and
'The
Lord
Is
My
Rock,”
RicVander Hart, son of Mrs. William
had as Thanksgiving guests, Mr. Knowles.
James De Jonge, tenor, and
circumstances, visually or menplayed a cornet solo. Two accorVander Hart of Alma, formerly holson.
and Mrs. Lawrence South and
Mrs. Charles Timme of Tokyo, Gordon Van Ry, bass, both of
tally, which surround what one
dion solos were played by Kenneth
Centralaires quartet, accom- family, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Costof Holland. Miss Van Zyl is sevJapan, who had written her mo- Grand Rapids, completed the
MIm Donna Prieha
wishes to remember, said the
Viening, a member of the Wolenth
grade
English teacher at panied by Hazel Ann Oelen, "I ing and family of Muskegon ther, Mrs. Elmer Schaeffer, that outstandingquartet which added
verine
patrol.
speaker.
The engagement has been anHolland Junior High school and Am on the Battlefieldfor My Heights. Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Wa- she and husband expected to re- considerably to the success of the
Ray Mooi told the fathers howj
Mrs. John K. Winter presided. nounced of Miss Donna Priehs.
Lord." and “This World Is Not beke and family of Hopkins, Mr.
public grade school librarian.
turn to the States soon, has now event.
the troop built their cabin in 1932
A request was made for leadership
My Home"; offertory, Mabel Bos, and Mrs. Muriel Meengs of Zut*
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
written that her husband, Major
The large chorus was well trainin the Camp Fire organization
and 1933 and pointed out that
"Dawn,"
Sheldon;
Gloria
trio,
acPriehs of Utica, to William Uiterphen, Mr. and Mrs. A1 Hop of Timme, has been orderod to stay ed and was heard to advantage in
many trees had been planted by
which is sponsoredby tne club.
companied by Mrs. J. B. Hulst, "I Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs. Merton
wyk, son of Mr. and Mrs. A. Uiteranother year. Mrs. Timme writes the familiar choruses of the orathe troop at the camp during the
Volunteers are asked to call Mrs.
Lift Mine Eyes to Thee," Von Wabeke and family of Vriesland.
wyk, 697 Lincoln Ave., Holland. last 10 years.
she likes the country very well torio which is a traditional feaR. D. Each.
(From Wednesday's Sentinel) Beige; marimba solo by Faith
Miss Priehs is a graduate of ML
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Wyngarden of and is teachingthe English lan- ture of the Christmas season.
Prof. Edward Avison, of the Mr. and Mrs. R N. Pot for and Bos, accompanied by Mrs. B.
Clemens High school.
Hope college speech department,daughters, Jane and Mary Ka>. of Ba-\ ‘The Lost Chord," and "Star Zeeland were guests of Mrs. D. G. guage to a group of Japanesebus- The Rev. A. Rynbrandt,pastor
Harrington PTA Plans
of the church, pronounced the ingave several readings and poems. Urbana, 111 . spent the Thanks- of the East"; mixed quartet, "The Wyngarden,John, and Marie on inessmen.
L ennville’s volunteer firemen vocation.
A Tenderfoot Investiture cere- giving week-end with Mrs. Pot- King of Love My Shepherd Is," Thanksgivingafternoon.
Christmas Program
mony was conducted by Scout- ters parents, Capt. and Mrs. Paul Shelley; baritone solo by Robert Mr. and Mrs. H. Van Haitsma are receivinga week's training
spent Thanksgivingafternoon with from Wallace F. Gannon of the
master Elmore Van Lente and Pearson.13-1 West 14th St.
Teachers of Harringtonschool
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Van Ess. “Hosanna," Franier; and Mr. and Mrs. C. Van Haitsma.
extension service of the University
Assistant
Scoutmaster
Ben
Muldare planning the annual Crist mas
Dr. Gerald Nykerk was the
Mary Jo Dokter. daughter of two selections by the high school
Mrs Ed. Kroodsma and chil- of Michigan. Mr. Gannon served
program for members of the PFA guest speaker in the Reformed er, for eight new scouts in the Mr. and Mrs. John Dokter. mute
choir. "Its Me O Lord." (spiritand friends on Dec. 18 in the church Sunday morning, telling troop. The group includes Bill 3, is in Holland hospitalwith vims ual). Cain, and "The Lord Bless dren, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Krood- 28 years on the Muskegon fire (From Wednesday's Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Poskey
sma and family of Vriesland were department,the last four years as
Fortney,
Frank
Bos.
Wayne
Kamachool auditorium.
of his work in the mission stapneumonia.
You and Keep You," Lutkin.
Thanksgiving guests of Mr. and battalion chief. The meetings are spent Sunday afternoon with Mr.
Recently the executive board tions in Arabia. Eunice Schipper meraad. Roger Van Harn, Bob
Mrs. Gerrit Wierda, of 340 LinMrs. Cyrene Huyser and family held each evening from 7 to 10 and Mrs. H. H. Vander Molen at
appointed committeesfor the bal- was soloist at the evening sen-ice. Alderink. Jack Moeller, David
coln Ave., underwent a major eye
North Blendon.
of Beaverdam.
p.m. at the fire hall.
ance of the school year. For Jan.
Raymond Slotman was in charge Rumsey and Le Roy Knipe.
operation for a detached retina Junior Welfare League
Mr. and Mrs. R. Heuvelman and
The party closed with
27 the program will be in charge of the Senior C. E. Tuesday night.
Several Vrieslandresidents atThe opening concert of a series
Tuesday
University hospital, Will Sponsor ‘Heidi’
family of Jamestown were Thanksof Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stewart His subject was “Amos Pleads for Scoutmasters benediction
tended the play, ’The Rock" in of five, for the current season,
and Ann Arbor. Her condition was
and Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Loewy. Justice."The IntermediateC. E. taps.
the First Reformed church of sponsoredby the Fennville Rubin- giving day guests of Mr. and
favorable today.
The
Claire
Tree
Major
players
The social committee consists of topic was "How does Youth Feel
Zeeland on Thursday and Fri- stein club, will be held at the Mrs. George Vruggink and children.
The Hudsonville Male chorus w’ho have appeared here with day evenings.
the Mesdames Jon Shashaguay, about the Bible?" which was disMethodist church Thursday evenwill present an all-sacred pro- great success for several years,
Mrs. Donald Vriesenga of Grand
Camp
Fire
Leaders
Are
Myron De Jong, Peter Lamar, cussed by Haney Peters. Harlene
Kenneth Vander Kolk who at- ing. Thlc concert will lie given by
gram Friday at 8 pm. in East will return to Holland next TuesRapids is visitingwith the family
Ben Knoll ^d Jake Boersma.
tends
college
in
Ann
Arbor
spent
the
Apollo
Male
chorus
of
LansHarmsen was de%-otional chair- Entertained at Supper
Saugatuck Christian Reformed day in the popular story for young
of her parents, Mr. and Mr*. CasMarch 9 program, Mr. and Mrs. man and Harold Kleinheksel was
his Thanksgiving vacationat the ing which consists of some 40
church. The event is being spon- people, “Heidi." The play, to be
ey Luyk.
Lyle Schippa, Mr. and Mrs. Mar- sponsor.
home
of
his
parents,
Mr.
and
voices
and
will
include
sacred
and
Mrs. Robert Winter, chairman sored by the Young Mens society
Mrs. H. Klamer and children
presented in Holland High school Mrs. Will Vander Kolk.
tin Van Dyke; social,Mesdames
secular music through the spiritMr. and Mrs. Dale Voorhorst of the local Leaders’ associationof of the church.
were
dinner guest* Thanksgiving
auditorium,
is
sponsored
by
the
Edward Stielstra, J. L. Griggs, M. have recently moved into their Camp Fire, entertained40 Blue
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nagelkerk uals and folk songs as well as
Daniel Vander Werf, Jr., has Junior Welfare League. The Claire
day with their parents, Mr. and
K. Disbrow, Hoyt Steffens, P. new home east of the village.
and daughterswere Thanksgiving selectionsof popular songs.
Bird leaders.Camp Fire guardians been appointed Michigan memMrs. L. Klamer and Alma Jeanne
Tree Major players are espec- guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Van
Loth
Mr. and Mrs. John Plasman en- and Horizon advisers at a potluck bership chairman of the National
at Beaverdam.
ially trained for The presentation Ommen and family of Oakland.
April 20, Pie Social, program, tertained at Thanksgivingdinner, supper as her home Monday night.
Shorthand Reporters association. of children's plays.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Vruggink
the Rev. and Mrs. D. Ivan Dyk- Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Plasman, Mrs. Ralph EXsh explained the
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Ver Hage
Notice of the appointment was
of Georgetown and Mr. and Mrs.
To make it possible for more spent Thanksgivingday. with Mrs.
•tra, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Dyke; Glenda and Ronnie of Zeeland, need for contributionsto help
receivedby Vander Werf from childrento enjoy the play, this
Jolfn Holthof of Hudsonville had
social, Mesdames Martin Ten Peggy Jean Naber of Holland, finance the building recently pur(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
Jager and family of Grand RapThanksgiving dinner with their
Brink, Eugene Teusing, Russel Mr. and Mrs. Jake Vander Brink, chased by the Camp Fire Girls, Russell T. Williams, membership year there will be two perform- ids.
Dr. G. Nykerk, medical mischairman, Youngstown,O.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Vrugances. one at 4 p.m. and another
Jesiek, J. W. Faucet t, George Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Plasman and
Ben Kroodsma. Sr., of Hudson- sionary to Arabia, occupied the gink and family.
Inc., at New York City. Plans
Municipal
Judge
Raymond
L. at 7 p.m. The afternoonperformBecksfort, Morris Walters, Fred Jerry. Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Schrotville, formerly of Vrieslandwent pulpit at the Reformed church
are being formulated for Holland s Smith was in Grand Haven TuesMr. and Mrs. Richard Vrugance will be restrictedto students
Weiss.
enboer, Dorothy Plasman. Mr. part in the project.
to Blodgett hospital on Thursday Sunday night. He spoke of his gink and family spent Thanksgivday.
from the local elementary schools
May 25 .election of officers. Genzink and Junior Plasman.
work in the mission field.
During January, Mrs. Albert
ing day in Grand Rapids with Mr.
Mrs. Bertha Graham left Mon- up through the fifth grade. The where he was to undergo a none
Program, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Congregationalmeeting will be
Mrs. Gertie Nykerk of Holland Timmer whll offer training courses day for her home in Denver, Co!o.,
operation on Friday.
and
Mrs. Steven Veldman and
evening performance will be for
Cowan, Mr. and Mrs. Harold was a Sunday guest of her sisDick C. Ver Hage is 111 at his held Wednesday. Dec. 10. at 8 p.m. children.
in symbolism and council fires to after spending four months visitlocal and out-of-town students
Dorn; social. Mesdames Carl Har- ter 'Mrs. Dieka Welters.
Two elders and two deacons will
new guardians.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander
ing her brothers, sisters and from the sixth grade through sen- home. Miss Marie V>r Hage of
rington, Wallace Van RegenmortMr. and Mrs. Willis Hulsman Plans for the annual Christmas friends here,
Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs. Corneal be elected.
Molen of North Blendon spent
er, Eugene De Witt, Rudy Zeeior
high
and
interested
adults.
Marietta Eding was the C.E. Thanksgivingday with the family
had as their guests, Thanksgiving vesper serviceswere discussed. Russell De Waard returned to
Wittegen and daughters of Beadyk and George Smith.
The Misses Barbara Lampen
day, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Huls- Tryouts for the pageant to be his home at Riverside,Conn.,
verdam were callers there on leader Sunday evening. Dolores of their children, Mr. and Mr*.
and Lornane Busscher sang a C. Meeuwsen.
man, Howard and Judy of Hol- given at that time will be held alter spending the Thanksgiving and Florence Olert are co-chair- Thanksgivingday.
land. and Mr and Mrs. Lesly Fnday after school in the Camp week-end with his parents,Mr. men of the presentation.
The Sewing Guild met Thursday duet.
Nelson Stegeman, Gardiner
Schipper of Zeeland.
combined meeting of the Wierenga,Robert Krans and NorFire office.
afternoon in the chapel with Mrs.
and Mrs. Dick De Waard, 182
Clarence Koopman and Gene
Cornea] Van Haitsma as hostess. League for Service and the Ladies man Vruggink students at Hope
Committees for the birthday East Filth St. He made tne trip
(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
Immink
returnedTuesday even- project and window displays,dur- by plane.
The Gospel Ambassadors of Missionary society was held Tues- college sjient the holiday vacaMr. and Mrs. Peter Klynstra
ing after spending a few days in ing birthday week in March, were
Jenison supplied music in the day evening.Gifts were brought tions at their respectivehome*
announce the arrival of a grandMrs. Carroll C. Crawford, wife
(From Wednesday’!* Sentinel)
Chicago. They were invited by the annuonced.Mrs. Ray Fehring and
local church on Sunday evening, fix- a box which will be sent to hero.
son, bom to Mr. and Mrs. Lee
of the superintendent of schools,
Miss Cynthia Fikse, student at Nov. 30.
Brewton, Ala.
4-H
associationfor their activities two girls from her group, and
Mr. and Mrs. Sebus Berghoret
Smith of Ann Arbor. Mrs. Smith
is in favorable condition in Ann Hope college, spent her Thanksin 4-H work. They saw the Mus- Mrs. Peter Kromann and two girls
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Westrate and family. Mr. and Mrs. M. GerYoung
peoples'
catechism
class
is the former Laura Klynstra.
Arbor following major surgery giving vacation at the home of
eum of Art and Industry, the In- from her group, will formulate
and C. E. met Tuesday evening are receiving congratulations upon rit*, and Mr. and Mrs. J. Kort
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Jelsma and
last week in University hospital. Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brink.
ternational Livestock show and
the birth of their daughter, Donna were entertained Thanksgiving
standards for the birthday proj- She is expected to return home
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Boersen and
Mrs. C. Wabeke and family. in the chapel. It was C.E. coase- Jean.
other places of interest.
cration meeting.
day at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
ect. Mrs Andnes Steketee will Saturday.
family were Thanksgiving day
Mr. and Mrs. J. Wabeke and sons
Mr. and Mrs. George Koopman have charge of the Blue Bird
The infant sons of Mr. and Mrs. M. Brandt and family in Bauer.
Several Vrieslandresidents atguests of Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius
Mrs. Richard Higgs was to leave of this place. Mr. and Mrs. H.
are planning on spending this window display: Mrs. Joe Moran,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman G. Vrugtended the Meengs reunion held Gordon Brower and Mr. and Mrs.
Jelsma of Hudsonville, who on
week-end with friends in South the Camp Fire display and Miss today for Roc im* ter, Minn., wncre Wabeke of Georgetownand Mr. in the Vriesland chapel on Thanks- Harry Kerens were baptised last gink had as their Thanksgiving
that day celebratedtheir 10th
she will spend the week* id with and Mrs. L. De Witt and daughHolland. 111.
Sunday morning.
dinner guests, Mr. and Mre. JunFntzi Jonkman, the Horizon, dis- her husband who has been at the ter of Zeeland were entertained giving day.
wedding anniversary.
Roliert Immink. Wayne Schip- play.
Several from here attendedthe ior Vruggink and daughter and
Last week Wednesday Mrs. G.
Anna Laura Zoet of Holland
Mayo
Clinic following an ojiera- at the home of Mr. and Mrs. (I.
per, Lloyd Kleinheksel and DonVan Noord was taken to the Zee- funeral serviceslor Lila Mae Nelson Stegeman.
was a visitor with her grandparFollowing the business meetald Koopman spent Wednesday ing games were played with tion la>t Wednesday. Mr. Higgs Wabeke on Thanksgiving day.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Zoet the
land
hospitalfor an emergency Schra last week Wednesday after- j The Men's society held their
will remain at the clinic lor a lew
Beginning next Sunday the loand Thursday of this week at the
noon. Me. and Mrs. John Schra
monthly meeting Monday night
white elephant prizes,brought by more weeks.
operation. She is doing as well
past week while her parents. Mr.
cal
church
services
will
return
to
International Stock show in Chiand children of Phoenix, Ariz., and in the church basement.
as
can
be
expected.
and Mrs. Charles Zoet were gone
each
person attending,awarded
Holland
hospital
births
include
winter schedule for four months.
cago.
winners.
wi a deer hunting trip.
a daughter Tuesday to Mr. and An afternoon service will be held The collectiontaken on Thanks- Mrs. Wilmer Reusmk, of Prairie- Mr. and Mrs. H. Heihn and DeMrs. Sena Schipper entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrene Huyser
Mrs. Winters announced that Mrs. Harold Van Voorst, route 2, instead of an evening service. giving day amounted to $561.15, view, Kans, have again returned lores had visitorsfrom Scotland,
her
children and grandchildren
S. D., last week. Mr. and Mrs. L.
were host and hostess at a 5 o’officers will be elected at the and daughtersthis morning to Mr. The C. E. will meet on Sunday for the United Advance program. to their home.
for dinner, Thanksgivingevening.
The Rev. and Mrs. Mansen and Schnieder and Mr. and Mrs. H.
clock dinner on Thanksgivingday
The annual bazaar of the WilFeb. 2 meeting at the Woman's and Mrs. David Coleman. 102 East evening.
Dr. and Mrs. Walter Mack rechildren were Thanksgiving day Schnieder.
Literary club.
to 24 guests, who were all rela14th St., and to Mr. and Mrs. GerMiss Albertha Veltema stayed ling Workers will be held on guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. Henturned last week from California.
Mrs. Marian De Boer and Jerry
tives. They were Mr. and Mis
Friday
evening
at
7:45
o'clock
in
rit Hemmeke, route I, Hamilton.
with Mrs. G. Sytsma and children
Dr. Mack has accepted a position
and Mr. and Mrs. J. Machielaand
Dick Kroodsma and children from
the chapel. The various articles dricksonof Grand Rapids.
for
a
few
days
last
week
while
at MichiganState college at East
Mrs. G. Brower. Mr. and Mrs. sons spent Thanksgivingday with
Vnesland, Mr. and Mrs. Bert EnsMr. Sy tsma was gone on a busi- will he on display in the afterLansing. Dr. and Mrs. Mack spent
Michigan Epsilon Theta
Harry
Hulst and Jimmy, Mr. and! the family of Mr. and Mrs. N.
ing from Hudsonville,Mr. and
noon for those who wish to set*
ness trip to Marietta. O.
the Thanksgiving season with
Mrs. John Kerens and children, Vainder Slacht at Borculo.
(From Wednesday’* Sentinel)
Mrs. Gary Van Der Ploeg and
them.
A
short
program
has
been
Holds Business Meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brink
their parents v Mr. and Mrs. JulMr. and Mrs. Albert De Ridder
children from Grandviile,Mr. and
arranged and lunches will be and Mr. and Mrs. John Boerman | Mrs. ELsie Howard of Muskeius Pomp. Other guests Thanks- had as their guests Thanksgiving The Holland chapter of Beta enferta*npda group of relatives
and boys were Thanksgiving din-'Konspent last Saturday with the
Mrs. Bert Hollander of Kalamazoo,
available.
giving Day were Mr. and Mrs. Day their children and grandchil- Sigma Phi. national sorority,held ,and friends at their home last
nor guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry family of her son, Mr. and Mr*.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry De Vree and
Andy Naber, Margo and Linda. dren. Mr. and Mrs. Henry De its first businessmeeting Mon- ' Thursday for their Thanksgiving The children are urged to come Brower and sons of Byron Cen- W. Howard.
Miss Gertrude Van Hemert from
for
practice
for
the
Christmas
Lorraine Pomp, Mr. and Mrs. Ridder and Mr. and Mrs. John Ver day evening at the home of Miss!dinner Tho-S€ present were Mr.
ter.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Van Ham and
Grand Rapids, Mrs. Jennie KrookHenry Dannenberg,Mr. and Mrs. Hoeven.
Kay Simpson, East IHth St. This j and. *^rsHoutman of Grand church program on Satuday afterMr. and Mrs. Arthur Groen- Willard Lee entertainedwith a
sma. Edna, Either and Beniamin
noon
at
1:30
pm.
in
the
chapel.
Ham Slotman. Mr. and Mrs. Jus- Emil Harrington and sons en- was the first in a series of plan- 1 ^aP‘ds- Misses Hilda C. Stegeman
of Vnesland. The father, Benjamin
The Rev. John Pott preached on hoide and children of Kalamazoo family dinner at their home
ned meetings which the chapter and ^•vnl*da °f Holland. Ertin Schipper. Mrs. Dennis Nyhuis,
joyed a Thanksgiving dinner at
Kroodsma of Hudsonville was unthe
following subjects on Sunday, and Mrs. W. Engelsman and Thanksgiving. Those present were
Natalie Nyhuis, Mr. and Mrs.
will hold every first and
and Kenneth Brink of Hudthe home of his brother. Mr. and
able to be present due to a minor
Nov.
30, "The Anchor of the Jennie Engelsman were Thanks- Mr. and Mrs. M. Poskey and RogJess Nyhuis. Mr. and Mrs. Hollis
Mrs. James Harrington and fam- Monday of the month. The chap- sonvd*ei^r* ar'd Mrs. P. Brink Soul," and "Lo, the Conquering giving dinner guest of Mr. and er of Wyoming Park, Mr. and
operation at Blodgett hospital from
and
family
of
Zeeland.
Mr.
and
Spaman and children, and Mr. Uy.
ter has been named Michigan
Mrs. H. Poskey and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Henry Lu libers.
which he is rapidly improving. He
Mrs. M. P. Stegeman and chil- Hero Cometh."
and Mrs, Earl Schipper and Mrs. Lubert Hop has been in Epsilon Theta.
Visitors at the home of the Harold Vruggink and Preston
is expected to return to his home
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss and
daughter.
Followingthe business meeting, dren. Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Brink
Lyle.
Holland hospital a few days for a
Sunday. Bert Hollander entermembers discussed the organiza- and Yvonne. Miss Hilda Stegeman Laverne Bass were Thanksgiving Rev. and Mrs. Mansen Sunday
minor operation.
The Ladies Aid and Missionary
evening
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Johantained the gues-s with colored
guest;; of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
tions and functions of the soror- and Mr. and Mrs. G. Brink.
society will hold a meeting in the
The eighth graders and other
moving pictures which he took on
nas
Boerman
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Boss
and
daughter
of
Grandviile.
^ Mr. and Mrs. H. Ver Stee of
church basement Thursday afteryoung folks enjoyed a skating ity.
Albert Srnoes.
his recent trip to the Netherlands.
Gary, Ind..
spent Thanksgiving Mr. and Mrs. A. Vander Linde
rwrfv
Members present were Mrs Ad- GarjInd- spent
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman
Mr.
and
Mrs. Elmer Kerens and noon. Friday evening at 7:30 pm.
of
Muskegon,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
RichLruVrDv
d
ge Hal1 eline Hillebrands, Mrs. John Van- fla-v w‘th their father. A. J. GrootSaturday.
they will hold a sale of the artattendedfuneral services of the-r
der Brook, Mrs. Russel Simpson ors< and Koliert and with Mr. and ard Schermor and family of Hol- Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brower and icles they made during the year.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
Prince
enteraunt, Mrs. Wiientj Bos at the
Patty
were
guests
of
Mr.
and
land
were
Sunday
guests
of
Mr.
and the Misses Kay Simpson. DorK. Vanden Berg and Ruth.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman G. Vrugtained their children ThanksgivForest Grove Reformed church
Mr. and Mrs. L. Van Heukelum and Mrs. Gerry Schermer and Mrs. John Boerman Sunday evenothy Ten Have. Jerri Johnson,
ing.
gink and family spent last SaturFriday.
ing Day. including Mr. and Mrs.
and Janet Camps.
and Mr. and Mrs. M. Van Heuke- family.
day afternoon and evening with
Joe Prince and daughter, Mr. and
The Rev. Bernard Luben who is
lum left early Monday morning Mr. and Mrs. G. Vander Ploeg Mr. and Mrs. Gleyon Eding were
Mr. and Mrs. J. Moelker and son
Mrs. J. Tubergen. Mr. and Mis.
a field secretary of the Board of
on an auto trip to New York City and family of Grandviile were Sun- recent callers at the home of Mr.
at Grand Rapids.
Ter Haar and family.
and
Mrs.
Myron
Lezman.
Foreign Missions was the guest
where they expea to meet Mr. day guests of Mrs. Ed. Kroodsma
Mr. and Mre. T. Vredeveldand
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Adrian
Van
minister at the afternoon service
About 20 women attended a
and Mrs. A. Aalbers who will ar- and family.
children, Mr. and Mra. L. VredeKampen have purchased the farm
of the Reformed church Sunday.
demonstration
at
the
home
of
Miss Marie Ver Hage of Zeeland
rive in Hoboken on the ocean liner
veld and Louis, all of Jenison,
of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van KamThe Lubens spent 10 years as mis"New Amsterdam". Mr. and Mrs. was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Mrs. George Yonker recently.
pen.
Miss Ruth Brigg* of Grandviile
•ionaries in Japan. Arthur VrugJ
Christmas
programs
have
been
Ver
Hage
Sunday.
Albers spent five months in the
and Mr. and Mre. D. Vander
Mr. and Mr*. Bert Van Kamgink was the guest soloist, playing
Netherlands visiting relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Diepenhorst started in both the local church Schuur and sons were guest*
pen
bought
a
house
on
Van
Der
and
school.
his guitar and singing “When they
Mrs. Allis Newenhouseis stay- and family of West Olive visited
Veer Ave., Holland, and will move
ring those Golden Bells for you
Ed Berens and Hessel Berens Thanksgivingday at the home of
ing with the Van Heukelum chil- Mr. and Mrs. John De Jonge on
coon.
each
killed a deer on the first Mr. and Mre. C Ryns burger and
and me" and ‘The Haven Of
Sunday.
dren during the absence of their
Rest."
day
of
the hunting season in children.
parents.
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Wyngarden,
Mr. and Mre. J. A. Vruggink
Allegan
county.
The missionary society met
Mrs. Effie Vruggink is attend- Pearl, and Ellen were Sunday
Children Surprise Pair
and Mrs. Effie Vruggink spent
Wednesday afternoon at the chaing to the householdduties at the evening callers on Mr. and Mre.
Sunday afternoon with Mr. and
On 40th Anniversary
pel. Mrs. C. Veneeke led devohome of Mr. and Mrs. H. Vander H. Wyngarden.
Local Man Pays Fine
Mrs. G. Dyk and daughter and
tions and Mrs. Gerrit Huyser was
Wal while Mrs. Vander Wal is Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Boss and
Mr. and Mrs. H. Dyk and family.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Plasman,
the hostess. A Christinas box for
confined to her bed.
daughter of Grandviile were Sun- On Drunk Driving Count
The Rev. C J. Reynen of Fen357 Maple Ave., were surprised
missions was packed.
day guests of Mr. and Mre. Henry
Eugene Denny, 28, of 187 West ton, 111., conducted both aervioes
with
a
dinner
Saturday
night
givThe Girla League will meet at
Boss.
22nd St., paid fine and costs of at the local church Sunday. He
Mary Ann Van Der Wege
en by their children, In honor of
the parsonage Friday evening.
Min Florence Poppema
Mrs. Marinus Brandt of Drenthe $108.90 after pleading guilty' to a was a dinner guest of Mr. and
Miss Helen Van Farowe will be in
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Poppema, their 40th wedding anniveraary.
was a Monday afternoon caller on drunk driving charge here Tues- Mrs. Arie Aalbera and an 'overEntertained on Birthday
The evening was spent playing
charge of devotions. The topic is 404 Columbia Ave., announce the
day.
Mrs. Corneal Van Haitsma.
night guest Sunday at the home
on “Christmas"and it is also the betrothal of their daughter, Flor- game* and entertainmentwaa proMrs. James Van Der Wege enMiss Norma De Hoop of Vriespenny peviously pleaded not of Mr. and Mrs. A. Elzinga.
vided
by
the
"Central
Aire”
of
annual business meeting.
ence, to John Masseiink, son of
tertained Saturday afternoonat land, Miss Joyce Cook of Forest guilty before Municipal Judge
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Klynstraand Mr. and Mrs. Albert Masseiink, Holland.
her home at Riverview Hills for Grove who have been employed Raymond L. Smith but changed
Milk and mHk products constiThose present were Mr. and MnT
family and Mr. and Mrs. Andy route 3, Hudsonville.
her daughter, Mary Ann, who ob- at Holland hospital,left on Wed- his plea a short time later. He tute about one-fourth the total
John Plasman,Marline and David;
Klynstra and children and dinner
served her sixth birthday anni- nesday for Colorado.
was arrested by city police early diet of the American people.
Mr. and Mrs. Casey Beltman,
guests at the home of their par- Tanker Here
versary. Games were played and
The Ladies' Aid and Missionary Tuesday.
Jimmy and Calvin; Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Goldie Brower
[ ents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Kiynrefreshmentswere served to the society will meet on next week
Others paying fines were NaThe tanker, "Michigan.'*enter- John Keen; Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Annnouncement has been made guests.
Thanksgivingdy.
Thursday.
than C. Post, 23, Grand Rapids,
Holland harbor at 8:15 a.m. Veenstra, Donna and Jackie; Mr. by Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brower,
The Rev. and Mrs. Anthony RoAttending were Jacquelyn Ann
speeding, $5; Kenneth Veldheer,
today with about 1,890,000gallons and Mrs. Gary Plasman tod route 2, Dorr, of the engagement
Van
Oosterhout, Barbara and
and children from Ada
The U. S. weather bureau, or- 21, route 6, speeding, $5; Otis
AMBULANCE service
of gasoline for the Texas Co. It Philip; Mr. and Mrs. Edward Plas- of their daughter, Goldie, to RichLaurie De Feyter, Nancy Han- ganized aa a part of the army Francis Ward, Grand Rapids, 29 East 9th
Thanksgivingday guesta of
Phen* 9911
began unloading at 10 a.m. and man, Jr., Mias Celia Lambera; ard Van Liore, son of Mr. and
Rev. and Mrs. R Rozendaland
sen, Judy and BiU.Schregardus,signal corps In 1870, has been a right of way, $5; W. L. Baker,
GilbertVander Water, Mgr.
is expected to leave about mid- Donald Plasman and Rjpber Plas- Mrs. Edward Van Liere, 322 West
Joyce ' Van Fleet, Bobby and division of tiie departmentof agri- Holland, parking, $1; Everett
night tonight/
HOLLAND* MICHIGAN
jman.
16Ui SL
Mary Ann Van Der Wege.
culture sind early In 1891.
Plooster, parking, $L
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Dutdmei Trounce Engagement Told Russell Klaasen

Michigan Schools

On Upgrade After

•0

Elizabeth Arendshorst

League Quintet

•

Weds

Wedding vows were exchanged
The defending champion* of the
YMCA Basketball league, the
Holland Pure Oil*, humiliated the
Thomasma Brother* aggregation

Wartime Ravages
Teacher Salaries Up;

Some Spots

by Miss

a

Additional Attention

61-30 victory in

the

Y gym

From Our Washington Bureau

Thanksgiving night. The Oiler*
couldn’t be stopped. Every mem-

Washington, D. C., Dec. 4
(Special)— The public schools of

ber of the squad broke into the
scoring column.

Michigan are definitely on the upgrade from a wartime low.

Before the Thomasma outfit got
a decent shot at the hoop the

The National Education association’srecent preview of Mich-

locals wck-e holding

igan educational conditions in
elementary and secondaryschools
for the current school year show
these encouragingstatistic^:
Salaries of classroom teachers
increased from $2,340 a year in
1946-47 to $2,877 in 1947-48.
The number of pupils enrolled
increased by more than 13,000
over last year's enrollment.
There are about 300 more classroom teachers, principals, and
supervisors than the previous

0 lead. The Dutch held a 23-4 lead
at the end of the first period. By

a lopsided 19-

halftime the Hollanders took a
38-14 margin.

W'
1 ^

to

*
f

year.

%

J

•

But the picture is not completely a happy one, the NEA

Coming back fresh after the
halftime, the locals again began
hounding the opponents all over
the floor with a defense that was
outstanding.The locals scored
only 11 points in the third quarter however and raised the score
to 49-17. But in the final period
the Dutch let down and only played the Grand Rapids five evenly
to win easily 61-30.
It was the ball handling and
fast floor play that netted the
Dutch win. High scorer for the
locals was Ken Van Regenmorter
who netted 12 points while George
Zuverink and Vem Kraai each tal-

F.

Arends-

Harlem

The Holland Pure Oil* continued their hot pace Saturday night
and made their hold on first place

the late Mr. Arendshorst,and
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
Russell A. Klaasen, son of Mr.
The school children are again in the YMCA Major League even
and Mrs. Gerrit Klaasen, 54 East busy selling Christmas seals and
more secure when they drilled out
16th St., at noon on Thanksgiving have chosen Howard Harrington
day in the home of the bride’s and Raymond Van Der Hulst as a resounding 70*24 triumph ov*r
mother. Dr. J. J. Sessler,pastor of captains. The winning side ex- the Upton Hi-Speed* of Grand
Third Refonned church performed pects a treat.
Rapids. The Dutch were as much
the single ring ceremony before a
Miss Gaylord'spupils acknow- on Saturday night a* they wer*
setting of altar baskets of white ledged Thanksgiving by making
chrysanthemums and ferns. Only posters telling Thanksgiving stor- off Friday when they were defeatmembers of the immediate famil- ies, each in his own way. The cd by the New York Komedy
ies were present.
whole school is enjoying a Thanks- King*.
The bride chose for her wed- giving holiday.
The Oiler* got off to a good
ding a period gown of gold broVernon Van Den Brink and tart, and by the time the fiiat
cade. It was fashioned with an off- Jerry Prince were absent a few
period had ended they held a
the-shoulder neckline,sleeves that days because of illness.
tapered to points over the elbow,
comfortable
19-5 lead. The only
The new Mothers club will meet

of Grand Rapids by pounding out

Still Need

Elizabeth

horst, daughter of Mrs. William
Arendshorst, 51 East 12th St., and

Ml** Ann 0. Vandir Wcg*
The engagement ot Miss Ann G.
Vander Wege to Leon J. Schaddelee was made known at a

Thanksgiving Day dinner at the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jacobus Vander Wege, 352 West
20th St. Mr. Schaddelee is the son
of Mr.

and Mrs. Richard A. Schad-

a fitted bodice and a softly flaring Monday Dec. 1. New member* are
ankle length skirt. Her crownless invited.The club is planning a
hat of moss green, hand-loomed home talent program to b« held
lace was draped in circulct and Dec. 5. All are invited.
tucked into the neckline. White
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Browtr
gloves and a tiny colonial bou- were pleasantly surpriaed one
quet of white stephanotis cen- evening by receiving a telephone
tered with green orchids complet- call from their son. Donald, who
ed her costume.
lives in San Bernardino, Calif. He
Following the ceremony a wed- is married and has an 8 months
ding dinner was served in the old son.

thing that kept the Dutch score
from reaching the 80’s was a low

coring second quarter when the
Hollanders counted only six point*
with the half ending 25-11.

After the hilftime intermission
the two teams took to the hardwood once again and with only a
minute of the third period gone,
the locals had already scored eight

Centennial room of the Warm
Many from the vicinity went points and it was evident that
Friend Tavern. Pink roses and deer hunting. The first to get his the Hollanders were off on a scortiny white mum* centered the doer was Johnny Stegenga, 14- ing spree. As the third quarter
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Northui*
table.
year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. drew to a close the locals had a
46-20 lead. In the final frame
The bride attended Holland pub- Charles Stegenga.
lic schools and Hope college. She
Mr.
and
Mrs. Bert De Vries it was just a matter of running
lied eight.
receiveda Bachelor of Science attended the funeral of their sis- up the score.
There are 75 vacanciesto fill
The locals will be pitted against
degree from Simmons college and ter-in-law, Mrs. Hennetta T*r
The Holland defense was Just
teaching positions now and more
the Winter and Crampton five in
augnt several years in the home llaar, Saturday.
ns spectacular as their offense a*
than 5,000 to replace untrained
a league contest at 7 p.m. Saturthey played the Hi-Speed* close
economics department in Holland
emergency teachers and reduce
With the winter season ap- Junior High school.The groom is
day.
and never gave them a decent shot
the teachers load to its prewar
Mr. and Mrs. Rol>ert NorthuLs
proaching (some say it's here), a graduate of Hope college and
at the hoop. Jack Tirrell, midget
state.
arrived in Holland Friday night
applications for building permits
attendedthe University of Michforward, took scoring honor* with
What is true in Michigan is at the home of the former's par- tended a meeting at Garntt Inwere on the decline this week.
igan He is in the real estate and
(From Friday's Sentinel)
13 points for the evening while
true in varying degrees in the ents. Mr. and Mrs. Hollis North- stitute in Evanston, 111., last
Only five applicationscalling for insurance business in Holland.
week.
The
Willing Worker* society George and Ken Zuverink trailed
rest of the country. Classes are
uis. 17 West 16th St. Mrs. Nortan outlay of $9,050 were filed
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Kiernan
Mr. and Mrs. Klaasen left on a met at the home of Mrs. Willi's with 11 apiece. The Oiler* hit on
still overcrowded.Many children
huis, whose home is in Boundswith
Building Inspector George
southern wedding trip, the bride Bosch Monday evening Nov. 17. 20 foul tosses out of 26 attempts.
go to school only on a part-time green. London. England, arrived expect to leave next week for
Zuverinkand City Clerk Clarence wearing a ballerinasuit of regent The meeting was called to order
Los Angeles. Calif., to spend the
basis. There is a deplorable lack
Facing the Pure Oils in their
in New York Wednesday the winter with his sister and brothGrevengoed.
of textbooks. School equipment,
blue with a matching off-the-face by the president,Mrs. Jacob Stoel next appearancewill be the Narii
same day her husband was dis- er-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. James
The applicationsfollow:
cloche, white blouse and gloves and Mrs. Marvin Nienhuis led in aggregation of the City Basketball
laboratory apparatus, library facicharged from the Navy there.
Henry Busscher, 266 West Ninth and brown accessories. Her flowers devotions.The Bible lesson was League in a contest that opens
Dunshee.
lities are inadequate in thousands
Mary
E. Harringtonto Bernard
The couple were married SatMr. and Mrs. Vernon Margot Edwin Benson and wife. Pt. SE St., convert downstairs into apart- were a corsage of green orchids. presented by Mrs. B. Bosman. Re- the league in the local Armoiw
of schools. Nearly a million chilurday, Oct. 18. in England. The
ments for two families, moving
and
daughter.Marian, left Fri- frl 1 Section 34-5-16.
dren are transportedto school ceremony was performed in St.
freshmentswere served by Mrs. Wednesday night Saturday Xht
day for Florida for the winter William Hunt to Ha MacDonald. partitions,doors and two winJames Brower and the hostess.
daily in buses that are unsafe.
Oilers will again trek to Grand
Gabriel's church in Boundsgreen.
dows, $150; self, contractor.
stay.
IHeeawsei^BreakerVows
"But the substantial improveGerrit Van Doornik's Sunday Rapid* to face the beat the FumiPt. Ni SW4 SEi Section 16-6-13.
The bride, who wore a heavy satJoe Geerds, 169 East 19th St.,
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Plummes Leroy E. Bloomfield and wife to
ment over the wartime years is
school class held a meeting at the ture City ha* to offer in the hne
in gown of white trimmed with
Exchanged in Zeeland
and son. William Plummes, and Board of Trustee First Methodist repair office building for damage
encouraging evidence that the
home of Marvin Nienhuis Tuesday of independent ball, when th*
lace and a lace trimmed net veil,
wife, spent Thanksgiving with Church of Holland. Pt. Lot 4 Blk. resulting when heavy truck ran
American people will finish the
A double ring ceremony at 8 night, Nov. 18. Twenty members Pastoor Ford five will play tot
carried a bouquet of deep red
into it, $300; Albert R. De Weerd
Mr. and Mrs. Jame. Sewers, of 39-City of Holland.
job they have begun,” Willard E.
In the Burton Gym at 8 pjn.
p.m. on Nov. 20 in North Street were present.
roses. Her sister, Miss Elizabeth
and Son, contractors.
Saugatuck. daughter and son-inGivens, executive secretary of the
Mrs.
Grace
Van
Der
Kolk
pre*
Ila
MacDonald
to
Bert
Mac
Fenn attended as bridesmaid, law of the former.
City of Holland, No. 2 Engine Christian Reformed church, Zee- . . lU
NEA, predicted.
Donald and wife. Pt. Ni SWi SEi
Birth* at Holland hospital ov*r
land united in marriage Miss
teiMn on "Retrimmirig
wearing a pale lavender gown and
House,
install
overhead
doors,
$2.Mrs. Wright Hutchinsonwas Section 16-6-13.
vina Mae Breuker and Howard old hats" at the special meeting of the week-end include a daughter
carrying a bouquet of chrysanth400;
Elzinga
and
Volkers,
conelected president at the annual
Earl D. Smith et al to Thurber
Meeuwsen. The bride is the daugh- the North Holland Home Econom- to Mr. and Mr*. Earl Hamelink,
emums.
meeting of Ganges Garden group Y. Doty and wife. Parcel k in tractors.
ic club Wednesday night. Nov. 19, route 2. a daughter to Mr. and
Michael Fenn. the bride's brothW. De Leeuw, Elmdale court, ter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry held at the home of Mi*. Harriett Mrs. Gordon De Vries, 326 Maple
at the home of Mrs. Alva Hoover Section 22 and 27-7-13.
Breuker,
route
3.
Holland,
and
er. was best man.
new house, 24 by 24 feet, frame
Friday. Other officerswere, Mrs.
Bosch. Fourteen members were Ave.. and a son to Mr. and Mrs.
Cornelious Leenhouts to Peter
the groom is the son of Mr. and
The couple was entertained at
Roy Nye for vice-president;Mrs. De Jonge and wife. Pt. NWi SWi construction with asphalt roof, Mrs. Gerrit Meeuwsen, route 1, present and three visitors. Lunch- Don*id Smith, route 1, on Satur(From Friday's Sentinel)
a receptionfollowingthe cere$5,800; self, contractor.
eon was served by Mr*. Albert day; a daughter to Mr. and Mm.
About 50 women of the Second mony at the home ot the bride. Stanley Wade treasurer;and Mrs. Section 32-5-15.
Zeeland.
John Mulder. 228 West 15th St„
Ed Hawley, flower chairman. FolMsrvin Vander Kooi, route 5,
Margaret
J.
Swan
to
Menlo
Reformed church attended an inThe ceremony was performed Brower and the hostes*.
Mr. Northuis, who enlisted in
two-stall garage. 24 by 24 feet.
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Sa* were Sunday; and a son to Mf. and
teresting meeting in the church the Navy two years ago. was lowing the dessert luncheon at Winegar and wife. Lot 18 Swans
by the Rev. J. M. Dykstra before
$400; Rhine Vander Meulen, conparlors Tuesday night. It was the drummer in the admiral's 23-piece 1:30 p.m., with Mrs. Graydon Subdivision— Township Grand Haa setting of palms, ferns and guests Saturday night at the home Mr*. Lester Hopkins, route 6. this
tractor.
Chapman
assistant
hostess,
the
of Mr. and Mr*. Herman Brink in morning.
annual meeting of the Ladies Aid band in London. He played lieven.
candelabra. Miss Lorraine Strong
South Blendon.
society in charge of Mrs. Jack, fore the kings ot Denmark. Swed- lesson on "Ivies" was given by
Arthur Aukeman and wife to
played traditional wedding 5nusic
Mr. and Mrs. John Bowman of BRIDGE CARRYING US-31 (RJfc
Boonatra, president. Mrs. James en and Normay and for several Mrs. Trevor Nichols.
Gerrit Fisher and wife. Lots 27
and accompaniedCharles Dykstra
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. and 30 Aukeman * Subdivision No.
Muskegon
were guest* Thursday LOCATION) OVER THE BLACK
C. De Pree conducted the devo- American ambassadors at parties
who sang."I Love You Truly" beEarl Winne in the South Haven 3— Township Georgetown.
night
at
the
home of Mr. and Mr*. RIVER 0.5 MILES NORTHEAST
tional service on the Thanksgiv- in the ambassadors’homes.
(From Monday 'i Sentinel)
fore (he ceremony and "Living for
HOLLAND IN OTTAWA
Bernard
Bosman.
hospital
Friday
morning.
ing theme.
.Maggie Koasen to Thomas E.
Holland Grey Ladies are advised Jesus" following the exchange
Mrs. Northuis,who was Miss
A
The Rev. J. Y. Jackson,pastor
A program entitled "The His- Pat Fenn More her marriage, is Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sisson Kraai and wife. SEi SEi Section that they will be notifiedby card of vows.
PROJECT: F B1 of IMil tt
entertained
39
relatives
at
a
venof
the
Presby
terian
church
of
Unitory of Thanksgiving” was pre- the
19-5-14 also SWi NWi Section when their uniforms arrive. They
IIHT UdUKIIIt-I
daughter Ul
of .VII.
Mr. and
dllU Mrs.
.r ______
(F-155
The bride's while satin gown
sented by group 1 as follows: Thomas Fenn of Boundsgreen. She
29-5-14.
are expected soon, according to fea (nix'd a lace yoke and Jong ty, Pa., had charge of the morning
6 a-N eveninSNet classificationrequiredtor
services
here
last
Sunday
and
Dr.
"Prologue and Proclamation.’’ related that she met her husband
Menlo Winegar and wife to Ger- Mrs. Kenneth Allen, chairman.
sleeves pointed al the wrists.She
this project Is 18-Fa-£ubcootMtf
Mrs. G. J. Van Hoven; "Song of at a civilian dance in London in
ald Botbyl and wife. Lot 18 Swans
Mrs. Harvey Combs. 103 West wore a shoulderlength face veil H. D. TerKeurst of Trinity, Holland, was the pastor at the eveThanksgiving.”Ronald Van Hov- January. They were engaged in
Subdivision— Town*h»p Grand Ha- McKinley Ave., Zeeland, submit- and earned a bouquet of rases,
Sealed proposalsfor the core
en: "Thanksgivingby the Dutch June. Although she hasn't been Social
ven.
ted to surgery at Holland hospi- snapdragons and baby mums. A ning services.
(ruction of this project located
on Manhattan Island," Mrs. J. here long. Mrs. Northuis likes AmFred A. Glueck and wife to tal Saturday morning.
in Ottawa County, will be motto,
single strand of pearls was a gift
Bouwens; "The Dutch National erica, and "especially Holland,"
John Przysuchaand wife. Lots 75
John A. Wadsworth of route 5, of the groom.
ed from contrsctors having 19|f
Skinner Children Feted
Anthem," group 1; "The First she said.
Aiichigan State Highway Departand 76 Glueck s Subdivision No. 3 who enlisted in the U. S. Navy
The bride’s only attendantwas
Coimcil
English Thanksgivingin New
ment prequalification*, hi th*
—Township Grand Haven.
Oct. 30, 1946 while a student at her sister, Miss Clarissa Breuker. At Triple Birthday Party
York,” Mrs. W. Claver; "How the
Veterans' Memorial Bldg., 2lg
Edward Ever*e and wife to Ed- Holland High school, is now ra- She wore a pink net gown with a
Activitiesof the local Council
triple birthday party was South Capitol Avenue, Lanaiitfc
PilgrimsGave Thanks," Mrs. C.
ward Prins and wife. Pt. Lots 4 tioned with a dental detachment lace coronet of pink flowers in her
Ver Planki 'Sbhgs. "Thanks l>e to
given Saturday afternoon for Michigan, untH 11:00 A.M., Eaa?
of Social Agencieswere reviewed and 3 Blk. C of Cedar Flats Ad- at Parris Island, S. C., Marine
hair. Her bouquet was of roses,
Bobby. Donnie and Joyce Skinner, em Standard Time on Tuesday.
God," Ronald Van Hoven: "The
(From .Monday’s Sentinel)
at the annual meeting Tuesday dition to City of Holland.
Corps depot, as assistantto a Ma- snapdragons and mums.
honoring
(heir eighth, ninth and December 16, 1947, and will then
First National Thanksgiving."
Among the many families,who night in the GAR room of City
Russell H. Wolbrink et al to rine Corps dental ol ficer. He took
Best man was the grooms broMrs. K. Folkertsma; "Give Thanks
tenth birthday anniversaries. and there be publicly opened and
Henry B. COelingh and wife. Pt. his boot training at Great Lakes, ther. Preston Meeuwsen.
wi,h PresidentRex ChapHostes* was Mrs. Beulah Skinner. read. Proposals may he mailed to
for America." Mrs. G. J. Van ners were Dr. and Mrs. E. T.
Lot« 1 and all of Lots 2— Wol- later going to sea where he parForty guests attended the reThe honored guests, whose birth- Room 424, State Office Building,
Hoven; hymn. "Faith of Our Brunson Mr. and Mrs. F. R. man explaining to representatives brink - Kennedy Subdivision
ticipatedin the atomic bomb tests. ception in the church parlors. The
Lansing, Michigan.
Fathers,audience. Mrs.
J. Rhodes. Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Sjm- of the churches and various agenTownship Allendale.
He then underwent a comprehen- Misses Hilda Jacobs, Dorothy days occur within a few days of
The work will consist of coneach other, are the children of
Van Hoven was piano accompan- ons. Mrs. Anna Richards. Mr. and cies how the council operates. Edward Prins and wife to Henry sive didacUc and practical four
Breuker. Esther Breuker, Ella Mae
structing a concreteand steel
ist.
Mrs. Alva Hoover, Mr. and Mrs. The board, at monthly meetings, Hulst and wife. Pt. Lot 1 Village weeks training course of instruc- Meeuwsen and Ruth Pittman serv- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Skinner.
A luncheon was served by the bridge, approach grading and inThe business session was in Harry Nve, Mr. and Mrs. Clar- screens all requests of social agen- of Harrington—City of Holland. tion a* a dental technologist,
ed. Mrs. William Mokma was in
charge of Mrs. J. Boonatra. Miss ence Decker, Mr. and Mrs. O. L. cies before making recommendahostess
and games were played cidental work. Steel piling i*.
graduating
Sept.
8.
1947.
His
parStientje Roeters to Harry Stad
charge.
quired for the project is being
with prizes awarded.
Geneva Neerken. sec retary, read Ensfield. Mr. and Mrs. Nels Hal- tions to the CommunityChest, he
and wife. Pt. Ei E* SEi Section ents are Mr. and Mrs. M. C.
Following an eastern wedding
turmshed F.O.B. cars at Holland,
Invited
were
Robert
and
Eddie
the constitution: Mrs. P. Brill, serts, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thor- said.
23-7-14.
Broun, route 5. *
trip the couple will live at route
Michigan, by the Highway DeOms;
Deione
and
Darvin
Fugltreasurer,presented the financial son. Mr. and Mrs. Henry CarlHoward P. Hunt of Muskegon, Thomas C. Selby and wife to
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Vanden Bos 3, Holland. For travelingthe bride
partment.
seth;
Duane.
Carol,
Marcia,
Jackstatement. Mrs. J. Haan. nomison. Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Haile executive director of the Greater Abraham Van Oosten and wife. and children, Ins and Benny,
wore a grey dress, blue coat with
Completion date for entire pronating committee,reported nomi- and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Green. Muskegon Community fund, adie and Mary lee La Combe; Jackie.
Lot 1 Stickley Subdivision— Town- South Shore Dr., ha\e returned black accessoriesand a rose corject November 15, 1948.
Gary,
Robert
and
Beverly
Bennations and Mrs. J Boonstra and
Mr. and Mrs. S. Benson have dressed the group, giving the his- ship Park.
from Pittsburgh. Pa., where they sage.
The Department’sStandard
Mrs. R. Vander Wall were re- received the announcement of the tory of the work of social counnett; Roy Ellison; Beverly Ross;
Richard Bell and wife to Louis spent the Thanksgiving holiday
Specifications (1942 edition), its
The
bride has been employed at
elected president and first vice- birth ol their first great grand- cils which dates back to early
Roger Ramsey and Jane Schaf- current Soils Manual, the plans
Padnos. Pt. NWi NWi Section with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jansma. Holland-Racme Shop Co. and the
tenaar.
president; Mrs. Ward Keppel was child. Christine Carol, born to
t.mes. Community chests were de- 18-5-15.
for this project,the specialproviMrs. Jansma is Mr. Vanden Bos' groom at Hart and Cooley.
chosen second vice-president to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Deacon of veloped at the time of World War
sions governing subletting and
Thomas H. Bresnahan and wife sister.
succed Mrs. W. Claver; Mrs. R. Kentucky.Mr. Deacon is an army I, he said, to reach their peak
assigning the contract and the
Miss Frundt Hostess at
to Richard Kubek and wife, Pt.
Senior acoly tes of Grace church
Van Zoeren was chosen secretary lieutenant and Mrs. Deacon is during the depression years. Now SWi SWi Section 28-8-13.
employment and use of labor, and
and new acolytes will have a Costume Party Staged
to succeed Miss A. Neerken; Mrs.
Shower for Bride-Elect
he daughter of Mr. and Mrs. there is hardly a city which does
the proposal blanks (all of which
Henry P. Zwemer et al to Dor- meeting and rehearsal for the At Local Youth Center
D. Wyngarden was elected treas- Edward Benson of Nevada, U.. not nave a community chest or
are essential parts of the conen G. Emerick and wife. Pt. Ei Christmas eve service at the
urer replacing Mrs. P. Brill.
More than 175 young people Miss Myra Frundt was hostess tract) may be examined at the
formerly of Ganges.
council, the speaker explained. NWi Section 21-5-15.
church, Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.
attended the successful "costume at a bridal shower given Saturday district office of the Department
Announcement was made of the
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Ensfield Fred R. Johnson of Detroit, Zygmunt Bugielski and wife to
The Rev. M. Eugene Osterhav- fiesta' at the Youth Center Fri- honoring Miss Shirley Anderson,
next meeting when Group 2 will spent Thanksgivingin Kalamazoo general secretary of the Michigan
at Grand Rapids, Michigan,and
Louis H. Baker and wife. Lot 4 en, professor of Bible at Hope
day
night. A canopy of colored who will become the bride of at the Michigan Road guilders
present a Christmas program and with their aunt, Miss Mary EnsChildren’s Aid, was at live meet- Blk. C— John W. Verhoeks Addi- college, conductedthe services at
there will be exchange of gifts. field.
streamersand red balloons and Donald B. Hogue, Jr., in Decem- Association.Unsing, Michigan,
ing and told of what that agency tion to City of Gr%nd Haven.
First Reformed church, Grand a frieze of life sized figures repre- ber.
but may be obtained only at th*
The membership will at this meetMr. and Mrs. Russell Knox is doing in the state and in Ot- Henry Ter Haar et al to Alfred Haven,
Sunday.
ing be divided into three groups. havo returned home from Kala-jtawa county. Last year there was
senting clowns, dancers and baton
Games
were
played and a office of the Contract-Estimate
Hossink and wife. Pt. Lot 4 VilMrs. Jennie Johnson.168 West twirlers. decorated the rooms. Re- bride’s book was made. Notes tied Engineer. Room 424, State Office
Refreshments were served by mazoo where Mr. Knox received
a record number of births in Mich- lage of Cedar Swamp— Holland 13th St., is in Holland hospital
the hostesses,including Mesdames medical care at the Burgess hoscorded music and loud speaker an- to a corsage given to the honored Building,Lansing. Michigan, up to
igan. Due to many hasty war mar- Township.
where she submitted to surgery
W. Berghorst. W. Dc Jonge, A. pital. His condition is much im- riages there was more work for
nouncements and comments were guest identifiedher gifts. A two- 5 P.M. of the day preceding the
Minnie Dykgraf to Henry Boer- Friday.
opening of bids. A fee of three
Bos and C. Baarman. Mrs. J. proved.
course lunch was served.
in charge of Ronald Holkeboer.
the Aid society, he said, giving man et al. Lot 13 and 14 RiverMrs. E. C. Brooks will open her
dollars will be charged for furBoonstra and Mrs. R. Vandon
First
costume
prize
for
girls
Invited
were
Miss
Beverly
Marjorie Lou Symons and statistics.
view Subdivision-Village
of Ce- home. 659 State St., on Wednes- went to Miss Shirley Victor who Waterbury of Traverse City, Mrs. nishing plans or proposal blanks.
Wall poured. »
Lucille Wightman. students at
Mr. Chapman and Tom Parker dar Swamp— Holland Township. day, at 3 p.m. to members of the
F’ull cooperationin carrying
wore an 18th century outfit, and A. Warner of Ann Arbor, the
Western Michigan college, Kala- were re-elected,and Mrs. Irwin
Robert M. Thomas and wife to Women's Missionary society of the boy's costume prize went to
out the special provisions will be
Misses Irene Strickland and Shirmazoo. spent Thanksgivingweek- J. Lubbers was elected to the Charles Westra and wife. Pt. Lot
Hope church. Mrs. R. Hoeksema Don Cranmer who was dressed ley Bedell and Mrs. R. Collison of required. Minimum wage paid to
end in their Ganges- homes.
board. Anthony A. Nienhuis open- 16 Blk. Akeley's Addition to City will speak on "Christmasin Auslabor employed on this contract
like a tramp. Judges were three Kalamazoo. Miss Lucille SchegarMrs. Robert Mulac is having ed the meeting with prayer.
of Grand Haven.
ihall be as follows for Zone 2:
M. Wabeke. 710; J. Lam. 642;
tralia,"and Mrs. Alice Crawford Hope college students. Miss Jean
dus of Muskegon Heights. Miss Skilled labor $1.50 per hour. Inher mother here for a few weeks
Other members of the board Isaac Bazan and wife to Rollin will lead devotions.
N. Houtman, 624; H. Steelwagon
Snow. Miss LoucillcJonkman and Mary Kyger of Chicago. Mrs. G. termediatelabor $1.10 per hour.
visit.
are C. C. Wood, the Rev. W. C. G. Bazan and wife. Lot* 15 and 16
584; G. Geerlings, 583; A. Potter!
Miss Jerrie Bosch, student at W’arren Eickelberg.
Hrey of Ithaca, N.Y., the Misses Unskilled labor $1,075 per hour.
Mrs. Ruth Steele of Grand Warner, Dr. Lester Kuyper, Mrs. Bosma's Addition to West Michi564; W. Dalman, 560; J. Wabeke,
National School of Educatioonat
Mr. and Mrs. Fred R. Bui ford Phyllis Haskin and Virginia Max- Other rates as listed in the proRapids
is here lor a few weeks
Edith Walvoord,James Boter, Ar- gan Park— Park Township.
547; B. Van Tak, 538; E. HuyEvanston, 111., has returned to assisted Mrs. J. G. Var> Leuwen. on and Mrs. L. Harris of Grand
stay with her parents, Mr. and nold W. Hertel and Joseph Moran.
posal.
ser, 534; H. Driesenga, 5267 J
school after spending the Thanks- youth center director, as chaper- Rapids, Miss Marion Maynard of
Mrs. Lee Starring.
certified or cashier’s check
Driesenga, 519; A. Hamelink. 511;
Mr Wood is vice-president.Mr.
Jfivingholiday with her parents. ones.
Hastings and Miss Mavis Riem- on an open, solvent bank, in th*
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nye spent Parker, treasurer,and Mrs. R. F. Carol Houtman Bride ol
H. Johnson, 504; W. Harrington,
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Bosch, South
The committee in charge of the ersma and Mrs. Gerhard Luebke sum of $9,000.00, payable to
496; N. Havinga. 479; H. Achter- Thanksgiving in Kalamazoo with Keeler, secretary.
Shore Dr.
Clifford A. Onthank, Jr.
party consisted of the Misses of Holland.
Charles M. Ziegler, State Hightheir
daughter,
„ Mrs. Charles
hof, 476; J. Hamelink, 454; D.
Eleanor Siagh, chairman. Nancyway Commissioner,must accomFlora and family.
Van Dyke, 432; B. Van Veuren,
Mis* C*rol Ruth Houtman,
Van Hartesveldf. MarJyn Vande Fall Tax Bills Mailed
pany each proposal. All such
Trinity
Womens
Group
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Irving
Wolbrink
304; N. tyavinga, Jr„ 246.
daughter of Mr. and Mr*. S. H.
checks will be returned promptly
Wege, Dorene Brower and Alberta
had as dinner guests Sunday their
Houtman, 656 Michigan Ave., and Meets for Potluch Sapper
Reagen.
after the bidding,except that
Local
Property
Owners
son and daughter-in-law. Mr. and
Holland hospital births include Clifford A. Onthank, Jr., son of
those of the two lowest bidden
Mrs.
Robert
Wolbrink
of
Holland
Lighted Wall Plate Saves
a daughter Wednesday to Mr. and Mr. and Mr*. Clifford A. Onthank,
A Thanksgiving motif w’as folTo
the Wooden Shoe Diner goes will not be returned until execuand her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Donald Cowan of Virginia Sr., of Virginia Park, were marlow'ed in deorations for the pot- Meeting Planned ky
Fumbling in the Dark
the distinctionthis year of being tion and delivery of the contract
t0S*ShJ°K™ of L°ng Island. Park; sons Thursday to Mr. and ried Friday afternoon at Fir*t luck supper of the Trinity Reformthe first to pay fall taxes after to the State Highway DepartHope Church Group
‘ ' , Tn°y also entertainedfor Mrs. John Looman. 81 West Methodistchurch paraonage. The
ed church Women's Missionary
Night light and wall plate in Thanksgiving dinner.
the
bills were mailed late last ment.
Eighth St., to Mr. and Mrs. Eu- Rev. J. Kenneth Hoffmaster read auxiliary Tuesday evening in the
The right is reserved to reject
one. a tiny "heat free" bulb glows
The
Hope
church
AA
division
week.
Accordingto City TreasurThe Woman’s Society of Chrischurch. Mr*. Marvin Essenburg will hold a Christmas meeting in er Henry J. Becksfort. the diner any or all proposals.
through ivory or brown plastic tian Service of the Methodist gene Prins. 14 East 24th St., to the wedding rite*.
Attendingthe couple were Miss and Mr*. Russell Essenburg were the form of a dessert and program
CHARLES M. ZIEGLER,
switch plates to save fumbling in church will meet with Mrs. How- Mr. arid Mrs. Nelson Kragt. 167
tax payment came under the perState Highway OomotoioMfk
the dark. It lights automatically ard Margot Tuesday afternoon. Highland Avo., and a daughter Elaine Brower and Rex. Gilcrest hostesses.
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the par- sonal taxes category.
DATED: 11-24-47
•Mis* Kay Simpson sang several ish hall. Mrs. Janet Muyskens,
when lights are sw-itched off, Dec. 9. with Mrs. O. L. Ensfield. Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Russell of Chicago.
Fall taxes this year total $85,Rutgers, 59 East 21st St. DaughA wedding dinner was served at selections accompanied by Mrs. assisted by Miss Carolyn Hawes 647.74. according to City Asses- Lansing. Michigaa
turns off when they're on.
assistant hostess. Mrs. Nora ForOperating at low cost on little rey w-ill conduct the deCot ionals ters were born this morning to Mr. the Marquee following the cere- Rudolph Mattson. Billy Hamlin and Mrs. John W. Van Putten are sor William Koop. Thi* total is MHF:ag
current, the light is practical too, and Mrs. H. M. Atwater has and Mrs. Alvin Van Gelderen. 17 mony, after which Mr. and Mr*. played accordion selections.
in charge of the program. Mem- broken down as follows: County
West 13th St., and to Mr. and Mrs. Onthank left on a wedding trip
to indicate lack of- turn off in charge of the lesson.
Electionof officers was held bers are asked to bring gifts and
570,241.47; special taxes,
H^nry P. Beelen, route 4.
to Chicago.
with the following results: Pres- toys to be distributedto needy
lights remote from switches. Also
Mr. and Mrs. Kerneith Van A thanksgiving collection of
de,in<luent city taxe*.
They will live at Virginia Park kient, Mix* Adrianna Steketee; families.Mrs. Adrian Buys is soavaible are multiple switch Leeuwen spent Thanksgivingwith
$3,666.24; delinquent school tax$3,164.93
was
taken
at
thev
Graafuntil
mid-winter
when
they
will
plates and wall plug plates, as her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarvice-president,Miss Lucille Bron* cial chairman, assistedby Mis* es. $5,763.59.
sehap Christian Reformed church move to Kalamaaoo where Mr.
well as a double plug in outlet ence Arndt of Fennville.
e; secretary, Miss Margaret Blanche Cathcart, Mrs. Jerry DitClarence Lokker was th* first II
AMIULANCt
tko
Thursday. The offering at East Onthank will resume studies at Uevense, and treasurer,Miss Betwith builtin night light.
mar, Mrs. Kenneth De Free and to buy a 1917 dog license, Becks- |
ifte Rev, Darwin Second at- [Saugatuck church was $2,928.
Western Micfaipm ooilegtw
Mf Naber.
Mi** HanriettA Altfauit
lost
Jl
stated, because: Some 300 boys
and girls are still deprived of
ichooling.
About 5,500 teachers hold emmergency (or substandard! certificates
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recording secretary; Dick Boter;
treasurer,Fred Beeuwkes.
Activitiea in preparation for
the coming season of great lake
navigation,are now being rushed
to completion. Next week will see
nearly every port on this side of
At a special meeting of tfie
Novel features and surprises
the Michigan coast opened for
galore kept 350 persons busy for
Chamber of Commerce held last business.
several hours Saturday afternoon
night the association turned down

Sunday School Holland
Lesson

In

December 7, 1947
Christian Fellowship

Kew Homr of tho
Holland City V«*
Publiohcd Every Thurs-/
dny by the sen tine 11
PrlntlneOo. Office
Weet Eighth Street, Hoi]4nd. Michigan.

4,

Cub Scout Conference
Climaxed at Banquet

1915

John 3
By Henry (ieerling*
Christians live in a complex
world of many relationships and the request of the Grand Haven
Commercial associationto appoint
still more activities. They are rea committee of three men to join
la tad in ever widening circles to with a committee appointed with
self, to others and to things of their body to investigatethe counfamily, community or world, and ty road commission,began a story

and

evening at the Wo-Wa-Shi
powpow, a training conference for
Cub Scout leaders in First Meth-

U Wm
Curtis Jay Newhouse, eightand Mrs. J.
Russell Newhouse, received a

Fennville
(From Friday’.

year-old son of Mr.

SoAtteel)

The young people of the Bapttot
odist church.
church
who have been Jiwtructed
Gay blue and gold boxes, each
in
music
the last two week, by
progressivelylarger in size, aroused the curiosity of dinner guests Mrs. Clarence Miller and Mis.

fractured left leg, concussion and

body

bruises at

when he was

hit

6 p.m. Monday
by a car dh But-

to God. With these relationships in the Saturday, April 17, issue of
ternut drive while returning home
at the conference highlight, the Marion Bishop, made thrir first
they are busy with a bewildering the Holland Daily Sentinel pubfrom
attending weekly Bible
Blue and Gold banquet. When at
system of activities. They have lished in 1915.
appearance at the Sunday mom*
school.
last,
four
husky
leaders
staggered
Following the vote of the towndaily opportunities to shun ugliin with a packing case almost ing service and presented two
Driver of the car. James Alness and create or appreciate ships of Polkton and Allendale
bert Edwards, route 6, told sherlarge
enough for a piano, Ottawa- Thanksgivingnumbers.
The
Singing
Blue
Birds
of
Cenfavqnng the propositions of makbeauty.
In
political
matters
they
Entered n second cla.ss matter at
ifl s officers he did not see the
Mrs. Grace Marfia fell to the
the post office at Holland.Mich., must practice good or bad citi- ing a bonus of $12,000 toward the tral Park held their meeting at Allegan Council PresidentPeter
youngste^. Young Newhouse was
under the Act of Congrei*. March 3, zenship. They must earn a living building of a bridge aerss Grand the home of Mrs. Madderom this ! Kr°mann was providedwith
back yard at the home of her eon,
walking on the left side of the
hammer to open it.
1870.
Ben Marfia and broke the bone
in some worthy vocation, and River at Eastmanville, the road week Monday. They celebrated
road facing the traffic and was
Dorothy
Madderom’s
birthday.
commissioners
endorsed
the
conOut popped a young uniformed above her right ankle. She was
C- A. FRENCH. Editor and Publisher cling precariously to life by beghit by the right front fender of
W. A. BUTLER, Biislnea*Manager ging or starve. They may have a struction of the bridge at the esti- Games were played and songs Cub Scout introducedas Johnny treated at the local doctor’soffice
Oarrit Yntama
the Edwards car.
were sung. Ice cream and cake Cub America. On his back was a where a cast was applied, after
mated (Xk>t of $23,000.
life of ignorance or seek an eduTelephone— News Items 3193
The impact threw the youth
were
served.
The
meeting
was
Prof. John E. Kuizenga will resign, "450 Cubs by Dec. 31." This which she was taken to her home.
Advertising and Subecriptiona,
3191 cation. They may hesitate to aseither against a telephone pole or
sume
hib chair in Bible and philos- closed with the singing of the w’as the quota for the local counS/Sgt. Richard Bale left today Gerrit
74, near it. The only witness was
The mibllshershall not be liable sume the burdens of a home and ophy at Hope college with the Blue Bird song.
cil set at the "Wel-E-Ka-How' after spending a 15-day furlough
for any error or errors in printing forever forego its joys or establish
Ivan t. Edwards, son of the drivopening
of
the
new
school
year
in
The
Longfellow
“Blue
Bird
regional
conference
for
Cub
leadwith his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
and advertuing unless a proof of one. They may make friends wideer.
such advertisementshall have been ly or live the lonely hermit's litc. September. Prof. Kuizenga is Nest" met at the home of Mrs. ers last June in Wisconsin. The Lawrence Bale. He ia stationed at
obtained by advertiser and returned
The boy was taken to Holland
spending a year at the state uni- H. Poll. At the meeting the girls council listed 440 members, but Kearney, Neb. His sister, Miss
by him In time for correction with They may laugh and live in their versity which honored him with
hospital
where attendants said
sang "It Came Upon a Midnight several leaders announced addi- Ruth Bale, also had her vacation
such errors or corrections noted community affairs or be an outhis condition was fair today. The
plainly thereon,and in such c**e if law. They may keep mentally and the George S. Morris fellowship Clear." played games and had a tional memberships, bringingthe this week from the Consumers
accident occurred not far from
any error »o noted is not corrected,
in
q Thanksgivingstory. Mrs. A. Cook total well over the quota.
Power Co.
publishersliabilityshall not exceed physically fit or perish wretchedthe Newhouse home on Butternut
In the meeting last night Prof. is their leader.
R.
V.
Terrill
of
Grand
Haven,
Mrs.
William
Van
Aaselt
of
Zeeauch a oroportlon of the entire space ly. They may play much or not
drive.
Elias
of
Hope
college
said
that
chairman
of
the
planning
comoccupied by the error beam to the at all in ways that are good or
Zeeland, Dec. 4 (Special)
The girls in the Fairy Blue Bird
land spent Tuesday with her parwhole space occupiedby such adverways that are bad. They may wor- there was only one thing that the group met with their leader. Mrs. niittec.served as toastmastera! ents. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Schaef- Gerrit Yntema, 74, mayor of Zeetisement
Chamber of Commerce has over- De Cook in their school library. the banquet which was billed as fer. Mr. Schaeffer is in very poor land four terms, died Wednesday
ship or live forever in the deep
looked and that is to get a jigney The meeting was spent in making having no speeches. Elmer Nort- health.
Nov. 26. m his home. 214 Cherry
TERMS 01 SUBSCRIPTION
loneliness of an unsatisfiedsoul.
One year 12.00, Six months *125;
bus service for Holland.
the
mothers'
tea
invitations and huis. introducedas “Elmer the
Miss
Carol
B.
Walter
went
to St. He was ill two weeks followWhat
an
array
of
activities
to
three months 75c: Single copy 5c.
The Rev. H. Vander VVerp was the mothers' Christmas presents. Great." put on a magic act. Scout Chicago, HI., Wednesday to ing a period of failing health.
Subecriotlonspayablein adance and keep people busy for weal or for
Mr. Yntema operated a farm
will be^promptly discontinued »if not woe! What a problem to live plca>antlysurprised last Friday
The Sunbeam Blue Birds met in Executive Don E. Kyger. assisted spend the holiday and week-end
renewed.
evening when the young people of the Van Raalte school library by Don Northuis.recited "Casey with her sister and brother-in-law, and general store in Forest Grove
Subscriber*will confer a favor by fruitfully within all life's relation- the HardervvykChristian Reformfor many years, coming to Zeeland
with their leader. Mrs. John Har- at the Bat with appropriate Mr. and Mrs. John White.
reporting promptly any irregularity ships!
ed church presentedhim with a thorne. Plans for the vesper ser- Props and gestures.
14 years ago. He served as mavor
in delivery.Writ# or Phone 3191.
Mrs.
Herman
Onken
Is
conThere is one way to do it efIcy roads were responsible for
purse and a fine umbrellafor the vice and for their Christmasparty
Under the musical portion, one fined to her bed with a bad in- of Zeeland from 1934 to 1938 and
fectively, only one way, and that
two accidents in Holland Saturwork which he did in tat congre- were discussed.The meeting clos- young Cub wearing a plaid shirt fection in her foot.
was a member of the Ottawa day, accordingto police reports.
is the way of fellowship with
AMERICA'S FIRST
gation during the winter.
strummed a ukelele and moved Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Hazel of County Board of Supervisors for
ed with a game.
Christ.
Nor
is
that
fellowship
A car driven by Thomas Ver“But Europe needs ou$ help
The consistory of the Central The Bonnie Blue Birds met at his lips while a Burl Ives record Flint and Mr. and Mrs. George 26 years, serving as chairman four
murlen. 16. of 549 State St., was
desperately."urged the thoughtful with Christ in itself a simple mat- Avenue Christian Reformed
the home of their assisant leader, was played offstage. Then three Smeed and son of Kalamazoo were years. He retired four years ago badly damaged on the right front
young citizen. "Are we going to ter. It involves studying about church yesterdayreceived notice
Mrs.
Kolm. The girls played young Cubs wearing girls' for- Thanksgiving guests of Mr. and after 16 years as secretary-treas- when it crashed into a telephone
His
life,
teaching
and
personality.
haggle over dollars when jicople
that the Rev. H. Buitema has de- games in the snow and then made mais and appropriate stage make- Mrs. James Smeed.
urer of the Farmers Mutual Fire
pole on West Eighth St. where
are starving?Are we going to It involves meditationupon His clined the call recently extended
InsuranceCo. of Allegan and Ot- the road curve* Qnto Lake St.
their Blue Bird pins and practiced up grouped around the prop micIcy
roads
Thursday
made
drivwork.
too.
It
means
hearty
appretie up our help with conditions?
him by the church.
singing "It Came Upon the Mid- rophone and imitated the An- ing very hazardous. Many local tawa counties. He was a member Vermurlen said the car started to
Would it not be much more like ciation of His gifts to mankind. It
The Rev. E. J. Tuuk, pastor night Gear.” Their leader is Mrs. drews sisters.
residents have fallen on the icy of the Jamestown Township board slide on the icy road and he apmeans
following
His
wounded
America to extend aid freely and
of the Ninth Street Christian Re- Jack Klaasen.
^ The final act was the 'Treasure sidewalks.
for 22 years, and of the Zeeland plied brake*.
without strings without looking footsteps in the service of His formed church, was pleasantly
towmahip board for four years.
At the home of Mrs. Clark the Chest" displaying all the "treas- C. B. Holton, who has been
cause.
It
requires
worshipping
in
'Two care were damaged at 3:55
the starving horse in the mouth?"
surprised at his home last evening Bubbling Blue Birds met and held ures of the Cubbing program.
He was active in civic affairs in p.m. at 14th St. and Central Ave.
in
his
home
the
past
six
weeks,
the
privacy of one's home and
. His idea seemed to he— and the
by the consistorymembers of the an election with the following re- Group singing between acts was
was taken to the Allegan Health both Forest Grove and Zeeland The front end of a car driven by
idea is reasonablygeneral— that heart or publicly with His people church in honor of his birthday sults: president. Judy Bos; vice- led by Frederic Hilbert of Wayand was a member of the greater
Center
last week.
Mrs. Angeline Bosma, 22. Holland
congress should just shell out, on stated occasions and in pro- anniversary.He was presented president Phyllis Smith, and land. accompanied by Phil Reno,
Mrs. Joe Parok left by plane consistory of First Reformed was damaged when it collided
per
places.
It requires witnessing
without any questions asked, first
with a purse.
church
of
Zeeland.
scribe,Sharon Pipple. They plan- ^-couts of the Methodist church from Grand Rapids Monday for
with one driven by Ben Brandsen.
the full sum needed for relief this for Him when the occasion offers.
To have Holland represented by ned several different projects to served as waiters.
Oklahoma City, Okla., for treet- During his four terms as mayor 54. of 732 East .36th St. The
More
intimately
it
involves
that
winter and then the twenty bila float at the Advertisers’conven- be carried out at future meetAbout 20 different type* of ment of asthma and allergy con- of Zeeland he was instrumental in Bramisen car was hit on the left
lion for rehabilitation
over a per- mysticalcomradeship with Him tion in Chicago June 20 to 24, ings.
handicraftwere demonstrated ditions from which she ha* been the erection of a municipallight side. Mrs. Bosma was given a
as
closest
companion
and
dearest
iod of years. He was impatient
that is the plan of some of the
plant and improvement of city
The Waku-Wastl Camp Fire simultaneouslyafter the banquet
summons for failure to yield the
with ail this haggling, with all friend which is the heart of fel- members of the Publicity com- group met Monday, Nov. 24 at the program, with guests passing ill over a year, at a clinic in that streets.
city.
right of way.
; the questions being asked. It was lowship.
mittee of the Chamber of Com- home of Carol Luth. The girls from group to group. In the afterSurviving
are
three sons. Dr.
Mrs. Warren Duell was hos
Almost nothing Is known of the
hts idea that America's plain duty
merce, according to a story ap- played games and Nancy Moran noon six specializedactivities
less to the Tuesday bridge lun- Stuart Yntema of Forest Grove,
• was to provide the money that three men in today's lesson. pearing in the Monday, April 19,
Hiram of Forest Grove and Clar- Two Men Plead Guilty
and
Carol Luth served the re- were discussedin group confer- cheon club.
was needed. "Can there be a high- Where they lived, or what their issue.
ences.
freshments.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaude Hutch- ence of Zeeland;seven grandchil- To Drunk Charges
positions were in the church, we
er duty?" he asked.
Ernest Calvin Moore. Socialist
The
Apadensk a- Wetomachick
inson
attendedfuneral services at dren; two brothers.Henry of
can
only
guess.
But,
yvhile
we
do
And he was startled at the exauthor and lecturer,delivered an Camp Fire group met at the home
Fore* Grove and John of Zeeland.
Holland Monday afternoon for
plosive“Yes, there can be, and is, not know them, we know some- address on the corner of River
Two persons pleaded guilty to
of their guardian. Mrs. Glenard
Cornie
Kragt.
thing
significant
about
each
of
a higher duty for America— the
drunk charge* when they were
Ave. and Eighth St. last Sat- Bonnet te. The group spent the
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Wadsworth
simple duty to remain solvent." them as John lights up each per- urday evening.
arraigned Monday before Munici(From Tuesday's Sentinel)
time working on Christmas gifts
drove to Batavia, 111., to spend
Doubtless there will he others sonality with one or two telling
pal Judge Raymond L. Smith and
The
40-voice
intermediate
girl's
When the Western Theological for their mothers and fathers.
Thanksgiving with Mrs. Wadsequally startled—people who are phrases. Gaius was a very sincere
both were fined $15. Appearing
seminary closes its school year
The
Wacankiya
Camp
Fire choir of First Reformed church
(From Tuesday’s Sentinel)
so benevolent that talk about Christianin the early church. with the annual commencement group met at Frobel school with of Zeeland will sing at the Beech- worth’s mother. From there they
before Smith were Lorenzo A.
mere economics when human John speaks of him as being well May 12. 12 candidates will be grad- their guardian. Mrs. Seidelman wood Reformed church Sunday plan to drive to Melbourne,Fla., Miss Ethel Brower, teacher at Trevan. of 190 East Ninth St.,
seeds are involved makes them beloved. Diotrephes stands out in uated and enrolled among the and assistant. Mrs. Miller. They night. Mrs. John Boeve is direct- to spend the winter in their home Marion, spent Thanksgiving day and James Johnson. 32. route 6.
and the holiday week-end in Zeel- They were arrested separately
there.
marked contrast to Gaius. He. too. clergy men in the Reformed deimpatient.
planned to make favors for a rest or and Miss Jerene Rynbrandt is
and at the home of her father and Saturday by city police.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
N.
Johnson
But the duty to remain solvent was a member of the Christian nomination. The followinghave
home and they also planned their accompanist.
Is plainly America'shighest and group, evidently occupying some
drove to Constantine to spend *ister. Gerrit and Edith Brower,
Donald Mitchell. 35, and DenJ.
J.
Riemersma,
principal
at
already chosen their fields as fol- Christmas party. Mrs. Seidelman
Central Ave
moat sacred duty. It is this coun- official capacity. But it appears lows: John E. Benmnk, to Imnis Bowen*. 34. both of Benton
Holland High school, will attend Thanksgivingwithrelatives.
furnished the refreshments.
Dr. and Mrs. Wynand Wichers
try's duty even if it involves star- that this success had gone to his
manuel church, Chicago; Oliver Wetomachick, meaning friends, a high school principals’meeting Dr. and Mrs. Harry Becker and of Kalamazoo were visitorswith Harbor, pleaded guilty Monday to
vation of men. women and chil- head. He was a proud man who
family
of
Battle
Creek
were
conservationcharge*, specifically
Thursday
in
Lansing.
Also
atG. Droppers, Byron Center; John is the name chosen by Mrs. Robdren in Europe and Asia. No Am- loved to have the preeminence.
ftuests Thanksgiving day of Mrs relative* in Zeeland on Thanks- involving hunting pheasants betending
will
be
H.
C.
Dickman,
D. Dykstra, Fremont; Furda, ert Carleys Camp Fire group at
erican likes to think of people Demetrius, on the other hand, was
Becker's parenu, Mr. and Mrs giving day.
fore 10 a m. on Oct. 15. The pair,
Three Oak*: Ravmond D. Meengs, their meeting in her home Mon- Zeeland High school principal.
Miss Dorothy Van Dyke of who previously had pleaded not
starving,and those Americans much more like Gaius. He had a
George
Mechem.
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Bruce
M.
RayHamilton; Gerrit Menntng. West- day. New officerselected are Betwho insist on this country's sac- good report of all men.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van Dis and Grand Rapids spent Thanksgiving guilty, were assessed fines and
field, N. D.: B. D. Van Zyl, San- ty Cowan, president; Carol Har- mond and family have moved
sed obligation to remain solvent
But what do thebe three thumbtwo children of Douglas spent day at the home of her parents. costs of $16.60 apiece.The arrests
born. la. and Frederick Zandstra, rington. vice-president;Mary from 79 West 15th St., to Ibeir
are for the most part as ready nail sketches tell us of the
Thanksgiving
with hu sister and Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Van Dyke, were made by ConservationOffiremodeled
residence
at
182
West
Wichert, 111
Stewart, secretary; Margery
Maple St.
and eager to relieve such suffer- Christianfellowship. First, that
11th St.
brother-in-law.Mr. and Mrs.
cer Harold Bowditch on complaint
The Rev. and Mrs. Dirk Dyk- Knoll, treasurer and Carol Cowan
Mrs. M. C. Ver Hage, Miss of George Caball of Zeeland.
ing with their dollars as anybody. not all in the fellowship have atMrs. Tillie H. Vande Woude. Claude Hutchinson.
stra who returned to the Arabian scribe. The group has completed
But while doing so they insist tained the same measure of ChrisOthers paving fine* were Jacob
What might have been a pro- Ceclia Ver Hage. Mr. and Mrs.
mission field last summer, had the the Christmas paper project and West 12th St., spent Thanksgiving
Clyde Buttles and son. George of Kuipers. 211 Columbia Ave.. parkon keeping books on such Ameri- tian grow'th and character. The
longed
interruption in electrical
and
the
week-end
at
the
home
of
unplea.sant experience of waiting work on the notebooks is being
Zeeland.
Celia
Jane
and
Dale
can aid— not because they are church is not a fellowshipof pering $1: Joe Ardema, Jr.. 33. route
Mr. and Mrs. G. De Loof at Rich- service was narrowly averted
nearlv six months for their bag- continued.
Yntema of Forest Grove and Mr. 4. stop street. $5; Robert Von Ins.
stingy or want America to be fect people. Some, like Gams and
land.
Tuesday
noon
by
the
unexpected
gage which they feared had been
and Mrs. P. Elzinga, Paul and 17, of 4 West Eighth St., unnecesatingy, but because they want to Demetrius have gone far in their
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Smith of Ann presence of three key men who
lost in transit on account of the
Marshall Elzinga of Holland spent
conserve America's power to help attainment of the Christian way
Shower Compliments
sary noise. $3; Wilber Brink, 21,
Arbor announce the birth of a had come in for repairs from outThanksgivingday in Three Rivers route 6. speeding. $5: Arthur Ed
m the future as in the past. They of lire. Others, like Diotrephes. European war. Before the bagson, Nov. 28, in Detroit Women's side localities, when one of the
gage.
which
contained
numerous
Mrs. Wayne Nyhuis
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watdon't want to throw millions and have barely grasped the principle
Vanette. 24, route 1, speeding. $5:
hospital. Both Mr. and Mrs. large transformersat the local
highly prized treasures, was reerman.
billionsat Europe for relief or that if one claims to know God
Lsla Maat. parking. $1; Herbert
sub-station
burned
out.
Had
not
Mrs. Wayne Nyhuis. who re- Smith are former Holland High
turned
to them they were forced
Mr. and Mrs. John Kleinheksel A. Maas. 26. Grand Rapid*, speedrehabilitation
without asking ques- his conduct towards others must
school
students.
He
is
the
son
of
those
men
been
present
immedito pay double tax. Mr. and Mrs. cently came to Holland from Caliand children of Jackson spent the ing. $5; Ray Stam. route 1. parktions. They do not believe it a show it.
Dykstra are again stationedat fornia, was complimented Wed- the late City Engineer Bert Smith ately the trouble would have caus holiday week-end at the home of
sign of small-mindedpenuriousAgain, the Christian fellowship Bahrein.
nesday night at a miscellaneous and Mrs. Jennie Smith. Mrs. «i an enormous loss. Service was their parents. Mr. and Mrs. G. J. ing $1; B. Ten Harmsel.Zeeland,
ness to ask first of all how much is one of mutual trust and confidparking.$1; Eugene Van Liere.
shower
given by her Sunday Smith is the former Laura Klyn- fixed temporarily in a short time Van Hoven, Cherry court.
Thomas
Vanden
Bosch,
a
memAmerica can give without pauper- ence. John commends those who
route 2, parking. $1.
stra. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. and later Wednesday afternoon
school
class
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Dewey and
izing itself. Common sense, even gave welcome and assistance to ber ol the senior class of the
Peter
Klynstra
of
Beaverdam.
permanent
repair#
were
made
af
Henry D. Wolters. route 3. Game
daughter Anne of Detroit were
in charity,is not a sign of stingi- the workers he had sent to them. Western Theological seminary,
Mr. and Mrs. Dirk A. Dedel, ter equipment was brought here
prizes were awarded to Mrs.
holiday and week-end visitors at Roy Knowlei, 72, Diet
ness; it is rather a sign of broad- Men like Gaius and Demetrius ha* received the promise of a call
from
Mt.
Pleasant.
having
spent
several
weeks
with
from tin* Reformed church of George Lampen. Mrs. Nyhuis.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. Jansgauge liberality.
had been willingto let thebe visitMr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hutchin- sen. N. State St.
At Home Near Fennville
Misses Hester Klingenburg and Mrs. Dedel's parents at Media.
For it is plain that if America ors prove themselves. Diotrephes' PennsylvaniaLane. 111.
Pa., will visit Mr. Dedel's parents. son entertained at a turkey dinCaroline Nyhoff.
Th«Holland
High
school
baseMrs.
Nellie
De
Jonge
and
Miss
should bankrupt itself it could no tactics,on the other hand, had
Fennville. Dec. 4 (Special)
A two-courselunch was served Mr. and Mrs. Dirk J. Dedel, 18 ner Tuesday evening Mr. and Mabel De Jonge entertaineda
longer extend charity even if all violated the spirit of love. The ba!l team wag defeated 5 to 3 by
Roy
Knowles. 72. a retired fruit
East
12th
St., on Wednesday, be- Mrs. Claude Hutchinson,Mr. and
group of relatives at their home grower, died at hi* home norththe men, women and children on point is. Diotrephes seems to h4\e the Allegan High school on the by the hostess assisted by Mrs.
fore returningto their home at Mrs. Marv Hutchinson and son
Donald
Wolters.
on Central Avenue, Thanksgiving
earth should lx- starving.Remain- made himself the judge of who 19th St. diamond Saturday afterBoulder City, Nev.
Edward, Mr. and Mrs.’ Robert day, including Supt. and Mrs. Ol- ea.st of Fennville W;ednesdav at
Invited were Mrs. George Laming solvent is America's first and should be received rather than noon ;n the first game of the seaJohn Huizenga, 152 Walnut Hutchinson and son, Mr. and Mrs. iver De Jonge and daughter. Nor- 9 p.m. He had been in poor health
pen and the Musses Lois Zoet.
son.
holiest duty.
letting the church decide. Morefor two years and bedriddenthe
Avc.,
is a patient at Holland hos- Hughes Hutchinron and two chilB> a vote of 349 to 52 Sauga- Mary Verduin. Caroline Nyhoff.
ma of Ludington and son, Rob- past three week*
over. through his refusal to deal
tuck township yesterda), at a Lois Lubbers. Hester Klingenburg, pital where he submitted to ma- dren and Mr. and Mrs. John An- ert, student at Ann Arbor, also
He was born June 8. 1875 at
drews and son.
Man Assessed Fine Here with the visiting friends as Chris- 'pecial election,decided to bond Hermina Nyhoff. Clarissa and Va- jor surgery Friday.
Prof, and Mrs. Marvin De Jonge
tian brothers, John felt that his
Miss Vivian Steketee,student
Mr. and Mrs. James Smeed and and daughter Doris Lee of Lafey- Virginia, 111., and when a young
the township for $36,000 to im- lors Wolters. Janice Kraker. LuOn Liquor-to-Minor Count attitudewas contrary to the spirit prove the road that runs north cille Ryzenga and Mr. and Mrs. at Wav no university,Detroit, has their guests, Mr. and Mrs. D. H
man went to reside at Columbus,
ette, Ind. They spent the holiday
of love, and should be condemned.
Donald
Wolters. Henry D. Wolt- returned to school after spending Hazel of Flint and Mrs. Frances week-end in Zeeland visitingtheir O. There he wa* married Oct. 10,
and
*outh
through
the
township,
Henry Veltkamp. 22. Manhat- The Christian fellowship is one
1912 to Miss Mary A. Rcng of
the Thanksgivingholidays with Sheehan attended the wedding mother and other relatives.
tan, Mont., was assessed a tine that recognizes the worth and stnk.ng the villageof Saugatuck ers and the guest of honor.
Columbus. They moved to their
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. Neal Thursday at 4 p.m. of their couand
Douglas,
according
to
a
story
The
Ladies
Mission
society
of
and costs of $28.90 when he plead- rights of individuals."Greet the
present home in 1916.
Steketee. 330 West 17th St.
sin. Miss Marcia Smeed of South the Second Reformed church will
ed guilty before Municipal Judge friends by name," wrote John to in the Tuesday. April 20, issue.
Reports Given at Local
Beside* the widow he leaves a
Dr. and Mrs. E. E. Fell, West Haven.
With more than lOO^young men
gather in the church parlors next
Raymond L. Smith today to a Gaius. Each individual must he
sister, Mrs. Fred Noyes of Fenn12th St., spent Thanksgiving and
Earl
Gretzinger
was
ill
several
District Meeting
Thursday for a 1 o'clock luncheon. ville; a brother, Ben Knowles of
charge of providing liquor to a made to feel the sense of his im- and prominent men of the city
the week-end with their son. Dr days last week of tomillitisand
It will be a potluck. The program
minor. Veltkamp was charged portance to the group. Thomas prebent, the YMCA banquet at
Columbus; also two half-sisters,
The Holland Michigan Educa- Egbert H. Fell, his wife and fam- an abscessed throat.
will include special music on the
with providing beer to a 17-year- Jefferson gave us an argument the Woman's Literary club hall
ily, in Chicago. They were acThe marriageof Miss Nancy El- Christmas theme. Members arc Mrs Harry Kelly. Bcllville,111.
old youth. His alternativewas 20 for democracy, the tendency on la*t night was one of the most tion association district held a
and Mrs. Roy Creed of Seattle,
companied by Dr. Fell's brother lon Jung, daughter of Mr. and
monthly
meeting
Monday
afterdays in the county jail.
successfulaffairs of the season.
requested to bring their gifts for
the part of even the btbt of us
Wash.; and one half-brother,
Howard
Fell of St. Johns.
Mrs. Charles Jung of Glencoe, 111., the mission box for Kentucky.
Others paying fines were War- when we have power to want
Holland experienced its first noon at Holland Junior High
Howard Knowles ot Jacksonville,
The
Waukazoo
Mothers'
club and Thomas Keith Tucker, son of
school.
Richard
Martin,
president,
ren B. Goethe). 24. River Forest, more power. It Is important, strike in some time when ten labThe Eureka Jubilee singers will 111.
presided at the meeting which fea- will hold a Christmas party Mr. and Mrs. Leo Tucker of Fenn111., speeding 50 miles an hour.
therefore,to have a system of orers working on the new post- tured reports by several groun Thursday at 8 p.m. in the school. ville was performed at 7:30 Sat- present musical selections at the
$10; Claude Dykema. of 190 West
checks and balances to keep any office building walked out this
Each mother is asked to bring a urday evening, Nov. 15 at the First Reformed church morning
35th St., parking. $1; Herman presidentor branch of government noon after being refused a raise members on conferences attended
service next Sunday^ A speaker
gift for exchange, also her own First Congregational church in
Slager, 18. of 58 West 22nd St.,
m wages of from 224 cents an recently.
for the Gideons will present the
from exercisingdictatorialpowers.
cup and spoon.
Appleton. Wis. Mr. and Mrs work of that organization at the
Reportingwere Miss Lida Rogparking. $1* Laverne Lampen. 18
We must seek to safeguard the hour to 25 cents an hour.
Holland
hospital
births
Monday
Zeeland, stop street, $5: Fred righu of the individual in reliTomorrow morning at 8:45' in er*. Rex Chapman, Fred Weiss. include a son to Mr. and Mrs. Tucker will live at Appleton.
evening service.
The Mobile X-ray unit of the
Meyer, t>08 Law-ndale,parking, $1;
Winants
chapel, Irwin Lubbers, James Bennett. Joseph Moran.
Friday evening at 6 p.m. the
gion. Because we know what
George
Brenneman,
route
4,
and
Michigan Department of Health First Reformed church Ladies Aid
Robert J Dempster, 33. Douglas, might happen if a person like Dk>; the winner of the Hope college Peter Veltman, Mr. Martin. Miss
a
daughter
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arie
will be at the high achool parkspeeding $5; Ray J. Kleis, 23, trephes,who would be the kind to Pohibition Oratorical contest will Beulah Pepper and Austin Busociety will serve supper in the
Versendaal, 85 West 27th St.ing lot Dec. 2-3 to X-ray cheats church parlors.
Zeeland, stop street, $5.
deliver his oration, "Our National chanan.
seek.it. ever should gain control,
Miss Maibelle Geiger's report Gary De Koning and son. Gerrit for anyone 14 years or older, free Members of the consistory of
we have refused to delegate ec- Parasite" before the student body. wa* presentedby Martin in her John, have returnedto their home of charge.
hur&day
he
will go to Adrian to
the First Reformed church and
clesiastical control to any person
Pupils Collect Supplies
in Rut her ford. N.J., after spendtake part in the state contest absence.
their wives will meet at the paror group, and have sought to prac
ing Thanksgiving with the forthere.
sonage Thursday night.
For Schools in Europe
Uce a pure democracy in which
mer's
mot iter and other relatives,Couple Complimented on
The 8-1 baseball team won the Marriage Licenses
The congregationalprayer and
the humblest person has the right
in Holland and Grand Rapids. Mr.
The collection of school supplies to be heard and to vote.
championshipof the Junior High
praise service of the First ReNOVEMBER
G John Bruggink,20. and Shir- De Koining is the son of Mrs. T. Wedding Anniversary
and money by public school chilschool last night by defeating the
formed church will be held at 7:30
ley Jean Dreyer, 18, both of route Bennett, 426 Washington Ave.
Mr.
and
Mm.
John
Lappinga
dren in Holland for European
8-2 team by a score of 15 to 5.
p.m. on Wednesday evening to
3, Hudsonville.
Sgt. Maynaard Vander Yacht of were guests of honor at a surprise
schools has been completed,ac- Illness Is Fatal (or
At the annual meeting of the
Donald Louis Van Ess, 20, and Greenville,S.C., is spending a 15- party Monday, Nov. 24, on their study the topic: ‘The Meaning of
cording to Richard Martin, presiHolland YMCA last night the fol- Crystal Elaine Essenburg, 18, both
the Name, Lord."
IhantoaHtot'
day furloughat the horde of his 45th wedding annivenary.During
dent of the Teachers’ club which Mrs. Gertie Ten Cate
lowing five directors were electThe midweek service will be
of Holland;Gifford A. Onthank, parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ed Vander the evening, Mr. and Mrs. James
IB_ral>#rWinioi'iV
organized{fie collectionhere.
ed: Henry Geerlings.Dr. J. J.
held at the Second Reformed,
Mrs. Gertie Ten Cate. 81. of
25, route 1, Holland, and Carol Yacht, 391 Howard Ave.
nounoM dqbt to Garean
Lappinga and Joan, of Phoenix, church on Wednesday evening, at
Mr. Martin said 2.500 pencils East Saugatuck. died Saturday Morgen, J. A. Brouwer) Fred
Ruth Houtman, 19, Holland; Paul
Movies,
taken
In Hoiland High Ariz., called to extend congratuhave been collected, tour and a
Beeuwkes and Milo T. De Vries. K. Van Oordt, 24. Spring Lake
7:45 p.m.
night at the Saugatuck Convalesschool in 1933, were shown during lations
half gross boxes of crayon**,four
Hie Senior C.E. society, and
cent home following a lingering Besides these five, the board of and Doris DeBoer, 29. Grand Rap- chapel exercises in the school this
Attending the event were Mr. Bible Gass will be held Weddozen trays of paints, one gross illness.Surviving are three daugh- directorsfor the coming year will
ids; Cornelius J. DeHaan, Jr„ 26. morning. Richard Tjalma wa#
and Mrl. J. Galien, Mr. and Mrs. nesday at 7 p.m.
of erasers, nine gross tablets and
IB— Wfastop QwcbiB tom
ters, Mrs. Gerrit Gruppen of include Dick Boter. John Van- and Edith Ann Van Hall, 20, both chairman and John Du Mez served
J. Doomeweerd,Mr. and Mrs. A.
fl0.72 collected in money to purder.sluis, H. Van Tongeren, F.
Melvin Swart was In charge of
of Grand Haven.
Graafschap, Mrs. John Stadt and
as chaplain.
Lappinga.Mr. and Mn. D. Lap- the Junior C.E. meeting at the
chase supplies.
Rolhuis. L Kouw, F. T. Miles, O.
Mrs. Harm Kotman of East Saupinga, Mr. and Mrs. F. Wise. Mm. Fjrst Reformed church. >
The original plan for such a
P. Kramer, J. E. Jacobson, H. O.
Fisheries in the United States
gatuck; three grandchildren; one
Largest candle in the world was Mattie Klomparens, Mr. and Mrs.
was initiatedby Mary
Boss and C. S. Dykstra. The pr«- give employmeht to 225,000 perWJ S. sra anti# msmm
Ruth Post conducted the Interbuilt in memory of Enrico Caruso, B. Stegink, Mr. and Mrs. a BowSaar w* 1944
Lewi', president 'of
3 *ent officers are as follows:
mediate C.E. meeting.
rons and the value of the yearly famous tenor. It 1$ 18 feet high
man, Mr.
A. Slag, Karen
Roaamond Moll discussed the
iauo.Ua 4lMd.ua. ol Grand FUpKU?
M°UW President, Henry Geerlings; vice output in foodstuffs 1s estimated
• 4VmI4hR Monro*'
lighted once a year. It it Galien, Susan Lappton. Melody
president, James . A. Brouwer, *t to eacero ol $125,000,000,
topic, “Arno* Pleads for Justice/’
«nti Ifeya* Doctrin*.
ted it wiU burn E800 yuan. and ULu^bm Wise,
tot Senior
•

Yntema,

Former Mayor of

philosophy.
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Make the government prove
case before a corporation can

5.
its

Income Tax Group
Offers

be penalized for the extra 27k per
cent to 384 per cent tax for not
declaringenough dividends. (At
present, a corporation is presumed guilty and must prove its innocence.

New Ideas

For 1948 Blanks
Would Lower Rates on
Specific Corporations;

Ease Double Taxes
The income-taxshape of thinps

to come

is revealed in

a

report

New Vocational Director
Starts Hi* Work Here

Hairy Koop Sells

l^x

Equipment

just released by a special group
headed by Roswell Magill. former
Undersecretaryof the Treasury.
This group, appointedlast .summer by the Ways and Means committee of Congress, makes many
recommendationsfor 1948 income
taxes. Here are some of the more
important:
1. Permit husbands and wives
10. Treat stock options 'to em- and Arnold Wykstra.
to determine their tax by each
The Lennox company makes
reporting one-half their combined ployes as capital gain at the 25
per cent tax rate, rather than as heating equipment from the small
incomes.
2. Ease the double tax on divi- compensation, if the stock is held 20-inch size to the large unit of
1,000.000 BTU capacity. Several
dends by allowing an individual for more than two years.
11. Eliminatethe tax on the large buildings in Holland and vito take credit in his return for
sale by a corporation of all its cinity are heated with Lennox
tax paid by the cor|>oration.
3. Eliminate entirely the tax on assets when followedby the li- equipment.
Mr. Koop's office is located at
dividends received by corpora- quidation of the corporation. (The
116 East
14th
a wareof V.V/UI
course, have
*••••. wi
a \
- --- St., with O
tions. (At present. 13 per cent of stockholders will,
gain or loss to report on the li- 1 10U‘se on ^orth River Ave.
such dividends are taxed.)
4. Lower the 53 per cent tax quidation.)
J J

f

Henry

Holland Turn* Feitive
According to Schedule

acquired subsidiary and

gets its assets, treat those assets
as costing the parent the amount
it paid for the subsidiary'sstock.
•At present, the assets are treated as costing the parent what the
subsidiary paid for them.)

OOSTING
Realtor

CALL 2371
Woman

Spring Lake

Succumbs Suddenly
Grand Haven.

E>o<\

4

(Special)

— M ik Alice Anderson. 48. wife of
William Anderson, died suddenly
at Id pm. Thursday at her home.
114 Tolford St., Spring Lake. She
was apparently in the best of
health and was stricken while pre-

rpr.

paring a lunch.

222 River

Christmasdecorations on Eighth
St. appearedon schedule Monday
night with gay festoonsintertwined with colored lights on the

W

local manager pointed out tries and in offices.
that platw are not issued out of
Lansing by mail, but distribution Dance in Tulip

The

Room Held

sung in

cause

LANDSCAPING
7133

NOW

“A Stitch in Time Saves Nine'*

PHONE 7774
WAVERLY DRIVE

2

lt'»

HOLLAND

Not a Home.

Until

It's Planted!

Avenue

Oil Rationing
Proved

LENNOX OIL UNITS
Uae LESS FUEL

HARRY KOOP

CRANE SERVICE

HEATING

Modern Fast Equipment For Any Job!

HOLLAND PHONE 2738
ZEELAND PHONE 459F4

A

reception followedthe cere-

mony. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Van
Ess were master and mistress ot
ceremonies. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Douma were in charge of gifts
and Mrs. Raymond Van Ess and
Mrs. Robert Van Ess presided at
the punch bowl. A buffet luncheon
was served to 60 guests.
A program included a piano solo
by Roger Essenburg; vocal duet
by Mrs. Jack Essenburg and
daughter, Shirley;dialogue by Mr.
and Mrs. Douma; solo by Miss
Looman accompanied by Mrs. p
L. Van Ess and several number*
by the Tulip City Four.
Mr. Van E»s is employed at
Crampton Mfg. Co. The couple is
living at lO1,! East 15th St.

Hope's home scheduleincludes:
Dec. 4. Grand Rapids Jr ; Dec. 13,
Mich. State Teachers Ypsilanti) ;
Dee. 18. Adrian; Dec. 20. Monmouth; Jan. 8. Kalamazoo; Jan.
16. Hillsdale;Feb. 5, Albion; Feb.
26. Alma; March 3. Calvin.

Mise Leona Kragt

Mr. and Mrs. Harold

116 East 14th St

Kragt.

route 3, announce the engagement
of their daughter. Lz-ona, to Connie Ovenveg. .son of Mr.s. Albert
Overweg ot Zeeland.

;A Customer...

Sold With

30 Day SO-SO Guarantt.

HOUSE TRAILERS
CAMPING TRAILERS
FRED’S CAR LOT
686 MichiganAve., Phone 8-7221

ONE DAY SERVICE
and

PRINTING

(DilSooJl

• West 8th Straat

PHOTO and GIFT SHOP

•TEEL and CAST IRON

10 East 8th Btreat

FURNACES
PLUMBING SUPPLIES

GEE’S ELECTRIC

ELECTRICAL"

—

—

3 Stores
1S4 Rlvar ........ Holland
136 E. Main ...... Zeeland
M
Fennvlllt

Main

•

•

ROOFING and SIDING
•

tha

havol

ua.

50

•

1947 Buick Engins

«

Fite 'ST-'Aa Models

°

Call ua.

S

x

ESSENRURG
ELECTRIC CO.
Weat
St Phona 411

•

RAGS

WIPING WASTE
mn\

IRON and
US)

& metal

Is Doing Us a

8th

Instill Now for CarefrM
Winter Driving

TER HAARAUTO CO.
?

150

EAST 8TH IT.
Phone 6422

•

Your Bulck-Pontlac Dealer^

FOR A REAL
LUBE JOB

Call 9051

HOLLAND READY ROOFING

See U.
37 Years' Experience

Flintkoto Products

WASHING

-

8IMONIZING
BATTERIES
KNIPE'S SUPER SERVICE
TIRES

SEAT COVERS

—

Central Phone 6259

7th at

For Most Cars
Arrange that special bu«l*
nest appointment at Thf

$8.7510*14.95

Bier Kelder. Alr-conditlonetf

CAR SERVICE

with only nationallyadve^
tieed beverages. Open fop
your convenience from 11:00
A.M. until midnight.

Installed Free!

Bumping

HARRISON’S

and

SUPER SERVICE

WARM

Painting

Corner Michigan end 28th St.

PAPER
METALS

By Letting Us
Serve His Heeds.

OTTAWA AUTO

hwpakt

Wrecker Service
When You Need

.

J/

HAAN

.

(
MW
\ tCCOMUOMm*}

More Hope

Mill and Foundry Supplies

basketball fans will

Dodge

A

INC.

Plymouth Dealers

be able to see the college games

Holland, Michigan

8-14 West 7th St.

season than before, the Hope
athletic committee said today. The
this

•

IDEAL

Try Our

—

DAIRY PRODUCTS

_

DRY CLEANERS

FIRST!

Maple Grove Dairy
GERALD MANNE8, Prop.
Michigan Ave. Phono 2937

____ Phone 2465

announcement reads: “Hope college desires to accommodate as
many of its basketball fans during the 1947-1948 season a* the
limited facilities of the Armory
will permit. To accomplish this,
the Athletic committee has de-

MERCURY

St.

Personalized

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Nome

ImprintedAt
Extra Charge

Repairs and occetsoriei now can bo
bought on the

SERVICE

GMAC PLAN

SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
OF CARS AND TRUCKS
BATTERIES

Don't put off needed
repairs longer. Don't
do without those accessoriesyou always

AUTHORIZED DEALER

No

MacEachron

MOTOR
16-22

SALES

Phone 66768
Weet 7th Street

HOLLAND

-

MICHIGAN

Our wide experience enablei
ue to give you first class work
when you have a difficult job.
It

costs nothing to ask us, yet

PRINTED
STATIONERY
An

ROOFING NEEDS

H O L L

MICHIGAN

AV

Sertice Department

DECKER
fl

N

D

CHEVROLET, INC.

WGLDING SCRViCC
a.*

221 River

32-rST T<._ OJS*

Ave.

Phona 2385

HOLLAND. MICH.

GEORGE SCHREUR
PRINTING CO.

HO IQOLSNO

Between 7th and 3th on
College Ave.

TYSSE

H.
448

Ideal Christmas Gift!

FOR YOUR

^CHEVROLET

you considerable In

repairs and time.

VACUUM CLEANERS

Holland Radio and
Appliance Co.

on

Maycroff &

RADIOS

RANGES
WATER HEATERS

r

Phone 7242

have wonted* •»

APPLIANCES
HOT PLATES

one
^J cusromnt!

HUDSON DEALER
25 W. 9th

It will save

CORNER COLLEGE AVE. and 6TH STREET

A

MOTOR SALES

Drive to Official Headquarteri

SALES,

FRIEND

TAVERN

Phone 4436

LINCOLN

Favor

NEW

BRAND

Hava rapalra In tlms to praserve and eonaerva
things you

FOR YOUR

AVAILABLE NOW

’^REPAIRS

4

Highest Prices Paid

QUALITY

luuis padvos

LATE MODELS

DEVELOPING

RESTAURANT

<

SUPPLIERS OF

Washington Phone 6-7212

Phone

4405

177 College Ava.

Urinting
omTY-uoMom.
A

HAVE YOUR

completely equipped modern plant that serves

WHEELS BALANCED
ON THE CAR .

you with fine quality printing at
reasonable prices.

.

WITH OUR, NEW STEWART-WARNERELECTRONIC

STEKETEE-VAN HUIS
COMPLETE PRINTING SERVICE
9 East 10th Street

Fhont 2326

WHEEL

HOLLAND TERMINAL
170 E.

>

Bar

USED CARS

AIWA VS
DUTCH MILL

Lme

War Tima

MOTOR SALES
phone 3,55

Sandwich -Soda

ON

white suit.

“3. Seats will be held for holders of reserved season tickets,
until 8 p.m., the
of the
main game.”

LENNOX FURNACES
159 River

FINE FOOD.

the regular admission price.

‘18.50

VRIELING

necessary.

CONTRACTOR

remaining unoccupiedspace will
be made availableto the public at

FOR YOUR
.

where

ELECTRICAL

“2. Student ticket holders will
l>o given first opportunity to obtain seats for MIAA games with
Adrian. Kalamazoo, Hillsdale.Albion. and Alma. After 7:30 any

NURSERY
ROUTE

REPLACEMENT

tions

Miss O'Connor wore pink satin
and carried pink carnations and
Union and Confederate forces
snapdragons. Miss Essenburgwore counted 205.000 killed in action in
yellow satin and carried yellow Ihe Civil War.
chrysanthemums and snapdragons.
The flower girls wore rase satin
and blue satin, respectively with
one carrying a colonial bouquet
and the other a basket of rose
l>eta!s. The ring bearer wore a

cided upon the following plan”:
“1. Games with Grand Rapids
JC. Yfxsilanti,Monmouth, and Calvin Hie declared "open'’game.'-, to
which townspeoplewill be given
first opportunity to obtain seats.
Student tickets will not be honored until 7:30 p.m., after which
the remaining space will be lilled
by student ticket holders.

Engaged

Plan Your

BEN L VAN LENTE

gons.

1745.

DRIVE CAREFULLY

V-8 .

HADS
PHONE 7997

truck owners will hr mailed soon
An informal dancing party, first
and are expected to hr received of a series of five dances schedulwell ahead of the March 1 dead- ed for the winter season, was givline.
en Friday night at the Warm
The State department this year Friend Tavern by the Dancing
also is requiring new weight slips Club, newly-organized in Holland.
for every commercial vehicle. The club has 60 members.
Last year’s registrationreceipt
The party wa* held in the Tulip
will not be accepted as evidence Room where a stage was built al
of weight. This means every com- one end of the room for the ormercial vehicle must be re-weigh- chestra.
ed at an authorized weighing staMembers of the eommittee In
tion before plates can Ik* issued. charge wore Mr. and Mrs. I. H.
Mast coal dealers here operate Marsilje, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Stuhlmiller and Mr. and Mrs. Phil
(Penna-Sasphoto) authorized weighing stations.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Louis Van Ess
Many mistakes have been found Van Hartesveldt.
Muss Crystal Elaine Exscnburg, was held in place by a pearl on the prepared registration
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry tiara headdress. She carried a blanks. Every vehicle owner is
Essenburg.H) East 15th St., and Ixwquet of white and blue chry- asked to check the prepared applisanthemums and white snapdra- cation and make proper correcDonald Louis Van Ess, son of Mr.

(

COMPLETE CLUTCH

i

made only through branch of-,
fices. Prepared applications for By Newly-OrganizedClub

LOWER INSURANCE RATES

PHONE

v*4

i*

Ave.

COLLEGE AVE.

R. Wassenaar, jobs on a part-time basis. He is
license established in his office on the
third floor of Junior high school.
bureau.
Wassenaar said prepared appli- His telephone number is 6-6676.
Besides placing students for for
cation blanks have been mailed by
the Lansing office to all owners odd jot* such as shoveling sideof passenger cars, a practice which walks and baby sitters. Wiegerink
will eliminateconsiderabletime will organize a vocational proin trouble at the branch offices. gram in which students will work
In case blanks are lost or not re- part-time and attend school partceived,others will be available at time. Those jobs will lx* mainly
in downtown stores, local industhe office.

manager of the local

|

177

public schools.

E

St., according to

now boulevard poles. The 21 -foot
festoons are twined around the
poles ending about eight feet
above the ground level.
Pole decorationswere expect- and Mrs. Peter L. Van Ess. 333
ed to be completed today on River West 17th St., were married FriAve. The project is sponsoredby day at American l/*gion Memorial
the merchants' divisionof the club house. The Rev. Gareth Kok
Chamber of Commerce.
read the double ring service at
Last year, Christmas lighting 7:30 p.m.
downtown was delayed because of
The marriage rites were perbrown-out restrictionscaused by formed before the fireplacewhich
a coal strike.
wa.s decorated with ferns and evStores are doing their ou n dec- ergreen and bouquets of gold and
orating thus year. Last year, mast bronze chrysanthemums.Mrs.
store fronts were decoratedwith Jack Essenburg. soloist, sang "Befestoons.

Nether-

for greater safety

Monday

are a son, Charles of Appleton.
The first 1948 auto liceh.se plate In his new work, Wiegerinkwill Wis., six grandchildren, and a
was issued at 9 a.m. Monday to serve as placementman for any- brother-in-law, Fred Cochran ol
Harris Scholten, of 497 West 23rd one who wants personnel for odd Grand Rapids.

l

' preceding the ceremony
and “The Lord's Prayer" as the
lands Oct. 15, 1899. and came to
couple knelt. Miss June Looman
this country with her parents at Plan Heating Meet
played the wedding marches.
the age of 5. Before her marriage
Plans were being completed toBridal attendants were Miss
she was employed at the Peerless day for the meeting of the AmerGlove Co. She was a member of ican Society of Heating and Ven- Barbara O'Connor, maid of honor,
the Spring Lake Presbyterian tilating Engineersto be held at and Miss. Shirley Essenburg.
bridesmaid. Flower girls were
church.
Battle Creek. Dec. 8. Subject to
Besides the husband she Is sur1 be discussed at the confab is Ra- Wanda Vanden Borg and Betty
BLOCK
vived by one son, William of diant and Panel Heating. Featur- Ldu Essenburg. Wesley Douma
Holland
Spring Lake, John of Grandville, ed speaker will be Harold A. was ring bearer.
Raymond Van Ess attendedthe
and Ralph of Grand Haven.
Lockhart of Des Plaines.111.
groom as berd man and Kenneth
The age of the earth has been Van Ess seated the guests.
The bride, escorted by her brocomputed by scientists as between
ther. Jack Essenburg. wore a
two and three billion years.
AND
gown of white hand painted Skin! England's national anthem “God ner satin. Her fingertip veil of
Save the King" was believedfirst imported Chantilly net and lace,

She was born in the

THE DUTCH

jim

Kalamazoo

i

12. Where one corporation buvs
rate on corporationsmaking be80 per cent or more of the stock
tween $23,0U0 and $50,000.
of another, and then winds up the

newly

~

Holland

Dies in

Gerrit Wiegerinkof Grand HavMrs. Sophia Cochran, 82, died
en started work in town Monday
at
Kalamazoo Saturday after a
in hi* new positionas co-ordinator
lingering
illness. She formerly livof co-operativetraining in the Vocational program of the Holland ed on Lake Shore Dr. Survivinf

Plate Issued in

Harry Koop Ls local dealer for
6. On depreciation, allow taxpayers to fix their own rates that the Lennox Furnace Co., world's
will be binding on the govern- largest manufacturersof heating
ment.
equipment. The company manu7. Average the income by allow- factures all types of heating
ing losses to be carried forward equipment including gas, oil and
for seven years. (At present, loss- coal furnaces, blowers and other
es can go back two years and for- accessories.
Mr. Koop, who has been in the
ward two years.)
8. Allow the tax tc be reduced business for more than 25 years,
by 25 per cent of the loss on the was given the Lennox franchise
sale of securitiesor other capital on Aug. 14, 1945. He also has the
assets held over six months. (At Duo Therm Furnace franchise for
present, a maximum net loss of this vicinity.
The latest information on heat$1,000 is deductible in any one
year, and the remainder carried ing installationsis available from
Harry Koop Heating. The dealer
forward for five years.)
9. Exempt from tax the profit and his employes are trained for
on the sale of a personal residence this type of work. He has four
if the money is reinvested within full-time installers. Jacob Hop,
Leonard Pecrbolte. Mike Bremer
a year in another house. •

Mrs. Sophii Cochran

15

th

8L

50 West 7th

.J

;y.

FOR

MODI

HIGH QUALITY BAKED GOODS

ROOFING 00.

SHOP
Street

BILL’S TIRE

PHON1 SIN

‘A

BAUNCER

GEO.
29 Eost 6th Street

Phone 2729

PHONE 3826

TRIUMPH BAKE SHO
384

CENTRAL

AVE.

PHONE

i

•MlWTr*'

THt HOLLAND CITY

4,

H4T

Capacity Audience Sees

Engaged

Holland Quintet

NEWS THURSDAY, DECEMIER

Jamestown Couple Wed
In Holiday Ceremony

mm

First Play

Bows To Invading

Performance

Holland High school auditorium
Jamestown Reformed church
completely filled Thursday
Grnad Haven, Dec. 4 (Special) was the scene of a beautiful
nersup in Class B twice. Other
Grand Haven, Dec. 4 (Special)
night for the first performanceof
games listed by the Fremont quin- ^Robert Borr of Muskegon, for- Thanksgiving Day wedding when
'The Crisis." a four-act dranjp by tet include. St. Joseph, Alma, state
—Two upper apartments in the
merly of Holland, paid two large Miss Jeanella De Kleine and
Winston Churchill. The play, un- champs, and Allegan. L. J. GotsSanitary Dairy Co. building on
Oilers Trail During
fines
Friday
in
Justice
George
V.
der the direction of Marinas Pott
Hollis Wayne Ten Have spoke
chall is coach and athletic direcFulton St. were damaged by fire
Hoffer's court as the result of an their marriage vows. The Rev.
and given by the Dramatic club. tor.
Entire Encounter;
accident
early
Thursday
morning
at 3:40 a.m. Thursday when a belt
Holland Christian High school
Isaac Van Westenbecg read the
in which he lost control of a double ring service before an arAlumni association, was Friday
Van Regenmorter High
slipped
on the electric motor which
i •}
Harold Ingraham, formerly of pickup truck he was driving.The
before a smaller audience.
rangement
of
palms,
ferns, basoperates
a freezing unit.
Holland and now a member of the truck knocked down several mail
The New York Komedy Kings
kets of white chrysanthemums
The audience was responsive to Kalamazoo police department is
Flames crept up between the
boxes and rolled over. Officers and four seven-branch candelabra.
didn’t look much like comodians
the hidden humor which was in- busily engaged in an anti-delinsaid Borr fled the scene, and White ribbon rosetteswith yellow,
walls to the second floor and burnterwoven with the serious scenes quent program for boys in the KalFriday night hut resortedto
was taken into custody later green and rose centers decorated
ed out both kitchens and a utility
in the play. The love story in the amazoo area. Assisted by a fellow
straight basketballto down a
drama is climaxed in the fourth officer. Richard Breed, the pair Thursday when he inquired of the pews.
room. Damage to the first floor
hustling Pure OH five 33*29. The
police where the truck was.
The bride is the daughter of
act when love conquers a differ- teach the lads boxing, wrestling,
which houses the dairy was minor.
On a reckless driving charge, Mi*. Louis Dc Kleine of Jameslocals fought the Kings on even
ence of opinions toward slavery. basketball and gymnastic stunts
rr^;An
auxiliarymotor continued to
Borr paid $35 fine and $4.60 costs, town and the groom is the son of
terms throughout but never overThese differences lead to exciting at Edison school on the south side.
operate.
and
on
a
charge
of
leaving the the late Mr. $nd Mrs. John H. Ten
scenes in the play.
came the 3-0 lead the colored
During the summer many soft- scene of an accident $35 fine and
The apartments were occupied
Have of Zeeland.
Color is added to the production ball teams were organized and the
ream built at the start of the
$3.30 costs. The accident occurred
by the owner. R. B. Jolly, and a
Organist,
Mrs.
Victor
Elliott,
when an auctioneer'svoice and lads defeated teams which ranked a half mile south of the city
game.
Miit Gladys Griuen
brother-in-law.Fred B. Brusseau
the wedding music includAt the beginningthe Kings Mr. and Mrs. H. Grissen, 266 voices of buyers are heard off- high in Kalamazoo softball circles. limits. Borr was driving a pickup played
and their families. Loss was covering
the
traditional
wedding
Interest
in
the
program
has
inclowned a bit but most of the West 21st St., announce the en- stage as bids are raised for a beautruck owned by Harold Borr. The marches. Lewis Vande Bunte. soloed by insurance, according to Fire
creased to such an extent that two
laughs came from Jesse Garrett, gagement
Chief Henry Hoebeke.
their daughter, tiful slave girl.
driver is on paroie for stealing a ist. .sang "Because," "Ich Liebe
Period costumes and authentic schools are now being used. Edison car in Missouri.
5'3” official,who travels with the Gladys, to Edgar Van Huis, son
Damage was estimated at $5,000
Dich"
and
"Bless
This
House.”
Komedy Kings. Garrett went of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Van Huis, Civil War uniforms are worn. on the south and North Westnedge Forrest Roberts, 23. of 195 West
to $6,000.
The
bride,
escorted
by
her
on
the
north.
Ingraham
lo?ds
his
Stage
furniture
is
like
that
used
through the "Jumping Jack” rou- Jr.. 48 East 19th St.
13th St., Holland, a passengerin uncle, Dick H. Vande Bunte, was
in homes more than 83 jears ago squad car with the necessary
tine while blowing his whistle.He
the truck, paid $10 fine and $5
and backgroundmusic of old equipment and atajs with the bo>s costs on a drunk and disorderly gowned In traditionalwhite satin
would then go into detail as to
styled with a sweetheart neckline,
Mi*« Virginia Lee Pofahl
Southern songs adds to the set- from 7 to 9 p.m. twice a week.
what the player had done when
charge.
long tapering sleeves and fitted
ting.
Accordingto police officials, the
he committed a foul.
Mr.
and Mrs. Harry C. Pofahl,
Arthur
Eding.
31.
of
28
West
Electric
bodice The sieves were accented
Judge Whipple, a boisterous but program is receiving favorable reBut when the contest was two
Fust
St.. Holland, demanded with seed pearl embroidery and Sr., of 518 Wallace St., Grand Hawarm-heartedAbolitionistlaw- sults.
minutes old. the New Yorkers
examination when arraigned in e|>auietsdecorated the shoulder. ven, announce the engagement of Fatal for
yer. is plaved by Alfred Hietbrink.
"cut the comedy'' and settled down
Hollers court on a drunk driv- The long circulartrain was shirred their daughter, VirginiaLee, to
In direct contrast to him is Colonel
Gord Meeusen. a member ot the
to plain basketball and they had
Robert Bloemers, son of Mr. and
ing charge, listinghim as a secfrom the waistline and her finger- Mrs. Chris Bloemers,route 2,
Carvel, a calm, slow Southerner "chain gang” which worked the
Ralph J. Vos. 69. of 22 East
their hands full. The Kings got
or subsequent otfender. He tip veil of imported illusionwas
who upholds slavery, plaved b> Hurricane-Flint contest last Satur- ond
Ninth St., died unexpectedlyof
off to a 2-0 lead on a long set
West
Olive.
furnished $1,000 bond to appear held in place by a satin braided
Harris Ver Schure.
day was listed as a minor casualty
a heart attack at 7 a m. Saturday
ihot at the beginning of the conNational
for examination Monday at 3:30
tiara. She carried a cascade bouin hLs home.
Stephen Brice who comes from of the frav. On one particular
test and added a chanty toss to
p.m He was arrested Nov. 22.
quet oi white pompons and chryBoston to "learn the law” from play, a bit of livolv tackling sent
take a 3-0 lead. This three-point
Ho was born May 7. 1879. in
New York. Dec. 4
A com- the Judge, is port raved by Clar- severalplayers out of bounds spillsanthemums centered with a
lead was protected by the Negro
Fast Saugatuck. son of Mr. and
white orchid.
quintet throughout the contest. parison of electric rales in cities ence Knoll. Clarence Pott is east ing Meeusen and splitting his yard
Mis. Harm Vos. Ho lived in OverMiss Fanny e De Kleine. the
As the first period came to a throughoutthe country, just issu- in the role of Max Colfax, a South- pole in two. He finishedthe game,
isol township63 years and moved
bride'ssister, was maid of honor.
ern gentleman who strongly up- although a limp was noticeable.
close, the Kings were out in
to Holland five years ago. He was
(From Saturday'*Sentinel)
ed by the Federal Power commisholds slavery and loves Virginia
front by a 10-7 score with the Hola member of Ninth Street ChrisThe Kiwanis Queens will meet She wore a gown of Venetian plum
landers missing many shots and sion. shows that residents of Hol- Carvel. Miss Carvel, plaved by
tian Reformed church.
While chatting with a member Tuesday at 8 p.m. at the home of velvet, fashionedwith a square
failing to take advantage of op- land pa> lower rates for service Miss Gavle Koop, also upholds of the Western Michigan publicity Mrs. Louis Stempfly. Waukazoo. neckline and cap sleeves, with
Survivingare the wife. Susan;
Increased production and conseportunitiesto go out in front
department at the Notre Dame Members will bring donations for matching gauntlets.The full skirt quently a more uniform flow of a daughter.Mrs. Allred Hossink
than do consumers in most other slavery.
During the entire second quartCarl Richter, a lawver employ- game at South Bend last Satur- a Christmas bazaar.
was accented with a bustle-draped building materials into the hands of Holland: a son, Albert ot Overcities.The suney covers all cities
er also, the locals had many oped bv Judge Whipple, is port raved day. a Sentinel reporter was surThe Rev. Charles J. Stoppels of back. She wore a necklace of of distributors in recent weeks isol; and five grandsons.
portunities but muffed several of 2.300 population and over.
by George Knoll. Ken Bosnian is prised to find out that Hie Bronco Boyne City will preach at Bethel irridelles.Her bonquet was of has enabled home builders to
The typical monthly bill in Hoi- cast in the role of Eliphalet Hop- cage team vvil' be as strong or
lay-up shots. As the half ended
Lght plum colored chrysanthe- slightly reduce their costs, it was
Relormed church Sunday night.
the Kings had a 16-13 lead. The hand, as ctf the early part of this per. a shrewd Yankee with few or stronger than last season. The
Dr. and Mrs. James K. Ward mums intertwinedwith ivy and revealed today after a nationwide
locals alternated10
no friends.
Western representativesaid Coach had as their guests Thanksgiving, tied with a satin bow of a deeper survey by the ConstructionRe- Insulating
™e£,»Wfhi!1! year' for 25 kilowatt hours of curthe New Yorkers had
but five
Paul Cook takes the part of a Buck Read has again molded a the former's parents, Mr. and shade.
search bureau of New York.
men and Ihey were beginningto rent, the ordinary amount used kind-hearted Negro servant. Muss smooth working combination. Pac- Mrs. R. C. Ward of Kingston, The bridesmaids. Miss Myrtle One of the biggest savings comes
tire. The Dutch came out for the for small-scale lighting purposes, Betty Postma is cast in the role of ing the squad will bo the classy
Oniar.o, Canada, and his brother Ten Have, sister of the groom, from the fact that with material Is
second half after an alleged com- was $1.08. compared with the Nancy, a Negro slave girl. The Don Boyen. ably assisted by Meland sister-in-law,Dr. and Mrs. land Miss Lois De Kleine. the more plentitul. a builder is not
edian performance at halftime. United States average of $1.29.
part of Mr. Canter, a poor man vin Van Dis. Highlight of the C. A. Ward, and family of Mt. bride's sister, wore gowns identi- faced with expensive delays. A
Despite Its present position as
The Kings maintained their lead
who tries to help Nancy, is taken Western season will be the trip Clemens. Sunday Dr. and Mrs. cal to the maid of honor's in har- house can now lx* completedin the
For 100 kilowatt hours, the by Howie Beelen.
and possessed a margin of 27-23 at
to New York's Madison Square Ward plan to leave for Florida, vest shades of chartreuse and normal three to five months in- an accepted and widely used building material, insulatingboard is a
the end of the third quarter. The amount generally used for lightMiss Janet Jonker is portrayed garden early in December to meet driving Dr. Ward's parents south. apricot, respectively.They wore stead of the nine to eleven monihs
truly modern product. Industry
locals had many more shots than ing. small appliances and refriger- as Mrs. Brice, mother of Stephen. Long Island university.
They will return in about two irridclle necklaces and carried required during the years of scar- sources point out that its general
the Kings but couldn't hit the ation. the monthly bill in Holland Miss Norma Piers plavs the part
bouquets of gold and rust chry- city.
weeks.
acceptance as a building commodhoop. Then as the fourth quarter
Hope has its work cut out this
was $3.06. as against an average of Puss Russell, a friend of VirFurthermore,this improvedsup- ity have tieen achieved in only a
C. A. French, with his daughter, santhemums with ivy and green
began the Kings began a revolving
ginia.
Party
guests.
Annie
Bruinsseason
if
it
expects
to
hold
the
satin
bows.
of $3.75 in the other cities. In the
ply has slightly reduced handling little more than thirty years.
game with the pass and screen 250-kilovvatt hour class, where made. ' Maude Catherwood and MIAA basketball title, if pre-sea- Mrs. W. A. Butler, left Grand
Betty Jean Van Noord, flower costs and other overhead charges
Rapids
Friday afternoonby plane
Productionof insulating hoard
combination that kept the ball cooking is involved in addition, the Eugenie Renault are plaved bv son reports from other conference
for St. Petersburg. Fla. Mr. girl, wore a yellow taffeta gown faced by distributorswhen they began during the period of the
away from the Hollanders.But monthly bill in Holland was $3.70, Misses Enina Van Dyke. Arlene schools mean anything.
French plans to spend the winter l.ke the bridesmaids' and match- had to deal in small quantities.In first World war. From an initial
several times the Dutch managed
Timmer and Erma Dt Goede, reHillsdale, usually one of the
ing mitts. She carried a basket of many sections of the country
contrasted with $6.93 elsewhere.
in the south.
output of a few thousand feet a
to steal the ball and go in for
weaker teams in the conierence.is
The Federal Power commission spectively.
Miss Beatrice Smith, daughter rase petals. The ring bearer, Rich- such savings have been passed day. productionhas steadily inpoints. . With three minutes rereports,on the basis of typical Jack Vannette is cast in the fast assuming the role of the of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Smith, ard Stroop, wore black velvet along to the builder.
creased until today it is at the
maining the Dutch pulled the
monthly bills in the 3.776 cities role of Jack Brinsmade and Walt darkhorse." Accordingto reports 439 East Eighth St., will be among with a white satin blouse and earAs a result of the better produc- rate of nearly two billion square
strings tight and came within four
studied,that "except for the oper- De Vries and John Slenk play the from Hillsdale. Coach Harold Wes- the 63 graduatesof Moody Bible ned rings on a satin pillow.
tion and supply situation, coupled feet a year.
points of the Kings once again
Willard Ten Have, brother of with a resumption of now home
ation of fuel clauses in industrial parts of George Catherwood
-- and terman has trimmed his squad of institutein Chicago, who will reInsulating board has been callwith the score reading 33-29. But
serv ice, the downward trend in !
^,ar-v Kaashoek 15 down to 24 men. Several high ceive diplomas at the annual win- the groom was best man. Also at- Inlying by the public, building aced a manufactured lumber. It is
the colored five held the ball and
is
auctioneer.
The
drum
is
played
school
stars
have
enrolled
at
Hillselectric rates continues." In the
ter commencement on Dec. 18. tending were Bernard Scott and tivity throughout the nation has made by reducing wood sugar,
scored once before the final horn
dale. giving considerably more malast 12 years, it reported,there by Ted Zwiep.
Miss Smith plans to become a Robert Pool. Ushers were Leu show n a marked increaseduring cane stalks and other raw matended the contest. Ken Van Regterial to work wkth than last seahas been an overall drop of apthe past few weeks.
children's
worker in a Jewish Dick and Erwin Van Noord.
erials to a pulp and then reassemenmorter took local scoring honson. Heading the list of lettermen
Mr. and Mrs. David Ten Have
proximately one cent per kilowatt
A pickup in sales of new homes bling the woody fibers into rigid
communitycenter. As a student
ors with nine points.
returning is the smooth-operating
hour.
.'he was correspondingsecretary of Caledonia were master and ls reported from most areas and sheets. These sheets then are
In a preliminarycontest the
Gil Edson.
of Hebrew Deputationgroup and mistress of ceremonies. Misses as these houses are sold builders cut into lx>ards and panels of varZeeland Chix defeated Petes BarAlso at Albion the prospects are
Fred
Bocks,
owner
of
the
Hola
member of the decoration com- Muriel Hall and Leona Van Oss begin work on more homes. New ious sizes. The finished products
beque by a 37-38 count. Both
land Hurricanes, is out looking for bright. Coach Walter Sprandel has mittee for the junior-seniorrecep- were in charge of gifts and Misses dwelling units ares now being are light in weight, yet strong and
teams are members of the Holeight lettermen back to form a tion.
Margaret Struik and Elaine Meeu- started at the rate of 756, OOU a rigid. The rearranging of the fiba new coach for his grid team next
land City League.
(From Friday’* Sentinel)
nucleus for this year's five. Lewis
season. He announced this week
ers eliminates natural defects
The
Rev. H. Zandbergen,minis- sen presided at the punch bowl. year.
Mr and Mrs. Herman Schreiber that Coach Mai Elliott, who was Moon, twice an AI1-M1AA selection
and gives the material ns insulatter of the Relormed church of Mb-* Cynthia Lammers was in
and
daughters.
Vivienne,
Elaine
heads
the
list.
Others
returning
Mrs. Mary Vandenberg
the mentor this season, has resigning properties.
Vlaardingen,
the
Netherlands, charge of the guest book.
and Betty, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
are Lou Black. Jerry Edwards. Jim
A reception for 225 guests was Elmer E. Schaeffer, 80,
ed. effectivelast week. Elliott said
will conduct the Holland service
Dies After Brief Illness
Bloemers,Betty Lou and Roger, he was unable to make the 90- Dies, and Don Lee from last year s
at Central Avenue Christian Re- Hel<j in the church parlors.Table Die$ in Fennville Home
Mr. and Mr*. Paul Schepel, Lois, mile trip every week from Lansing squad and Stuart Costigan, SpenSpecial Service Held
formed church Sunday at 2:30 decorations were sprigs of myrtle
Mr*. Mary Vandenberg,77, 287 Donald and Paul. Jr., were dinner
cer Tomion arid Vic Aird from the
and
white
candles
in
silver
holdfor
Hurricane
practice
sessions.
p m. He will also speak in behalf
Fennville. Doc. 4 (Special I
By Christian Scientist!
Central Ave., died in Holland hos- guests Thanksgiving day at the
1944 team. Two other letteiwmElliott afTends Michigan State
of the Bijble-Kiosk-Vereenigmg, a ers. The bride's table featured a Elmer E. Schaeffer. 8U. died at his
pital Thursday at 11:15 a m. after home of Mr. and Mrs. Gils Schners.
both
gridders,
are
Carl
As Ls customary in. all Christian
Bible distributionsociety des- four-tierwedding cake and a home here Friday. He had been in
a brief illness. She was taken to reiber, The honor guest was Mrs. college.
Bocks said "I have no one in Hornbrook and Ralph Baughey. troyed by the Germans, and now miniaturefour-tier wedding cake ill health for five years. Born Science churches, a special service
the hospital Sunday.
Mae Fitzgerald of Chicago.
Then of course, there will’ be
mind but I'm anxious to interview
topped with a cupid carrying the Dec. 25. 1866. to the late Mr. was held on ThanksgivingDay in
She wa* a resident of the’ comMr and Mrs. Harry Ripley of any interested person." He men- perenially tough Kalamazoo to being re-organized.
Men
and
boys of Grace Episco- bride'strain.
and Mrs. John Schaeflerin In- ChristianScience society, 123
munity all her life and operated Kalamazoo were Thanksgiving
contend with in addition to fastGuests were served by friends diana. he came to New Richmond West 11th Street.
a millinery shop in her home for a guests of their cousins. Mrs. Min- tioned that he wanted to get the improving Adrian and Alma. All pal church will make their annual
Following the usual order of
in 1882 and moved to hi» present
number of years. A charter mem- nie Humphne and Mrs. Bessie matter straightenedout as soon in all. it looks like an interesting Corporate communion at 8 a m. and cousins of the bride.
as possible.
At
the
reception
Miss
Betty
Zaservice
there was a brief period
Sunday.
Breakfast
will
be
served
home
in
1906.
He
was
married
ber of Trinity church, she belong- Weersing, 127 West 10th St.
cage season.
in which memiiers of the congrem
the
Guild
hall# following the gers sang "Indian Love Call” and to Frances Ward in 1899.
ed to the Ladies Adult Bible class,
Miss Muriel Hopkins, student at
A recent headline on a state
"At Dawning." Mr. Vande Bunte
service.
the Missionary and Ladies Aid Western Michigan college. KalaMr. Schaefferwas a carpenter gation expressed their gratitude
newspaper sport section staled.
sang "My Hero' and 'Tomorrow for 57 years. He was a member for healing and other help
•ocietie*.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Van
Zanten
mazoo. is home to spend the
were Thanksgiving day dinner Is Forever." Miss Vera Vande of Damascus lodge F. and A M. which they have received during
She is survived by a daughter, Thanksgiving vacation with her "Michigan Won t Go to the Rose
Mrs. Henry Stroop of Holland; parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Hop- Bowl This Year." Of course every
(From Saturday’*Sentinel) guests of Mrs. Ida Hazekamp and Bunte played several piano solos.
Among the survivors are 10 the past year.
one has undoubtedly heard by now
The Golden Text from Psalms
Out-of-town guest* included Mr. children. Cecil and Norman of
three grandchildren and one great kins. 17 West Ninth St.
William Venema of Grand Rap- Miss Johie Van Zanten. a custom
that Michigan will go to Pasadena
and Mi*. Lewis Clark of Grand Chicago; Clara of Kalamazoo; 31:31 was appropriate for the ocfrandchild; one brother, Peter Noids
was
a
guest
at
the
home
of
his!
,he
8,0UP
ha-s
followed
for
many
Mr. and Mrs. M. A Hadden, Jan. 1 of 1948 and not during the
tier; four sisters. Mrs. Nell Venchildren. Mr. and Mrs. A. Ryn- years. On Friday, the Van Zan- Haven; Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Mrs. Fred Bartholomew of Gan- casion and reads: "O magnify the
Sr., spent Thanksgiving with Lt. 1947 season.
brandt. Thanksgiving Day.
der Meulen, Mrs. John Vandcr Cmdr. M. A. Hadden, Jr., and
tens had as a visitor Mrs. Jean Boiler and Barbara of Detroit; ges; Mrs. William Van Asselt and Lord with me, and let us exalt His
name together."
Hill, and Mrs. John Ver Schure of
( arol Ter Haar. daughter of U?.ssley of Lansing, a niece of Mr. and Mrs. John Pool of Grasse Mrs. Lambert Gebbons of Zeeland;
family at Quonset, R. I. They left
After
seven
years
of
trying.
Dr.
The .Bible citations include
Point;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
Ten
Have.
Mrs.
Van
Zanten.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ter Haar. is
Holland and Mrs. Albert Rigter- Tuesday and will return Sunday.
Mrs. Harvey De Vries of Holland;
A. S. Haz/ard. director of the con- able to be up again after her reink of Bernen Center.
Mrs. Clarence Shroll has return- Milton and Dorothy and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Timme of Tokyo. "Bring ye all the tithes into the
Lt. Cmdr. Hadden is serving with servation departments institute
cent illness.
ed to Grand Rapids after spend- Mrs. Charles Ten Have of Sauga- Japan; Robert, of Mason and Mrs. storehouse, that there may be
the United States Naval Aviation for fisheriesresearch, got a buck
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lewis
Zagers
en- ing several days as the guest of tuck; Mr. and Mrs. J. Van Om- Joseph Mazurek of Grand Rapids. meat in mine house, and prove me
service- and has just returned with a bow and arrow. It was the
Man Given Probation
men of Ann Arbor; the Rev. and The wife and 10 grandchildren al- now herewith, saith the Lord of
from the Italian area. He expects 20th ol the 21 deer taken by arch- tertained a group of relativesat Mrs. Alex Bainum. Central Ave.
hosts, if I will not oj>on you the
Mrs. George Holwerda of Etna; so survive.
their home ThanksgivingDay.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
EngelsOn Firearms Charge
to be stationed in the United
ers, in Allegan so far this season.
windows
of heaven, and pour you
Miss
Phyllis
Barense
of
Dearborn:
Local relativesattended theiman*
Ninth St„ spent
States for the next few months.
out a blessing, that there shall
Glenden C. (Bud) Larsen, 38,
funeral services of Miss Rose Ryn- Thanksgivingin Chicago with rel Dr. and Mrs. G. J. Plasman and
Thanksgiving week-end guests
not bo room enough to receive it."
Ft rest Evashevski. one time
Susan of Grand Rapids.
Mr$. Cornelius Stroop,
of 920 Lincoln Ave., was put on
brandt held at the Anton Eggebeen a lives.
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
(Malachi3:10).
great
blocking
quarterback
for
probation for three years when he
Funeral chapel on Tuesday.
The bride attended Central colGordon Vanden Brink of OmaJencks, 133 East 22nd St., are the
Die$ After Heart Attack
pleaded guilty Friday before latter'sson. Paul Birthlsel,stu- Tom Harmon at the University of
Dick Schut died Thursday morn- ha. Neb., formerly of Holland, will lege. Pella. la., one year and Hope
Municipal Judge Raymond L. dent at Elgin Academy. Elgin, 111., Michigan and now assistant to ing at his home after a short ill- sing at both morning and evening college, three years. The groom
Mrs. Cornelius Stroop. 49. died
Smith to a charge of careless use and his classmate, Miles Stejskal Clarence Munn at MichiganState, ness.
services of Immanuel church to- attended Michigan State college
suddenly of a heart attack at her
may be a banquet speaker in Holof firearms.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Richardson and morrow He and his wife are vis- for one year and spent three years home in Central Park. Wednesday
of Czechoslovakia.
land the first week in January.
Terms of his probation are that
Miss Eileen Redeker.secretary Fred Bocks announced that he was sons, and Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Bow- iting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. with the Army in the Pacific area at 2:30 p.m. Born here, .she had
he pay $3.90 costs, no drinking or at the Holland police department,
man attended a family dinner on Henry Vanden Brink of East At present ue is attending the lived all her life in this communtrying to get Evashevskihere for
frequenting of liquor places, and is spending the holiday week-end
ThanksgivingDay at the home of Eighth St.
School of Commerce, Ferris Insti- ity.
the Hurricanefootballbanquet.
iti.
no violationsof the law.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Rynbrandt There will lie a meeting of the tute, Big Rapids.
with her ramrly at Waupun, Wis.
Surviving besides the husband
in Grand Rapids.
The alleged offense occurred
Maplewood
PTA
Tuesday
at
7:30
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ten
Have
left
on
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Riemerema
are thret daughters. Miss Peggy
OH you* dial
Wednesday night in a local ser- and Tim Harrisonspent Thanks- The "Fighting fresh” of Notre Mr. and Mrs. Dick De Kleine p.m. A play. "Ladies of the Mop," a Southern wedding trip. Mrs.
and Mrs. Gordon Benjamin, both
Dame
are really more Irish than
vice station where Larsen was giving day with Mr. and Mrs.
had as their guests on Thanksgiv- will be presentedby a group of Ten Have fore a brown wool
of California, and Mrs. Wayne
said to have been careless in Martin Kerkhof in Grand Rapids. any other nationality.Of the 67 ing Day their children and grand Hope college freshmen who par- gabardinesuit with forest green
Lemmen of Ellsworth; three
men
listed on the varsity squad. 31
handling his gun to the extent
Miss Linnea Nelson's advanced per cent or 21 of them are of Irish children.Thirty one persons were ticipated and won first place in accessories and a corsage of or- grandchildren;her mother, Mrs.
present.
that bystanders called police. Lar- commercial students of Holland
the college Nykerk cup contest. chids.
j KALAMAZOO
Carrie Tromp; a brother, Reuben
sen had left by the time police high school, about 30 in number, descent. Closest to the Irish group
Mrs. Dora Aye. '63 West Eighth
They will be at home in Big Tromp, and a sister, Mrs. Edward
are
the
Polish
boys.
The
varsityarrived. Witnesses were Willy visited the Bell Telephone Co.
St. has returnedhome from Uni- Rapids after Dec. 15.
World War I Veteran
Michmershuizen,both of Holland
Vanden Berg. Fred Wise, Boyde Wednesday afternoon and toured numbers 14 lads of Polish descent
versity hospital, Ann Arbor, where
among
its ranks.
Die$ in Grand Haven
De Boer and Ren Koopman.
she had been for several days for
the business office, the control
Rural Home Damaged
r
Thelma Chandler, of 730 Central room and the traffic department.
Grnad Haven, Dec. 4 (Special) a check-up.
A report from U.S. Air Forces —James Henry Parsons. 37. died
Ave., paid fine and costs of $28.90 Manager A. G. Sail gave a brief
In Morning Blaze
in Europe says that Pfc. Lloyd
on a drunk charge Wednesday.She talk on what the employer exat 9:20 a m. Thursday in Municl- John Hiem$tra Dies
Beckman,
stationed at Wiesbaden. pal hospital where hq was taken
“ «icui»ira UICS
was arrested Nov. 21 following a pects from the employe.
The Chris .Van Slooten home
Quality Btyuflttw
Germany, is a member of the famdisturbancein a local beer lavJack Roeiofs of Muskegon will ed Wiesbaden "Commanders." 1947 Nov. 21 when he suffered a stroke. After Short Illne$s
three miles west of US-31 on the
;7;
Port Sheldon road was considerhe guest speaker at both services football champions of the Western He had been in ill health for the
past year. He had been a patient
Others paying fines were Martin in the Berean church Sunday.
Allendale. Dec. .4 (Special)
Hdrts
ably
damaged early Saturday
division.USAFE. Bookman plays
Vslleau, 46, East Saugatuck,exMiss Bertha Krogh of Detroit is tackle for the star-studded eleven. at the Veterans' facility in Grand John Hiemstra.65, died Thursday when fire broke out ih the home,
Rapids and had come homo to at the home of his daughter. Mrs.
pired plates, $5. Bob E. Neven- the week-end guest of Dr. and
He has been placed on special spend the Thanksgiving holiday. Ed Still, Robinson township. He probably from an overheatedfur•H. 17, of 1294 Beach drive, rac- Mrs. Frank De Weese. East 16th
nace. The inside of the house was
duty vflth the Air Force special
|
Ho was born in Orelia,Ontario had been ill a short time.
ing, $10; Robert C. Russell,White St.
badly damaged by fire and water.
service for full-timeathletics. Cur- Can., Feb. 15. 1890, and had livVillage Inn, drunk charge, $15:
Mr. Hiemstra was born Oct. 20. Neighbors carried out furniture.
Mrs. Fred W. Reus has returned
tele Line
Harvey Lugere, route 6. expired to her home after spending two rently the “Commanders" are pol- ed in Grand Haven 25 years, com- 1882 in the Netherlandsand esme The Borculo-Olivetownship and
ixhjng plays for the EUCOM foot- ing from Boyne City. He attended
Plates, $5; Eugene Van Liere, weeks at the home of her aister,
to the United States with his par- the Holland township fire deball tournaments.This outfit has the Nazarene church. He was a
route 2, parking, $1.
ents at the age of eight and set- partments.and sheriff's departMrs. Luther H. Van Huis. •
already won 11 out of 14 sports Veteran of Foreign' Wars, having
tled near Zeeland. He married ment officersresponded.
Miss Karen Koopman, 37 East contents so far this season.
served with the infantry in France Ethel Fellows on Jan. 2. 1904 on
17th St., is spendingher ThanksHeart Attack Fatal lor
during World War I. Until he was the Fellows farm in Olive towngiving vacation with her great
The Fremont Packers certainly forced to retire last February by ship. where they lived until last Woman It Injured
Bert Huizenga, 61
aunt, Miss Anna Deters of route have a unique basketball schedill health, he was employed at the April when Mrs. Hiemstra died.
5.
In Car-Train Crath
ule. Th*_Packers open their 1947- Story and Clark Piano Co.
Mr* Bert Huizenga, 61, died JidH Be]] is In St. Mary’s hos- 48
Survivingare a son, Edwin of
campaign with six successive He was married in 1920 to Viola
ly of a heart attack Thur*Sturgis; two daughters. Mrs. Still
A car driven by Mr*. John Nahpital, Rochester, Minn., where he home contests and then travel for
Keech, who survives. Other sur- and Mr*. Ila Snyder of Allendale; er. route 3. collidedwith a freight
moming -in her home. 152 is to submit to major surgery.
pine contests.They play their fin- vivors are two sons, Fay. of Grand
10th St Surviving are the
nine grandchildren;three sisters, train at 6 p.m. Friday during the
Mr. and Mrs. John Cartland and
a brother, George Scott family. 113 East 23rd St., are al tilt of the year at home making Haven, and Donald, at home; a Mrs. Hattie Nienhuis of route 4, storm. The accident occurred at
and a aister, Mr*. Jen- spendingthe Thanksgivingweek- seven home engagements and nine, brother, Ernest, in Canada; and Holland. Mrs. Mary Repke of the 16th St. Allegan track cross6n the road. Holland Christian is a sister. Mrs. Pearl Sheldon of Rogers City and Mrs. Agnes Oast*
L^Gear of Canada.
ing. Mrs. Naber was taken to
end with relative*in Detroit,
scheduledto meet the state run- Grand Haven.
ing of Holland.
Holland hospital
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Hope Orchestra

Holland Mentor
Still

to

Participate in ‘Messiah’

Undecided

An

On Friday Lineup

Ottawa

Hills Is

;

Big

*

m

*

stars through gradua-

squad

(From Wedneaday'* Sentinel)

With Few Limitations,

The Thanksgiving Day

it

on Thursday morning was largely

is

doubtful whether he will before
game time, he said today. The
Dutch mentor is seeking a unit of
five men who have both height
and speed, but is meeting much
difficultyin his "hunt."
Only two men appear assured of
starting berths as yet. When game
time arrives Gene Beukema and
Don Piersma probably will get
the nods for forward and guard
spots. At center Mackay has a
choice of three boys— all rangy
cagers. Tom Vander Kuy is one
of the candidates for the pivot
post and could make a contribution in the scoring column. But
taller than Vander Kuy are Roger
Beckman and Gerrit Israels.
Vicing for the guard spot opposite Piersma will be Ron Bos, Don
Van Hekken and Ken Hulst. None
of these boys are exceptionally
big but they can all make up in
aggressiveness what they lack in
height, Mackay believes.Bos had
experience last season and turned
into a star after February graduation eliminated Leo Vander Kuy,

enough

have

to resort to extortion to feed

paid

attended.The pastor, the Rev.

Morrett Rider, assistantpro- Van Raalte.
Weener,
music at Hope college, H^jpd; Prieilla Butterfield,
holds a special rehearsal with ^ffington Park. N.J.; Luella
Brady, Grand Rapids; Robert

to $250 or more
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street.2nd fk*r

Adv,

of the prohibited articles

Fresh and

preserved

fruit*.

Zeeland

(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
howevMr. and Mrs. Ward Donla of
er, other dried fruit*, branded
Lansing, 111, announce the bird*
fruits,olives or nuts are admitof a son, James Alan, on Thursted.
day, Nov. 27.
Preserved meats. Other than
Bob and Maxine Den Herder,
ham. sausage,bacon and canned
studentsof Michigan State colmeat or seafood without vege- lege, East Lansing, spent Thankstables.
giving day and the holiday weekCosmetics,perfume* and toilet
end at the home of their parent!,
kits. However, creams, toothMr. tnd Mra. E. M. Den Herder.
pastes, face powders, deodoranU
James and Dorothy Folkertema,
and hair dyes are admitted.
students at MichiganState, spent
Jewelry of precious or non-pre- the holiday week-end at the home
cious metsl or other substances,
of their parenU, Mr. and Mr*. K.
with or without precious stones; Folkertsma.
also cut diamonds.However, jewMrs. C. Heyboer returned to
elry of silver with precious atones
her home in Benton Harbor Monis admitted, as are uncut diaday after visitingat the Heyboer
monds to be cut in Mexico.
home in Zeeland a few days.
Ready-made wearing apparel The parlors of Second Reformed
•nd sewn parts thereof,made of
church was the scene of a meetcotton or of wool or other animal
ing of about 60 women, members
fibers except silk. However, the
of
the Mubesheraat society,
following and similar articles *re
Monday evening. The occasion wts
admitle: Ties, collars, handkerthe annual Christmas meeting in
chiefs, garters, and girdles of cotthe form of a potluck. Dinner was
ton or wool; and shirts or underserved by the social committee at
shirts of cotton of plain weave.
fruits,

they don't meeting.

James Claugh spent the past
street vendors week-end visiting friends in Sauoffer enacting dollar exchange gatuck.
rates; American cigarettes,though
Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Lampen
slightly more expensivethan the enjoyed Thanksgiving Day dinner
local brands, hold no magic pow- with Mrs. Bertha Nyenhuis and
ers. Consumer goods are sold over, daughters of Holland.
instead of under the counter. The ^ Leaders in the Young People’s
people have a well-fed, healthy, Christian Endeavor service last
confident look.
Sunday wore Ruth Boiks and
The bakeries ar- chock full of Elaine Van Doomik who dlsof room as result of the orches- good white broad and wonderfully cusmnI the topic, "Amos Pleads
intricate pastry. Store windows For Justice." The Junior High
tra's participationin the Messiah
bulge with watches, clothing, group considered the topic, "What
production, the personnel of the cheeses to a connoisseur’s taste,
Do 1 Stand For In School" with
chorus has been cut from 300 to fine furniture, everything.The Meriel Elzinga and Robert Ny200 voices, eliminating by neces- "Motzgereis" have plenty of meat, tump as leaders.
sity the Holland High school a and they pride themselves on
Miss Eunice Hagelskamp of
cappella choii and singers from stocking an assortment of sausage Grand Rapids spent the past
Holland at large who have sung and wurst, the like of which can week-end at the home of her parpreviously.Prof. Robert Cavan- probablyhe seer, nowhere else in ents, Mr. and Mi's. Joe HagcUaugh will direct th< production the world.
kamp.
their families.

fessor of

so

well

LOANS

Up

This includes ordinary siloed dried

"Parents’ Night" at the school
Right at the border the differ- house is to be held Friday evenence is apparent. The customs of- ing at 7:45 p.m. All parents are
ficers are smartly uniformed and urged to attend this fellowship

determineduntil they hit Ottawa.
Mackay has not announced his

and

Some

_

LOANS LOANS

From Mexico

service follow:

ert.

will not be

•tailing lineup as yet

Swiss Have Good Living

Peter J. Muyskene gave an approZurich, Switzerland— Switzerpriate message. The mixed choir
land makes the best impression of
any country I know. To travelers sang under directionof Mrs. Peter
from France. Britain.Germany, Veltman of Holland. The amount
or any of the other European of the thank offering was nearly
countries whose ribs are showing, $2,100. At the recent congregait seems like an oasis of watches tional meeting the pastor was
and rich food in the European des- presented a $1,000 bonus.

i

WANT-ADS

Articles Baiued

Many articles have been temporarily prohlbittd ffom admission to Mexico, Poatnuster Harry
Kramer said today.

By Robert Ball

tion last year and the strength of
this season’s

Mussolini for 15 year*, they hoped
openly for in Allied victory. Feeling was so strong that many Swiss
didn’t dare mention that they had
relative*In Germany. Now the
bitternessha* died down and they
are keeping those relatives alive
by sending food packages.

Chaos

Reports Student

dians of Ottawa Hills. The locals

many

mt

Hamilton

Coach Malcolm Mackay and his
Dutchmen from Holland High will
open their 1947-48 basketball
eason Friday when they journey
to Grand Rapids to battle the Inlost

Oasis in Midst

Of Europe’s

Coach Mackay Trying
Various Combinations

Now

Switzerland

4,

No

prune* end

raisin*;

tables decorated with small Christmas trees, lighted candles,and
some of the members of the violin
numerous other YUletide decoraLaman, Auburn, N.Y.; Anita Ryncotton jute, artificial fabrics consection of the Hope college or- brandt, Zeeland; Elwin Richardtions. Mr*. W. J. Hilmert gave
taining silk are admitted.
chestra in preparation for the son. East Williamson. N.Y.; Mary
the opening prayer.
Tanned hides with the hair.
annual performance of Handel’s Coffey, Berwyn. 111.; and Mia
After the dinner an interesting
Pictures, statues and antiques
'The Messiah." Tuesday, Dec. 16. Backer, Voorburg, the NetherChristmas
program was carried
at least X00 years old.
This will be the first orchestral lands.
out in chtrge of Mra. G. J. V*n
Radio
receivers
and
phonoaccompaniment for the oratorio
According to Prof. Rider, the
Hoven, president Miss Cathryn
graphs are admitted.
in a number of years.
orchestra will welcome local and Mrs. W. Curtis Snow will be
Janssen conducted the devotional
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willis Mullen and
Advertisements,
calendars
and
Members of the violin section string talent to fill in for the at the organ. A quartet of outEVERYTHING SEEMS well- children, Mary Lou and "Wid” of price lists on loose sheets, prohib- service on the Christmas theme.
are Jeffry Wiesum. Holland, con- program. '
Cirols were sung with Mr*. Stanstanding soloists has been * en- constructed.Swiss book-matches Hopkins were dinner guest* in ited after Jan. 1.
certmaster; Robert Hall. Lloyd
are made of very thin wood and
ley De Free at the piano.
Because of the limited amount gaged.
the H. D. Strabbing home Sunburn with an undousableflame. day.
Mra. J. Wyngarden, program
Airmail paper is fabricated lightcommittee
chairman, was in
Ground has been broken for the
er than dust, and wrapping paper
charge ot the program and introerection of a new home for Mr.
so stout two men cannot tear it.
Bud Vand^ Wege and Jack Van
(From Wednesday'! Sentinel) duced as guests, Mrs. C Do
and Mi's. John E. Lohman on
Dorple. Then Bos’ size was offset
On every importantstreet corner NorthM'ain St.‘
„ew
Herman Smeyere returned from and Mra. C. Behnke of Central
(From Today’s Sentinel)
n
by Big Bob Van Dyke who hanthe north woods with an eight- Reformed church, Grand Rnpfck.
Mr and Mrs. Paul Pressentin. stands an array of meteorological1 homes are in the process of builddled most all situationsalone unpoint buck He went In company They presented a beautifulJnJr. of Muskegon, formerly of instruments which give the passer- ing in Hamilton.
by the weather predictionsfor the
der the basket. Van Hekken has
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Ross are with Louis Taylor and they hunt- terpretationof the Christmas
Several local Missionary soci- 1 "longing for a white Christmas " Holland, have named their son, next two day* at a glance. The
also had some experiencelast
story, "The Other Wise Man" by
born
recently.
David.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
entertaining the former* mother, ed in the Cadillac area.
eties held their December meet- she said. Mrs. Hoeksema also told
streetcars and electrifiedtrains
•eason and is one of the most agHenry Van Dyke. Vocal music inPaul
Pre.ssentin.Sr., and Mr. and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Sjoardrema
Mrs.
Ross
of
Iowa.
about the social service and misare clean, quiet, and run exactly
gressive guards on the squad.
tersperced at intervals added to
Mrs.
Richard
Ellison
of
Holland
and
sons
of
Holland
were
visitor*
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hagelskamp
In Third Reformed church Wed- 1 sionary work of the churches in
on schedule.
the well-built
Hulst is a fast breaking guard
at the home of Ml*. Henry Red- the interestof the program. Bln.
are the grandparents.
nesday night, the Women's Mis- ‘the far eastern area
wore
Thanksgiving
Day
dinner
and has one of the best "eyes” on sionary Auxiliary entertained the
G. Van Hoven closed the program
Robert Knowles and Verne C. roads streams of 1947 model car* g-esLs of Henry W. Schuitmatt der lut week.
The meeting, hold in the home
proclaim the fact that there is no
the squad.
Mr and Mra. Ray Raak and Mr. with a short reading on Chris tmaa
Women’s Missionary society at a of Mrs. E. C. Brooks, was in Hohl were awarded the Victory
and
daughter.
Evelyn,
and
the
Playing opposite Beukema at Christmas party. Mrs. Richard
medal at the Coast Guard dinner dollar shortage here.
and Mra. Henry Hasaavoortwer* giving by Hem* Van Dyke.
The land itself is blessedlyun- Gene Kempkers family of Hol- •upper gueau at the home of
the other forward spot will be Oudersluys welcomed the guests. charge of Mrs. Marion do Voider. meeting in Grand Haven WednesHie pecking of the Christmas
land.
Devotions were led by Mrs. Alice
smashed. There are no raw,
either Fuzz Bauman or Bob Kruit- Devotions were in charge of Mrs.
box took place after the program.
day1 night. Application blanks for
Mra.
George
Hisrevoort
Sundiy.
Joe Lugtcn. Melvin Lugten,
hof. Bauman is a half-year stu- Garrett Vander Borgh and Mrs. Crawford and Mrs. Nelson Whit- the American theater citations vacant areas in the cities; and in
Mr. and Mrs. John Zlmbnlch This i* an annual event and this
nell reported for the spirituallife
the
country,
the
magnificently Marvin Van Doornik all of Hamdent and will be lost to the team William Miller.
were
approved
and
the
medals
will
have
sold their home to a family year the box will be sent to tha
committee. Mrs. C. B. Hopkins
built, all-wood farm houses, with iton and Rueben Bohl of Beaverin February.At present Bauman
The program, arranged by Mes- and her committee served refresh- be forwarded soon. Those attend- overhanging balconies, long slop- dam returnedfrom deer hunting from Chicago. Last Saturday the Winnebago Indians at Winnebago,
is having some trouble with his
ing the meeting were Knowles,
Zimonich* moved their household Neb. Gifts donated by members
dames Eugene Osterhaven, Ed- ments.
ing roofs, and geraniums and last week and each one of the
feet and for that reason may not
Hohl and Harold Vander Ploog.
goods to their newly built quonaet Included toys, games, books,
ward
Brand
and
William
Miller,
party
was
successful
in
securing
a
A
miscellaneous
program
markpetunias in the windowboxes,are
get the nod Friday. Kruithof
opened with two songs by the ed the meeting of the Women’s Mrs. A. E. Rackes has returned not scarred by machinegun slugs. deer. Alvin Strabbing of Holland, home near their garage at the towels, mittens and scarfs. Tha
came up from Coach Fred Weiss’
next meeting will be held during
junction of US-31 and M-50.
Holland High school
sextet, Missionarysociety of Maplewood
Vla ,twh<'ro she vis" You see no heartbreaking plaques wlx) joined the group in their
seeopd team this season and was
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Menken and the Week of Prayer in January
composed of the Musses Shirley church in the church Wednes- 1
ier hu-'band' L-1- Col. A. E. announcing that a certain number capip returnedat the same time,
enough of a standout to warrant
Van Dyke, Norma Van Vuren, day night. Mrs. James Baar pre- Rackes, over Thanksgiving week- of citizens died to beat Fascism. also having been successful in family were Sunday visitors at when a missionaryspeaker wifi
consideration on Mackay’s outfit.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry be present
Lois Nelson, Shirley Koning, Bar- sided and led devotions. Mrs J. end.
Switzerland had its last war in the shooting down a deer.
But the size will be the factor
Boers.
Miss
Irene
Wade
and
Dr.
Wilbara Morris and Eleanor Klungle, Westerhof led the singing of
1830 s.
Miss Margaret Lampen of Grand
•gainst the locals as they take to
laim Schrier of Hope collegeeach
John Redder slipped and fell
with Mias Carol Van Lare as ac- carols.
Rapids spent the past week-end in
the hardwood against the Indians
Froebel Cubs Stage
last Tuesday while deliveringgrocompanist. They sang "Just as I
ththome
of
her
parents,
Mr.
and
from
Friday.
Indians average
ceries at the home of Clifford Mexican Vale Party
Am,” Clement, and "God So LovMrs. Hairy J. Lampen.
around 6 foot with their center
ter Bolieldyk, Marinas Get- Maskegon Heights High school de- hungry lands into this paradise of
ed the World,” Stainer
man and Ed Kolenbrander.ac- bated two teams from Ottawa cleanliness and cheese, it Is not The Rev. Peter J. Muyskens has Nienhuis, fracturing his leg bestanding 6 foot 3 inches. The HolMembers of Cub pack 3
Miss Wilma Osterhaven gave a companied by Mrs. Earl Tellman.
easy to take too seriously the received a call from the First tween the knee and ankle. He
landers should again, be one of
Hills High school. Grand Rapids,
was taken to the hospitalin Zee- ed Jn Froebel school Tuesday
troubles of which the Swiss com- Relormed church, Grand Haven.
the fastest quintets in the South- reading. "If I Had Not Come," sang; Mrs. B. Grotenhuisgave a
and the Hope college Arcadian reading. "Keep Hold of the Prom- on the high school question,"Com- plain. The fact that the cost of liv- He has served the local pastorate land where the fracture was re- evening for a Mexican Christmas
western Conference.
n j Mrc
rp
pulsory Arbitration of Labor Dising is half again what it was in a little o\er three years, coming duced, but because of the nature party in keeping with the DecemThe game is scheduled for 8 quartet, including Robert Schuler, ises. and Mrs. reliman played a'pul(,s jn Baslc Industrles;.
of the break, the leg will not (be ber study theme on Old Mexico.
Warren
Hietbrink,
Kemioth
Leostpiano
solo.
A
skit,
"Love’s
Crucip.m. in the Ottawa High Gym
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Tanis, 1939; that food rationing is still to tills place from Richmond Re- put in a cast for about thtee
Cubs wore home-made Mexican
with a prelim on the card for ma and William Miedema, sang a ble," was presented by Mesdames 322 West 32nd St., announce the necassary; that British travel re- formed church, Grand Rapids.
weeks. He will remain at the hos- costumes displayingwide hats and
group
of
sacred
songs.
Jay
WeenPeter
Jacobusse,
C.
Beitman
and
strictions
will
cut
off
prime
Miss Verleta Klompurens, who
6:30 p.m.
birth of a son this morning at
er of the college read the poem. B. Vande Bunte. Mrs. J. Westersource of revenue; that taxes are is employed in secretarial work pital until *uch time as the cast serapes. Den No. 1 displayed "MexHolland hospital.
"The Inn that Missed Its Chance." hof sang a solo, accompanied by
heavier than e\er before; that this at Hines Veterans hospital in is put on, after which he expects ican'’ pottery made from local
Tlie Waverly Activity club will
OES Chapter Plans
»
clay and den No. 3 put on a
The program was concludedwith Mrs. Tellman, and Mrs. Allan
year’s drought cut milk produc- Chicago is spending a few weeks' to return to his
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Simpaon’of Mexican dance with rattlea.
a
vocal solo, "How Lovely Are Dykstra talked about "Forgetting meet Friday at 8 p'm. in the tion so coffee will have to be col- vacation with her mother, Mra.
Christmas Event
Battle Creek are visiting their
A feature of the evening was
Thy Dwellings." Little, by Miss the Baby," saying that it is easy school. The Home Economics les- ored with condensedmilk, and at A J. H. Klomparens.
At a meeting of Holland chapmother. Mra. George Smeyers.
the pinata stunt in which a paps?
Elaine Ackerson,accompanied by to forget the Christchild in favor son will he "Remodeling Hats" (lie same time lowered the level of
The
open
season
for
shooting
ter 429, Order of Eastern Star.
Mrs. Wilbur Boot.
Mr. and Mrs. Hienie Kamphuis Plnata (Jar) filled with hard canthe an’mv
alpine n'CIS
rivers which
°f the matena'l aspects ot Chris°t- ‘‘’nr
Irwf^lT
wnicn are
are the deer in Allegan county started
Tuesday night in the chapter
moved to Grand Haven Friday to dies, shell peanuts and candy ban
Refreshmentswere served from mas.
so
Dec.
1.
it
is
reported
20
deer
rooms, plans for a family ChristDon, ^nd
°f
the home they purchasedseveral was suspendedin the air and had
an attractively decorated table,
mas party and potluck supper, Mrs. Oudersluys and Mrs. Ray- Fifty attended the meeting. The Lammors were in Lansing Tues- consumption of current must bo were shot the first day and sev- months ago. Mr. Kamphula is a to be broken by blind-foldedCubs.
social hour was in charge of Me.sreduced.
(No
more
current
for eral (if tne.se by local 'hunters.
Dec. 16, were discussed. Guests mond Kuiper, pouring. Mrs. Gorday night to attend a concert by
graduate of the Veterans Training
Several awards were made.
were present from Detroit and don Groenewoud was in charge of dames John Jipping, Herman Ailx’rt Spaulding, distinguished advertising purposes,and people
school, where he took a course in Tommy Klomparens received the
Dirkse. Peter Jacobusseand Ray
with
electric hot water heaters
also from Star of Bethlehem chapj violinist.The artist's accompandecorations.
clock and watch repairing. He has Wolf geld arrow, and Paul NortKemme.
may take only one bath a week.)
ter 4& Refreshments were served
Hostesseswere officers of the
opened his own repair shop in huis, David Boerigter,Chuck GouMrs. B. Kruithof gave an inter- 1 K' An,h?ny K™iker- on leave of Consideringthe fact that on all
by Mesdames Kenneth Dean. Alan
Grand Haven.
Auxiliary, assisted by Mrs. Joe esting
tine book review
r^vimv of "King's
••k-intc
from <7on,,'al colle^ at sides of this nest of securitypeople
looze and David McMillin received
B. Ayers and Olin Anderson.
Kooiker and Mrs. William Vander Blood Royal’’ by Sinclair Lewis, lella, la.. IS a friend of the local are slowly starving and long ago
^ Steve Zimonich and sons, Bear awards with gold arrows,
and joined them for dinSchel. Mrs. John Wesselink, presi- at the Bethel Reformed church group
George and Paul, spent Thanks- Norman Overway and Jim Boevs
nor
...
• stoPP°d caring whether they took
It has been estimated that the
dent of the Mission society, thank- Women's Missionaryunion meet- ncr. Mr Kooiker will appear in baths or not. all these considera- In
giving day with Mr. and Mra. received Lion swards. These two
human lungs take in about 25 ed the Auxiliary for their hospi- ing Wednesday night. Piano duets Holland soon before the Century tions seem trivial.
Steve Zimonich, Jr, at their home together with Jim Fairbanks were
club.
ounces of oxygen every 24 hours. tality.
Road near Grand Ha- graduated from the Cub pack to
were played by Elaine Reinink
The Swiss themselvesseem to Grand Haven, Dec. 4 (Special)
Christmas in Australia,with its and Phyllis Boes. Mrs. R. Van
troop 12, receiving certificatesof
sense this, and if they complain, Several changes have been made ven.
Crispus Attucks, a Negro, was
customs reminiscent of the Brit- Vuren led devotions, and Mrs. C. Church Co-Wed Club
Mr. and Mra. Harold Vtndar graduationand the Scout handdo so in a soft voice. They are in the hchcduled jury cases for the
the first American soldier to fall ish traditions,but carried out in
A. Stoppels, president, presided.
not loath to point out. however, present term of the Ottawa Cir- Zwaaag and sons and Mrs. Jennie book.
during the American Revolution- the heat of the summer season,
Has Christmas Party
Vander Zwaag drove to Lansing They were welcomed into the
that their condition,a result of cuit Court.
ary war.
was described to members of the
The case of Dork Van Raalte Thursday where they spent the new troop in a ceremony conductNorth section of the nation's The Co-Wed club of First Re- their carefully guarded neutrality,
Hope church Women’s Missionary
is still worse than that of the and Roy Klomparens. of Holland day with Mr. and Mra. Foster Van ed by Casey Vander Kuy, ScoutAbout 75 per cent of all the su- society Wednesday afternoon by capitplbuilding in Washingtonwas formed church hold a monthly
United States, where there is no against Reier D. Cook and Wilma Vliet.
master of ti-oop 12, Dr. S. S.
completed
in
1800,
and
congress
meeting Wednesday night in the
gar cane produced in the United Mrs. Renze Hoeksema, Australian
Cook, of Zeeland, involving a note
Commitment services for John Tiesenga and Ed Kellogg.
held
its first session in the build- form of a Christmas party. Mr. rationing,few shortages,plenty of
States is grown in Louisiana.
war bride. Most Australians are ing in November of that year.
electricityand apparent prosper- for $23,007.60,plus interestdated Hiemstra were held at the local
Two Cub leaders, Edna Fairand Mrs. Ray Tor Book led devoity despite a degree of inflation May 22, 1947, on wiiich there is an cemetery Saturday.The deceased banks and HenriettaBoeve, who
tions and the Rev. B. Kruithof
alleged balance due of $4,007.60 lived several miles north of here are retiring as Den mothers, reand high taxes.
discussed the lesson. Co-presiand interest, has been postponed for many years and lived in Rob- ceived certificates of appreciadents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Steuntil Dec. 8. Hie case had been inson with hi* daughter, since the tion.
ketee, presided at the business THIS SORT of criticiMn.even scheduled Dec. 1.
death of his wife in April.
though polite and indirect, may
meeting.
The case originallyset for Dec.
Mrs. George Hassevoort and
Solos were sung by Ray Ter seem to come with ill grace from
Twelve Initiated Into
Switzerland,
which
sat out the 8, in which Leoria Van Dyke children and Mr. and Mra. Hienie
Book and Mrs. Harriet Maassen,
war; but I have heard the same (now Bouwman) of Grand Haven Kamphuis were guests at the Local Order of Elks
accompaniedby Gary Bruins.
is seeking $10,000 for alleged per- home of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Mrs. Charles Ploegsma gave a thing said by French. British.
At the regular meeting of the
Russians
and
Chinese.
As
far as manent injuriesfrom John Joseph MoJewijk in East Holland Thanksholiday reading.
Benevolent Protective Order ot
they can see, America played a Roznock and Edwin Winters, has giving day.
Elks held Tuesday, a class ot 12
A mimeographedprogram for
been adjourneduntil Dec. 15.
the new year was distributed to decisive role in two widely separwas initiatedinto the order. The
The case scheduled to be heard
Donald Gleason, 22, route 2, installationservice was conducteach member. Plans were made ated war zones and emerged from
today and Thursday brought by Nunka, and Betty G. Callaway,
for group caroling on Dec. 22. A the struggle stronger, better suped by the Grand Haven officers
sum of money from the club plied, and seemingly more pros- William Easterly, by his next 19, Grand Haven; Theodore De- and drill team. Visitorsalso were
friend,
McCleave
Easterly
against
Jong, 27, route 2, Zeeland, and present from Grand Haven.
treasury was contributed to a perous than ever. This leads some
Bernie J. Lemmen, of Coopers- Jean Hop, 26, Holland.
worthy cause. Gifts were exchang- of them to think that America
Followingthe meeting a social
ville, in which plaintiffis seeked and a toy was donated bv each won the war with one hand tied
gathering and fish-frylunch was
ing $20,000 for injuries sustained
Joe Cain, 33, route 1, Nunka, held.
couple to be sent to the Rev. N. behind, and they can t see why she
May 25, 1945, has been put over and Marie Pfishner, 37, Grind Next regular meeting will be
Gossolinkfor distribution at the can’t give them, and the other hungry people,- more help now. The until Dec. 16 and 17.
Rapids.
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Refreshments were served by fact that the United States’domesthe hosts and hostesses, Mr. and tic debt multiplied during the war
Mrs. Albert Kleis, Jr.. Mr. and as an index of our contribution
Mrs: Irving Lemmen and Mr. and does not impress people whose
thinking moves on the level of food
Mrs. Herbert Hop.
and clothing.
The Swiss, of course, have no
Central Park Class
need of American help. They still
congratulate one another that
Elects Officers
their wartime neutrality,at times
Thirty members attended the
so precarious,never actually went
annual potluck supper and meeton the rocks. Many, however, seem
ing of the Booster’s class of Cento feel a small sense of inferiority
tral Park Reformed church Tuesthat they didn’t have anything to
day night in the church rooms.
do with the victory. This .feeling
Tables were decorated in the
his diminished markedly now that
Christmas motif.
it has become obviods that the
Mrs. John Ter Vree presided at
future civilization was not insured
a business meeting- which featured
by the triumph over Fascism, but
electionof officers.
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officers were: president, Mrs.
John C. Knoll; vice-president,
Mrs.
Jacob De Free; secretary, Mrs.
Lester Cbok; treasurer,Mrs. Willa’rd Penna; assistant secretarytreasurer,Mrs. John Kuipers.
Gifts were exchanged.

a year or two ago. when everyone
was throwingcelebrationsand be- BAND PLANS CONCERT
lieving that everything wa* going
The Holland American Legion
to be fine, the Swiss felt a little
band will present their 26th anas. though they hadn’t been invited
to the party. Actually, of course, nual winter concert Dec. 11 in the
they were only nominally neutral. High School auditorium.
Having lived between Hitler end
The American begim band is

Dec.

organization in Holland.
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of

the present membership are vet- collectionto help defray
erans of World War IL A pro- according to spoiuoi
turei, includinga vocal
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land and wf. Lot
— Twp. Park.
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Jacob Easenburgand wf. to
Henry Kruithoffand wf. Lot 45
Essenburg Subd.— Twp. Holland.
Thomas Rosema and wf. to Alvin E. Kraker Pt SWi Sec. 23-7-

Can Reduce Taxes,

Hinga Announces
Probable Lineup

14.

John H. Van Huizen and wf. to
Martin Christian Ulmer et al Lot
117 Laug'i PUt No. 1-Coopem-

Vandenberg Says
State Senator Blames

ville.

Centralized Control

Joseph Syswerda and wf. to Leland Brown and wf. Pt Si SEi

For Mounting Expenses

Sec. 26-6-13.

• halt to rising taxes constituted

Anthony Disselkoenand wf. to
Simon N. Disselkoen and wf. Lot
4 Roosenraad'aSuper. PUt No. 4
—City of Zeeland.
Egbert Brink and wf. to Perry
H. Swanlund and wf. Pt. Lot 27

the burden of an address by State

Laug's

Cwnovia, Dec. 4

— A
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M

many governmental function*

u

possible to the local level and

Farm

bureau in the former Porter
ichool Tuesday night.
"One hundred thirty-two men

As

the sailing season ends, the flotilla of small
craft disappearsfrom Macstawa bay as if by magic.

few

of the dozens of vessels sweating out ths
winter here. Owners will likely spend hours sanding, caulking, painting, varnishing and repairing
the gear. Sailing thus becomes a year-around
hobby.

But the owners aren't idle during winter months.
There Is continued activity as the craft are put in
condition for another season. This photo shows a

Pt.

a

Here s

Where Boats Go

When

Sails

Are Furled

Lot

12 Blk

2

college

Interest Is riding high in tht
city today with local followers
wondering what kind of a team
the Dutchmen will put on the
floor this season. After losing two
aggressive high-scoring stars such
as Russ De Vette and Bob Van
Dis, it is a difficult task to floor
a squad measuring up to the 194647 squad. This year’s squad may
lack a little in finesse and floor

William James Baker and wf.
to John Visch and wf. Lot 79
Nieuwsma’s Super. Resubd.—West
Michigan Park— Park Twp.
Fred A. Glueck and wf. to David F. Morria and wf. Lots 79 and
80 Glueck's Subd. No. 3— City of
Grand Haven.

Hinga is playing the same fast
type of ball, paced by the veteran Don Mlilder and the new freshman forward from Holland High
Bud Vande Wege. Both are exceptional shots and are expected to

Feniville

Woman

Claimed by Deatli

Ottawa County

Woman

Ralph H. Broesseit and wf. to Grand Haven
Edward W. Tanis and wf. to Wilford G. Albert and wf. Pt. Lot
Dies of Heart Ailment
Enoch D. Fish and wf. Lot 19 De
A— Edward C. Smith's Add. to
Haan's Subd., Village of Hudson- City of Grand Haven.
Grand Haven, Dec. 4 (Special)
ville.
Myrtle L. Slat ter to Bernie J. —Mrs. Bemardine Lippe, 77,
James W. Oakes and wf. to Lemmen and wf. Lot No. 55
route 2, Grand Haven, died in her
Lewis W. Reghel and wf. Lot 53
Laug's Plat No. 1— Village of home at 4:30 a.m. Tuesday of a
Sheldon Heights Add. to City of Coopersville.
heart ailment. Although she had
Grand Haven.
John Myaard and wf. to John been in ill health for two years,
Ernest J. Hillman and wf. to
J. Myaard Pt. NWi NEi Sec. 29- her death was unexpected.She
Luke Woldring Pt. SEI Sec. 22-55-13.
was born in Washington,Mo.
15.
Hayward Walker and wf. to
She was a member of the EastCorn 1 De Meester and wf. to
spring approaches, "fitting Perry H. Swanlund and wf. Pt. Marvin B. Van Tatenhove and wf. ern Star order of East Chicago,
000." Vandenberg is chairman of
NEi NEi Sec. 16-5-15.
Ind., and St. John’s Episcopal
the state affairscommittee of the ouP. begins. The motor is over- Lot 24 Laug's Plat No. 1, Village
Clarence Tripp and wf. to church in Grand Haven. Her fathhauled. other equipment checked of
Senate.
»
Sen. Vandenberg praised the and repaired. Painting and var- Hotel Maeatawa to Frederick Joseph Delbert Camp and wf. Lota er was a Civil War veteran and
76, 77 and 78 Lakewood Park was killed during Custer's last
idea of the West Michigan Farm nishing completethe job.
J. Bosma and wf. Lot 99 Honestand at the battle of Little Big
The Campbell company also veld's Super. Resubd. Maeatawa Subd.
to-Prosper contest, in which the
Joseph Delbert Camp and wf. Horn.
North Chester Farm bureau is makes custom-built crafts during Park, Park Twp.
to Jacob Van Dyke and wf. Lots
Besides the husband. Robert,
participatingalong with nearly 50 the- cold spell. Several of them, inLucas Brink and wf. to Harry
other rural community organize cluling large and small sailboats Vander Ploeg Pt. Lot 6 Blk 33, 76. 77 and 78 Lakewood Park she is survived by two daughters,
Subd.
Grand Haven township; three sons,
tions in Ottawa. Muskegon, New and cruisers, are worked on at City of Holland.
Esther V. Leggett to Ray Hast- xMrs. Margaret Coding of East
aygo, Oceana, and Mason coun- the same time.
Jacob W. Hobeck and wf. to
2 Blk Chicago and Mrs. Ruth Prucha of
Like most building, boat buildties. 'It would be a grand thing
if mutuality of interests could be ing begins with a blueprint which
^
Blk 3°'
va. Carl of Robinson township, William of Toledo. Ohio, and Robert
is transferredto a pattern the
promoted everywhere,"he said.
John R. Palmer and wf. to Hu- lage of Coopersville.
Est. Cornelius Ver HuLst. Dcc’d. of East Chicago; also three
John A. Chisholm,of Muske- actual size of the boat. From this bert G. Henry and wf. Pt. SWi
to Corie Overwey Pt. Lot 6 AJing s grandchildren.
gon, secretary of the Farm-to- step in the moldloft, a "jig-’ is Sec. 35-8-13.
Add.
to City of Zeeland.
Prosper Contest association,urg- made in the millroom. This is a
Henry Casemler Jr. to John
Stewart William Sparks and wf.
ed as many as possible from all framelikeaffair,usually built of Borst and wf. Lot 20 Maplewood
to Alfreda C. Swanson Lot 4 Blk
competing organizations to at- scrap wood to be the exact shape Add. to City of Grand Haven.
tend the round-up in Muskegon and size of the boat. The frame Cora T. Angell to Joseph Dyk- 7— Hare, Tolford and Hancock's
Jan. 30, when Gov. Sigler will or "ribs" is made over this mold sterhouse and wf. Pt. Ei NWi Add. to Village of Spring Lake. MAJOR LEAGUE
Arthur E. Lafferty to Louls De
Hollander Hotel 3. Bosman's
present awards to winning groups. before the final planking is ap- Sec. 17-7-13.
Young
and
wf. Pt. Lot 6 Sec. 31-8- Cabins 0; FillmoreCreamer} 1.
The after dinner program open- plied.
Joseph A. Dyksterhouseand wf.
Up to this time, the boat has to Henry A. Modderman and wf. 15.
Whites Market 2; Brewers City
ed with song number by Beatrice
Sena Rycenga to Henry Shash- Coal 3, Elks 0; Fox Deluxe Beer
Marie and Harriet Anne Gilbert been ups'idedown, but is now Pt. El NWi Sec. 17-7-13.
accompaniedby their mother, turned over and set in a cradle.
Martin De Jonge and wf. to aguay and wf. Pt. NEi Sec. 24- 3, Moose 0.
High game— E. De Neff. 233: J.
Mrs. Virgil Gilbert, at the piano. Scaffolding is built around it so John Vork and wf. Lot' 13 Martin 7-16.
Mrs. H. E. Strohm was program that each part can be easily De Jonge’s Subd.. Holland Twp.
Mathew Arends and wf. to Cor- Christopher, 217; A. Stansby, 214
J. Lewandowski. 209; F. Lemmen
chairman. Maynard Klein, chair- reached.
Myrtle Bronkhorst to William nelius Van Weelde and wf. Pt.
Next the interior is outfitted. P. Schuitema and wf. Pt. Wi Secs. 28, 32, and 29 Chester Twp. 206; C. Brightrall,206; E. Adler
man of the North Chester Farm
Bureau, presided.
Floors, bulkheads,bunks, bench- NWi SEi Sec. 1-7-16.
Frank E. Baker to Charles J. 202; C. Looman. 201; W. Reagan
200; T. Kouw, 200.
Gerritt Elzinga, of Hudsovnille, es, drawers, etc., are installed.
Barbey
Pt. Sec. 35-8-13.
Dorothy Deremo to
High series — E. De Neff. 616;
•ecretary of the Ottawa County The parts are made in the factory Dirkse and wf. Parc, la
Ray Wilson, Inc. to Melvin R.
to fit the shapes of the boats. The Sec. 35-8-16.
Farm bureau, spoke briefly.
Wlodar and wf. Lot 38 Bolthouse C. Looman, 583; J. Christopher,
574; E. Adler, 561; W. Reagan,
motor and galley equipment are
Annie K. Deremo et al to Juli- Subd.— Spring Lake Twp.
installedand finishing touches us Dirkse Pt. Sec. 35-8-16.
John
Van
Zanter.
and
wf.
to 554; J. Lewandowski,553; T.
Christmat Decorations
Kouw, 542; A. Stansby, 533; J.
added before the entire boat Is
Albert De Ridder and wf. to Howard M. Veneklasen and wf.
Zeeland. Dec. 4 — The Zeeland painted and varnished. Only a
Mills, 524; H. Wise, 520; F. LemLots
66
and
67
Weersings
First
Chamber of Commerce announc- launching is needed to initiate the William M. Boeve SWi SWi Sec. Add. to City of Holland.
men, 514; W. AdamaitU, 509; R.
25-6-16.
ed today that it had begun its vessel into use.
Henry Mollema and wf. to Lu- Colton, 504; C. Brightrall,503.
Raven. Kramer A Raven to
Christmasdecorating on the Main
Sail boats, however, are not Mary, Vander Wal Pt. SWi SEi cas Brink and wf. Lot 33 Vanden
street. Wreaths and other Christ- complete even after launching.
Bosch's Subd. to City of Holland. CITY LEAGUE
Sec. 31-5-15.
mas decorations will be placed on During the structure of the boat.
E. A T. 2, Parkway Tavern 1
Gerrit Idema and wf. to A. M.
----I'an
S.
Wickham
and
wf.
to
the lamp posts, a spokesman said.
its mast is made separately, fit- Charles A. Van Woerkom and wf. Wertz et al Pt. SWi SEi Sec. 24- (hdep. 345); Kronemeyer Heating
of Holland.

ft?

a

Coopersville.

Kr*™

3

play, but it certainly won't be deficient in aggressiveness.

Ice closes local waters to tod with hardware and put on 1
boating. And this raises a ques- means of a derrick after the boat
FermVille,Dec. 4 (Special) —
child, he said.
Sec. 18-5-15.
tion. What happens to that fleet is in the water.
Mrs. Bessie Leland, 84, died at
"Some tax bills will come beFred
Zalsman
to
Elvin
Guerof yachts and sailboats anchored To launch a boat, the reverse
her home in the village at 3 a.m.
fore the special session in March,
each summer in Maeatawa Bay process of la>ing up is employed. ink and wf. Lot 115 West Park today. Born Feb. 7, 1863 at Burr
concerningwhich I am going to
Add.
to
City
of
Zeeland.
and at docks along the lake? A motor or winch, stationed on
Oak, daughter of Mr. and Mr».
have something to say,” he asWhat do boat companiesdo in the shore, regulates a cable attached Gerrit Nyboer and wf. to ArEdward Hawley, she came as a
serted. "No one has explained to
thur
G.
Knoll
and
wf.
Pt.
Sec.
winter?
to the boat. The cable is lengthensmall child to Ganges. She marme yet why we need 22,000 state
18-5-15.
employes today as against 16,000 Well, it's a cinch the boat com- ed, the new or rejuvenatedboat
Menno Zwart et al to H/'—v ried George Leland in January,
panies don't revert to production slides into the water and it's set
three years ago."
Swart
and wf. Ei Ei WJ NWJ 1886, and moved to Fennville 52
for another summer.
Relative to a 40-hour week for of ice skates, and yachts don’t
year ago. Mr. Leland, former
Sec. 15-6-13.
state employes, which he said wear skis, but neither stands idle
Fred W. Weidenfellerand wf. state senator, died in 1933.
would mean still further increase while Lake Michigan tosses her
Mrs. Leland was a life memto Ray Wilson, Inc., Pt. Lot 15
hi number of employes. Sen. Van- waves against the icebergs, acber of Bethel chapter, Order of
Lakeside Plat.— Spring Lake.
denberg said the only way the in- cording to two local boat comPeter Slenk and wf. to Bern- Eastern Star, serving as second
creased cost could be met would panies, Jesiek Brothers Shipyard
Real
Estate
ard R. Shashaguay and wf. Pt. worthy matron.
he through increasedtaxes. "An at Maeatawa Park and the CampSurviving are two daughters,
NWi SWi Sec. 31-5-15.
industry can pass on to the con- bell Boat Co. of Virginia Park.
Mrs.
Marc Hutchinson of FennNellie
M.
Eastman
to
Chesley
Transfers
At the end of the good sailing
sumer increased labor costs," he
R. Kent et al Pt. Ei SEi Sec. ville and Mrs. Marc Reid of Bensaid. ‘The government must get season, each boat is removed
ton Harbor; a daughter-in-law,
Vivian Arnold to Henrietta 1-7-13.
any additional revenue from tax- from the water for repair and
Mel
Trotter Rescue Mission to Mrs. Everett Leland of Yuma,
Lamers
Pt.
NEi
Sec.
15-5-13.
fs, and I don't believe the people storage. It is transported into
Simon J. Boerema and wf. Lot 73 Ariz.; eight grandchildren; seven
the storing building on a car
Gerrit Pohk*r and wf. to Albert
want more taxes."
Maeatawa Park Assn. Twp. Park. great grandchildren; a sister, Mrs.
Sen. Vandenberg touched on which travels the marine railway, Sail and wf. Lot 14 Brand's Subd.
Henry L. Willis et al to Her J. Florine Billings and a brother,
the state fair grounds racing is- a track running into the water. Twp. Georgetown.
Edward Hawley, both of FennFairchild Pt. E frl i Sec. 2-8-16.
sue, saying that through increas This is called “hauling out." Once
Edwin Paul McLean and wf. to
Warner
Jonnson
and
wf.
to ville.
ad rental levied on the Detroit inside, the boat’s hull is washed James D. Boter and wf. Pt. Lot 8 Arthur A. Zimmerman and wf.
Racing association and increased with huge brushes, removing any and 7 Plat of Holland Subd., City
Pt. NEi Sec. 34-8-16.
marine growth and dirt It is then
"take" from the betting the state
this year realized over a million transferred to a cradle,made spedollars more than in 1946. Voic- cially to fit the boat.
The boat is stripped of its
ing his personal opposition to the
principle of deriving revenue equipment,the gas tank and bilge
from such source, he recalled that are drained and cleaned. Unless
the racing interests had run an it needs repairs, the boat is now
original $1,000 investmentto ready for hibernation.Although
more than a million, with earn- most are kept inside,some boats
are kept outside,snugly sheltered
ings in the millions.
‘The state was getting a by blankets of canvas. This fall
lental of $12,000 a season," he storing is called by mariners the
said. 'This was raised to $280, "laying up.”

the

Sec. 28-5-15.

of

Grand Haven.
Est. Theodore W. Lockhart to
Halbert D. ElferdinkPt. Lot 21
Harrington, Wcsterhof and Kramer's Add. to City of Holland.
Richard Bell and wf. to Fred
C. Bell Jr. and wf. Pt. NWi NWi

Thursday night ih

quintet.

PUt

Slayton and

Vander Veens Add. to City

Hinga

Armory. It will also be the first
encounterfor Coach Russ Water*’

row Maris and wf. Lot 40 PUaman'a Subd.— Holland Twp.
Frances Bekiru to Marvin Beld
and wf. W| Ei NWi Sec. 20^-14.
Edna Van Raalte to Dick B. K.
Van Raalte and wf. Pt. NEi SWi

at Lansing cannot

find the answers to many of your
problems as well as you can youraelves," the senator said. "With
an overburdenedlegislaturesome
things don’t get done and others
are not done well. There can be
too much centralizationof govtrnment.
Turning to taxes and governmental financialaid to local communities Sen. Vandenberg said a
government can give back only
what it first has taken.
Calling for
halt to rising
taxes the senator pointed out the
aix million residents of Michigan
paid in the last fiscal year 700
million dollars taxes exclusive of
federal taxes. Including the latter, Michigan paid $375 to $400
taxes for every man, woman and

Coach Milton (Bud)

scheduledlight drills for his Hop#
cagers today in their final practice before their opener with the
Raiders of Grand Rapids Junior

No. 2— Cbopersville.
Dan Vandercingel to Hairy Stad
and wf. Gov. Lot 7 and Pt. NWJ
Sec. 12-7-14 and Gov. Lot 8 and
Pt. NE frli Sec. 11-7,14.
William Plasman et ai to Wood-

Senator William C. Vandenberg,
of Holland, before the annual
community Thanksgiving dinner
meeting of the North Chester

and women

For Jaysee Tilt

WEAVING TENDERS’

docks. George B. Peterson, seayearly winter chore at any man first class at the local staCoast Guard station is the re- tion gets a taste of this winterizpairing of all equipment used dur- ing duties as he works on "fening the summer boating season. ders." All of these are hand
One of these chores is the com- woven. In the backgroundis a sea
plete reweavingof boat "fenders" anchor and other equipment
or "bumpers" which are used which Is scheduled for an overwhen the boat is tied up against haul job this winter.

A

furnish a good share of the scoring
punch. At the center post, Hinga
will start lanky Harold Buter. al-

a 1946-47 letterman and a
"bear" on the bankboards. In addition Buter is a good defensive
man.
Besides Vande Wege, the other
two new faces in the Dutchmen
so

lineup will in all probability be,

Nick Yonker at the other forward,
and Bill "Moose" Holwerda from
Grand Rapids. Yonker is well
known to Holland grid fans as
Hope's "Mr. T”. He has rounded into cage form quickly, and is
fast developing as a smooth-workjectivelyand with a realisticat- ing aggressive forward. Holwerda
is a big husky guard upon whom
titude on the problems young peo-

Youth Needs Security,

Psychologist Tells Club

'There is need for mutual respect between parents and children,” Dr. Gunnar Dybwad of ple are facing today, the psycholoLansing, state supervisor of chil- gist expressedconfidence in the
dren’s welfare, told members qf youth of America.
Century club Monday night in the
Mrs. William Winter, club presihome of Mrs. N. Dykhuizen on dent. presided.
West 13th St.
Miss Phyllis Darrow, soprano,

Speaking on the adolescent and Tim Harrison, baritone, sang
problem, Dr. Dybwad suggested two duets, accompanied by Herthat “we are overprotecting young bert Ritsema. Their numbers were
people in many instances, taking "Barcarolle," Offenbach, and "Infrom the adolescent many respon- dian Love Call," Friml. They are
sibilities, later shoving him out students at Hope college.
into life, unprepared and bewildArrangements for the meeting
ered by its many choices."There were in charge of Mrs. Dykare too many outside interestsfor huizen, Dr. E. D. Dimnent. Miss
children,many of them adult- Kittie Doesburg. Mr. and Mrs. J.
sponsored. he said.
F. Donnelly, Mrs. C. J. DregThere has always been a gap man, Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Everett.
between the adolescent and his
elders, but it has widened more
rapidly during the pat>t few years, Cemetery Trustees Waive
said the speaker. He recognized as Charges lor War Dead
a hopeful sign an increasing interest and effort on the part of
As a gesture of good will to
parents to understand their chil- relatives of veterans who died
dren.
overseas, the Park and Cemetery
Young people tend to be daring, board Monday night passed a resto explore, to challenge tradition, olution canceling burial charges.
and to follow the gang. These facThe trustees took this action "in
tors, misdirected, may cause seri- appreciation for the supreme sacous problems, he warned. It is nec- rifice." By this resolution,there
essary to keep in mind, said the will be no charge on any of the
speaker, that underneath a bold regular cemetery services.
exterior is much of fear.
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
Dr. Dybwad praised the efforts said undertakersand vault sup-

a great deal of the defensive prob-

lems will rest. He will play the
more or less stationary guard ia
Hinga’s fast breaking offense.
Others who may see considerable duty Thursday night are: Don
Boeskool, Chuck Ploegsma, George
Slikkers. Harve Buter, Phil
Meengs, Bob Becksvoort, Rred
Brieve, and Jack Marema.
Grand Rapids Junior is still an

unknown quantity, but all report*
from the Jaysee camp indicate
that they have potent outfit
The squad is expected to have considerable height. The aggregation
is composed mainly of boys who
were stars in Grand Rapid* High
schools in recent year*.

Native of Czechoslovakia
Passes

in

Grand Haven

Gand Haven, Dec. 4 (Spedall
—Mr*. Mary Pikulik, 44. died ir
her home at 4:05 a m. today. Sh«
had been

in ill health for 10

year*

She was born

in Czechoslovak!!
Oct. 4. 1903, and had lived hem
for 10 years, coming from Chicago. She was a member of thi

East Chicago Slovak Lutheran
church.

She was married to Joseph
Pikulik in 1937. He itirvives along
with a stepson. Joseph. Jr, of
sive educators who are interested such cases.
Cheboygan,Mich.; a stepdaughter,
in developing basic. Christian,
Rose, of Jarvey, Calif.;her modemocratic values. As the home
Tlio beginningof the American ther, a brother and three sister*
becomes less secure, the school school system was in Boston, in Czechoslovakia.
is forced to take more respon- where in 1635, a schoolmaster was
sibility. Nursery schools also are employed to give instruction to
Coal was discovered in Virginia
important, he said. Looking ob- children of the settlement.
in 1745.
of the schools and their progres- pliers have reduced charges

in

Bowling Scores
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ATTEND ROTARY MEET
Mtmbers of

the Junior class of
the Zeeland Public schools were
“Wg shots" for the past three
weeks when they were given the
title of Junior Rotarians and were
allowed to meet each week with
the Zeeland Rotary club on Tuesday noons. This plan sponsored by
the Zeeland Rotary club is part
Of their youth service program.

*• id* *
.

.to

type of work the boys are interested in and to bring them into
cloee contact with Rotarianswho
are in this work. Junior Rotarians seated clockwise around the
table are: Bernard Ozinga. Jack

Peter Roon, Harva/d Meyers.

Standing in therear

are:

George

M. B. Lubbers,
chairman of youth service committee, Maynard Mohr, H. Kuit,
Sheridan,Dick Carlson,Wendell Dick Nies, Henry Lokers, Jack
Lubbinge, Alvin Vander Kolk, Boonstra, E. Hartgerink, Rev. W.
Sherwin Nagelkirk,Larry Dick- J. Hilmert, D. F. Boonstra,William Baron, Ray Elbihg, N.

man, Ronald Meeuwsen, Clarence

fed out what Smmeittta,

Allen, Secretary,

Brower, Harmon f*n Herder,
De Free, and Hafry Derks.

BUI BUmwndaal, Ken

Van Weelde and

wf.
to Herschel E. Haradine and wf.
Pt. of Sec. 27-8-14 and PL of
Sec. 26-8-14.
Bruce M. Raymond and wf. to
John E. Deshong Lot 34 and 35
Woodlawn Acres.— Twp. of Holland.

2, Home Equipment 1, (hdep.
138); Baker Furniture 2 (hdep.
75), Home Furnace 1; VFW 2,
Lions 1 (hdep. 69).
High game— E. Hall, 200.
High series— M. Ter Haar, 544;
E. De Neff, 541; C. Looman, 531;
F. Meppelink,513.

2

Mott oil tanker* periodically through the shipping
eeaion, usually enter and leave the Holland harbor quite unnoticed by local realdenta,but not ao
with the 88 Meteor which docked here early Tueaday. The reason undoubtedly Is the fact that It la
one of the rare "whaleback’’ type of boat. It is a

long, aleek boat with its auper^ructurt

inYheTTirT

When

moving, the bow of the ship la raised high
while the rear It coneiderably lower. Crew memhere pointed out that this quality of the Meteor
makes her a successfulIcebreaker.It left Holland
Tueeday
(Penna-Sa* photo)
back type, Moore said the boi
was especially well equipped f<
ice breaking, since the bow ridi
high on the ice as the ship an

Dora Lawton to William Van
Home Furnace
(hdep. 12),
Allsburg and wf. Pt. Lot 2 Blk Lions 1; Baker Furniture 3 (hdep.
1 Thomas Watson's Add. to Vil- 24), V.F.W. 0; E. A T. 2, Kronelage of Coopersville.
meyer Heating 1 (hdep. 237);
Gerald C. Arkema and wf. to Parkway Tavern 2, Home EquipEdward J. Zenko et al Lots 20 and ment 1.
23 South Park Subd.— Twp. Grand
High game-E. D* Neff, 224; J.
Haven.
Mills, 222; W. Stolp. 221; H. Ter
grosses. The weight break*
WilLam T. Kasmauski et al to Haar, 203; L Smitten, 202; C.
ice. Capacity of the Meteor
Einar EskiUsen and wf. Pt. Lot 15 Looman. 201; A. Walsh, 201.
listed at 40,000 barrels.
— Plat of Willows — Spring Lak*
High series — J. Mills, 594; C.
The ship's master is Fred Bo
Twp.
Looman, 560; E. De Neff, 533; W.
lin,
who is aided by seven oth<
Stolp,
533;
H.
Ter
Haar,
524;
F.
Richard W. Meyer to Herman
Holland residents who saw the a tanker. The boat formerly officers. The crew numbers 2
Nelson and wf. Pt. SWi Sec. 36- Meppelink,521; L. Smitters, 517; SS Meteor when it docked at the
was used to carry trucks arid cars. including a woman cook, makir
8-13.
J. Fisher, 511.
Montellodocks Tuesday, may not She sailed under the name of thd']® total of 29 aboard the tanker
Ralph Van Lente and wf. to
have known it, but they were F rank Rockefeller. It operates on High seas and the narrow H(
Dick Van Der Meer and wf. Pt MERCHANT’S LEAGUE
looking, at the last "whaleback" all of the Great Lakes during the land harbor delayed their e
NWi SEi Sec. 36-5-16.
Mass Furniture 2, Conrad Re- type boat under American reg- shipping season, and is flagshipof
trance early Tuesday mornin
Ralph Van Lente and wf. to frigeration 1; HoUand City Bot- istry. At least that, is the claim
he fleet owned by the Cleveland Moore said. He said the boat a
Donald E. Van Lente and wf. Pt tling 2, Ter Haar Auto 1; Peo- of the ship’s crew and spokesman
Tankers, Inc. The company also rived from Chicago at 8 a.m. Mo
NWi SEi Ssc. 36-5-16.
ples State Bank 2, Earl’a Grocery Georgq Moore, the third mate. operates three other tankers, the
day, but was forced to anch
Benjamin Altena and wf. to Ja- 1; Warm Friend Tavern 2, Whitt Moore said as far as he knew this
Rocket, Comet and Mercury, the five miles out. The ship docked
cob Rezelman and wf. Lot 19 Village Inn L
was the only boat of this type re- spokesman said.
2 a.m. Tuesday. Moore said tb
Diekema Homestead Add.— Twp.
High game— M. Wierda, 201.
maining’ under the American flag
Besides, it is one of the largest they were afraid the high sc
Holland.
High aerie*— J. Bonzelaar, 515. although he said Canada still has
ships to enter the local harbor. Monday might sweep them in
Ray Nyland and wf. to George
a few.
She is 366 feet long, which ac- the sides of the channel.
Aalderink and wf. Lot 78 Vred- Canada’s aaw mills have a norThe boat was laid down In 1896 cording to spokesmen, is 70 feet
The Meteor left Holland at 1:!
eveld’s Subd.— Twp. Park.
mal annual productionof in' ex- at Superior, Wis. It was rebuiltin longer than the SS South Ameri- p.m. Tuesday. It was ita accoi
Ruth Romeyn et al to Ray Ny- caga of ttuee Mikoa heard (aet, 1M3 whea it waa eoavarfedinto
can. In aoeaking «C the whale- trip into Holtead this yea&

Unusual Type Tanker
Ends Visit in Holland

I

,

afternoon.

